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But now I had to face an elemental question, as an anthropologist of course,

but even more so as a person who had always been deeply involved

with nature: Is there not a single reality in the natural world, an absolute

and universal reality? Apparently the answer to this question is no.

richard k.  nelson, Make Prayers to the Raven
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D
preface

For more than thirty years The People of Mission have allowed me to come

among them and have shared with me the experience of their lives. That

experience has been beyond price and has shaped the course of my life. No

book could encompass all they have shared with me, but I hope this one will

aid those who have never experienced the North to appreciate The People

and their world as it existed between 1969 and 1992.

I wish to express my sincere thanks to the sta√ of the University of

Nebraska Press. Editing is a di≈cult and often unappreciated task. I wish to

thank the copyeditor, Maureen Creamer Bemko. I owe a particular debt of

gratitude to Gary Dunham for his sustained interest in this work as it

evolved from a concatenation of original essays and reprinted articles into an

integrated narrative ethnography.

The University of Nebraska Press arranged for two sets of reviewers for

the manuscript. Of the anonymous first set, one provided an extensive and

detailed review that engaged the ideas in this work and was extremely valu-

able to me in refining and reformulating the arguments. The other estab-

lished that they did not like it, me, the topic, the working title, the writing, or

much else about the work. The comments of both reviews were quite useful

in developing the arguments and their presentation, although they were

useful in rather di√erent ways. The reviewers of the penultimate draft, each

of whom chose not to remain anonymous, were Robert Jarvenpa (suny–

Albany) and David M. Smith (University of Minnesota–Duluth). Both

Bob and Dave provided insightful comments and advice, most of which I

have taken.

As the manuscript has developed over the years it has benefited from the
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insights and encouragement of Professors David M. Smith, Robert Jarvenpa,

Edith L. Turner (University of Virginia), Roy Wagner (University of Vir-

ginia), Margaret Huber (Mary Washington College), Peter Huber (P. B.

Huber Inc.), and Phillip Moore (Curtin University). Edie, Bob, Dave, and

Phil have all committed the time and e√ort to read the entire manuscript at

one stage or another of its development. I thank them for their patience,

their insights, and their advice. The faults of the book are mine, but many of

its virtues are theirs.

The University of Virginia is supportive of local scholars. I wish to thank

it for providing, through the Department of Anthropology, e-mail, access to

the Internet, and the use of its libraries.

Ethnology is still an expression of relationships between people, and so

much that is of value in those relationships cannot be marked by reference to

publications. Northern Athapaskanists are rare critters. Most of us are

forced to live our professional lives with only intermittent contact with

others who share our interest in Northern Athapaskan peoples and cultures.

What contacts we do have, largely at conferences and by e-mail, are precious.

The references within the text do not begin to reflect that influence. I par-

ticularly value the decades long exchange of ideas about the Chipewyan and

the nature of power in Chipewyan culture that I have had with David M.

Smith. The influence those exchanges have had upon my understanding of

the Chipewyan is immense.

‘‘Experience’’ as an analytical subject is something to which I have come but

lately and only with hesitation and uncertainty. I remain to be convinced

that experience is either a subject that can be successfully explored or a

viable analytic category as the ascendancy of reductionism seems an almost

inevitable consequence of the interpretive pursuit of experience. Yet, during

the nearly fifteen years I have participated in Edie Turner’s seminar, I have

been impressed by her constant search for the limits of the anthropology of

experience and the range of issues she has been able to bring under anthro-

pological examination. If I am not yet convinced of the validity of an anthro-

pology of experience, I have become convinced that the range of otherwise

unexaminable topics demands exploration of the limits of what a focus

upon experience can bring to ethnological analysis.

Anthropology has a limited interest to nonacademics, so I especially
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thank Kelvin McDaniel, Roman Locke, Harold Burton, John Wilkinson, Ed

Thomas, Robert Hall, Gilbert Gough, Frances Winegar, Jack Messina, Patti

Vineyard, and Je√ Peck for coping with my attempts to explain the argu-

ments advanced in the book while I was trying to formulate them. Kelvin

and Roman especially deserve my thanks for their patient willingness to

listen to the abstractness of anthropology when we were supposed to be

working on other things.

I owe particular thanks to the people of Mission. I cannot name them all

here, but I wish to thank all of them for their kindness, tolerance, and

patience. I especially wish to thank Thomas and Louise Disain, Louie

and Mary Louise Disain, Boniface and Mary Disain, Joe Bigeye, Alphonse

Disain, Irene Maynard, Mary MacDonald, Victor Disain, Johnny and Flor-

ence Mercredi, Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Artchie, Bernadette Disain-Sharp,

Campet Medal, Pierre Robillard, Noel Bouvier, Napoleon MacKenzie, Peter

Disain, Simon Robillard, Lena Carter, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Broussie, Ger-

mane Dadzene, John Laban, Jimmy Laban, Toby Laban, Louie Toutsaint,

Fred Toutsaint, Louis Ditheda, Pierre Catholic, Ben Toutsaint, William

Bouvier, Oliver Bouvier, Martin Robillard, Mary Yooya, Artchie Disain,

Moise Yooya, Mary Jane Yooya, Mr. and Mrs. Mike MacKenzie, Alex Black

Lake, Edwin Mercredi, Gilbert Mercredi, Boniface Mercredi, Modest Bigeye,

John Louie Bigeye, Moise and Victoria Eckodh, Billy Sandypoint, John

Sayazie, and Ben Adam.

Because the world of white Northerners is so small and each individual is

so readily identifiable with a particular place and time, I have chosen not to

name any of the white population of Mission or Discha. Many of them were

helpful and supportive during my fieldwork, especially during my first few

months at Mission. The presence of an American student committed to

living entirely within the confines of the First Nation community was

perplexing—and sometimes disquieting—to a white Canadian population

facing uncertainty about its own future. Inevitably, my presence became an

issue in local white politics and social relationships, yet even those who

found my presence most disconcerting were consistently polite and helpful.

At some point ethnography has an obligation to provide privacy to the

people who are its subjects. The names of all persons, other than anthropol-

ogists whose assistance or work is being acknowledged, are pseudonyms.

The individual names that appear in this work are consistent with those that
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I have used in other writings over the last fifteen years. Place names near

Mission are disguised, usually by using a local name for them, but I have

generally used the real names of places within the region unless I am follow-

ing an author who has used a pseudonym for a place name.

I should especially like to thank my aunt and uncle, Paul Miller and Jacquie

Miller, for their sustained caring, encouragement, and interest in my daugh-

ters’ lives and dreams.

Writing is a time-consuming process. Thinking about the data and expe-

rience to formulate what is to be written can usually be accomplished—

except for capricious moments of intense concentration—while engaged in

other activities. The writing itself means hour after hour at the keyboard to

the neglect of other obligations and duties. Both my daughters had left home

by the time I began intensive work on the manuscript, but I wish to thank

my children, Karyn and Catherine, and my mother, Catharine M. Sharp, for

their patience and their toleration of the neglect the writing of this book has

caused.
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on words

The Chipewyan of Mission refer to themselves as Dene, Chipewyan, or ‘‘The

People of Mission.’’ ‘‘The People’’ is another translation of the word Dene. I

use them interchangeably. The word Chipewyan is not Dene in origin and is

one of those words that, to the disgust of every proofreader (and the occa-

sional manuscript reviewer) I have ever dealt with, does not take a plural

form. Chipewyan is Chipewyan. I have never heard the plural form used by

any Chipewyan or by any of the local white population. Only in written

English is this usage sometimes ignored.

I use the word ‘‘white’’ to refer to the non-Indian Canadian (and some-

times American) society—past and present—and its members. Within the

context of Mission, white refers to a group defined by culture, values, and

social position rather than by skin color. The Dene recognize as well as

anyone else the di√erences in skin color and physical characteristics whites

use to categorize individuals into races. They categorize members of other

Native American cultures as Indian, but they conceive of African-American

tourist fishermen or Canadians of non-European extraction as white be-

cause of their values, behavior, and social position. Theirs is a sensible

position, and I have chosen to follow it here.

Blood plays a series of roles as metaphors of family and kinship among

the Chipewyan, but Indian status in Canada is determined by inclusion on a

treaty list prepared by each recognized band rather than by ideas of blood.

The rules for inclusion or exclusion change through time, but the actual

number of First Nation individuals always exceeds the number on the treaty

list. Customary practice in anthropological writing calls for the use of the

term ‘‘status’’ to designate those individuals recognized as belonging to a

First Nations group. I have followed the lead of the English-speaking popu-
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lation at Mission—white and First Nations—that uses the word ‘‘treaty’’ to

make this distinction. The word ‘‘status’’ is presumed to be less o√ensive

than the word ‘‘treaty,’’ but the only people I have ever encountered who

found the term o√ensive were white male anthropologists.

In common with many First Nations cultures, the Mission Chipewyan

refer to animals in the singular. This usage often seems glaringly incorrect in

English, but wolf is wolf, not the wolf, the wolves, a wolf, or wolves. The

reasons for this are explored in chapter 9. I have tried to follow this usage

whenever the issue of number is relevant in the use of the name of an animal

or would lead to a statement that I regard as less than accurate.

There are places in the text where I capitalize whole words, for example,

dog, woman, or man for the specific purpose of indicating that the word

refers to a category. I prefer capitalization to indicate precisely that I am

referring to a category and to eliminate the possibility of confusing the

category designator with a proper noun.

At places the word ‘‘know’’ is capitalized. This word refers specifically to

having power/knowledge (inkoze) and is capitalized to prevent any chance

of error in its meaning.

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police are customarily called the rcmp

(each initial spoken individually). This practice is followed in Mission, in all

the parts of Saskatchewan where I have spent any time, and in British

Columbia, where I lived for eleven years. I follow that usage here.

Mission is a small place of recent origin. The name is used to provide

some degree of privacy to its inhabitants, but it is one of the names the Dene

themselves use to refer to their home. Chipewyan culture varies consider-

ably from place to place, and I presume this book to refer specifically to the

Mission Chipewyan.

There are a number of places in the text where words are given meanings

that deviate from their customary usage. Sometimes this simply reflects local

usage at Mission. In other cases, where I have not been able to find an

e√ective substitute, quotation marks have been placed around them to alert

the reader that the ordinary English usage of the word may convey meanings

not applicable to the specific case of the Chipewyan. This is reasonably

obvious in the case of words like ‘‘spirit’’ or ‘‘soul.’’ Sometimes it is necessary

to use a word in a special sense (‘‘event’’ is the most obvious case) before the

reader has been exposed to a later argument about its meaning. The quota-

tion marks serve no purpose other than to alert the reader to interpret the

word judiciously because of a following argument.
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The Central Canadian Subarctic home of the Chipewyan is a place of per-

petual enigma. Within it, human life is constructed by the discord between

beauty, seclusion, abundance, and scarcity. It is framed by the extremes of a

climate given to sheer brutality. The People themselves are marvelously

enigmatic, yet their understanding of themselves, their land, and their rela-

tionships to it and its other inhabitants expresses a subtle and penetrating

wisdom.

There comes a point after living among them, trying hard to understand

them by paying careful attention to what they do and what they say, that it is

possible to explain in familiar terms almost everything they do and say. On

rare occasions there occur circumstances whose explanation defies the fa-

miliar reality of Western thought. This work is focused upon a few of those

unusual circumstances that I have found to be critical to understanding the

Chipewyan and appreciating the di√erences between them and ourselves.

Northern Athapaskan ethnography has always been a bit out of phase with

the ethnography of the rest of Native North America. Since the publication

of Cornelius Osgood’s Winter in 1953, there have always been a few good

books on Northern Athapaskan cultures that have transcended regional

ethnography. Joel Savishinsky’s The Trail of the Hare (1974) and Bob Jar-

venpa’s excellent Northern Apprenticeship (1998) are good examples of works

on Central Canadian Subarctic cultures that have broad appeal. This is true

for Northern Athapaskan cultures in other areas, as Richard Nelson’s some-

what controversial Make Prayers to the Raven (1983) illustrates. A few, nota-
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bly Hugh Brody’s Maps and Dreams (1983), are widely read and have been

influential outside anthropology. Some very few, like Julie Cruikshank’s Life

Lived Like a Story (1990), have altogether transcended specialized ethnogra-

phy and have had a substantial influence on a wide range of academic

disciplines.

Notwithstanding the broad appeal of a few works, the heart of Northern

Athapaskan ethnography has always been the journal article and the tech-

nical monograph. Developing the ethnography of Northern Athapaskans

through technical publications directed first to specialists and only sec-

ondarily to other interested souls has had its benefits. If few of anthropol-

ogy’s hot issues are resolved through the use of Northern Athapaskan mate-

rial, distance from that more heated world of disciplinary passion has

allowed the development of a literature rich in ethnographic detail and

generally quite thorough in its appreciation of theoretical issues.

It has also produced a literature seemingly quite civilized in its conduct. It

is rare for Northern Athapaskanists to call each other names or directly

challenge each other. The polemics of even the most fractious debates

among us pale before those in areas that attract greater attention. This is

partly due to the di√erent ways Northern Athapaskan cultures seem to be

seen by those who actively conduct fieldwork among them and by those who

deal with them through the literature. The latter seem to see Northern

Athapaskans as more uniform than do fieldworkers, and it is my experience

that they are far more willing to make comparisons between cultures.

Chipewyan culture varies quite significantly from village to village. Most

Northern Athapaskan ethnography—this work included—is very much di-

rected inward toward a single group of people in a particular set of circum-

stances at a specified time and place. This characteristic is marked by a lack

of comparison between cultures and a lack of reference to the work of

ethnographers dealing with other Northern Athapaskan cultures. It is not

that we do not read each other’s work but that we are acutely aware of the

di√erences between the cultures and are intensely suspicious of comparisons

between peoples often living many hundreds of miles apart who are sepa-

rated from each other by intervening languages and cultures and who exist

in di√erent historical, ecological, and social circumstances. Comparison is a

deeply desired goal in Northern Athapaskan ethnography, but I think most

of us feel that the depth of the existing ethnography is not yet su≈cient to

allow very much of it. That time will come, but for the present Jean-Guy
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Goulet’s Ways of Knowing (1998) (on the Dene Tha) is about the only eth-

nography that strikes me as e√ectively using comparison in the analysis of a

Northern Athapaskan culture. Yet even there I think the di√erences between

the Dene Tha and the Chipewyan are underdrawn.

This does not mean Northern Athapaskan ethnography is bland or with-

out conflict. Rather, much as among the peoples themselves, conflict is

indirect and subtle. Over the years I have taken to reading Northern Atha-

paskan ethnography much as I would go about trying to uncover the social

context of a medicine fight. Many of the most important statements in the

Northern Athapaskan literature are made through acts of omission rather

than through acts of commission. Disagreement or lack of confidence in the

work of others is not expressed directly but is shown through odd juxtaposi-

tions of sources and references, strangely elliptical footnotes or comments,

or lack of reliance upon apparently obvious sources.

At a time when uncontextualized snippets of tape-recorded speech have too

often become substitutes for sustained fieldwork, I have based this work on

the traditional methodology of ethnographic analysis: participant observa-

tion. For an anthropologist of my generation, this meant living among the

people and, as much as I could, dressing as they did, obtaining my food as

they did, and going hungry when they did. This approach to ethnology

demands total immersion in Dene life: day after day, week after week, month

after month, field trip after field trip. In the field and out of the field,

the data—the notes, the experiences, the emotions, the photographs, the

memories—are continuously examined and reexamined, interpreted and

reinterpreted. My emerging understandings of The People were carried back

among them to be checked and rechecked, examined and reexamined, tested

and retested, in what has become a continuous process of seeking the mean-

ing(s) of my experiences in order to increase my understanding of the Dene.

I quickly learned that the Chipewyan would not tolerate questioning or

formal interviews. The People did not intend to teach me (see Goulet 1998:

3–8 for the manner in which the Dene Tha controlled his education among

them); instead they expected me to learn from participation. They did not

mind my taking and keeping notes as long as I took them in private. They

would not accept my taking them in the course of interaction with them.

They did not tolerate tape recordings but were quite fond of photographs.

Since Jean-Guy Goulet has raised the issue of methodology in Northern
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Athapaskan ethnography with his call for ‘‘radical participation’’ (Goulet

1998: 25–28), it seems appropriate to comment upon the nature of my own

fieldwork. I entered the field in December 1969, having flown to Discha via

commercial air service. Before departing I had made contact with the

Chief—Denegothera (see chapter 13)—and received his permission to come.

He o√ered to rent me his cabin, and I accepted that arrangement. In 1969,

Mission did not have the status of a reserve so there was no legal authority to

grant or refuse me permission. My entry was not a community project, and

there was no community-wide involvement with my coming. I was simply

o√ered a rental and told I could come. Everything else was up to me.

The fieldwork part of my research was conducted between December

1969 and August 1992 and involved sustained interaction with a sample of

the Mission Dene that constituted nearly 10 percent of the total population. I

had less regular interaction with nearly one-third of the adult population

and irregular interaction with virtually the entire adult population.

My position in the community was always a curious one. I was there

because of the relationships of friendship and a≈nity that I developed, but

there was never any illusion that I was part of the community or one of The

People. I was always myself, and The People were always themselves. While I

was there, I was expected to live among them and take part in their lives, but

neither of us had any intention of turning into other than what we were. By

temperament, I am not a particularly outgoing individual. I dislike intrud-

ing upon others and truly disdain pushing myself into situations, relation-

ships, or circumstances where I am not welcome. This aspect of my person-

ality fit well with the manner in which the Chipewyan conduct themselves.

We became a feature of each other’s lives. Our mutual presence was accepted

for what it was, and we all got on with the business of getting along and

living our lives in each other’s company.

In time I developed a series of strong relationships among The People

that became the basis for my return visits. After a few years I found that

the constraints that came with accepting research funds interfered with

the conduct of my research. Since 1977, I have not sought research funding

and have gone to the field without it. I discovered within the first year of

my research that my interests lay in bush life rather than in village life.

I spent December 1969 to June 1970 and August 1972 to January 1973 living

in the village. The rest of my time among the Chipewyan has been spent in
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the bush, usually 150 or more air miles from the village along the forest-

tundra interface.

As my experience of the Chipewyan grew, I learned not to try to direct my

research but to learn from our experience of the ‘‘events’’ of our lives to-

gether. I enjoy teasing out the chains of causality that have produced the

social interactions I have observed or participated in, and the focus of my

research has been primarily upon the microanalysis of specific ‘‘events’’ and

circumstances.

I have known many of the individuals who appear in this book for more

than thirty years and have been able to follow the changes in their lives on a

continuing basis. I have had that thirty years to think back upon ‘‘events,’’ to

talk about them with Chipewyan involved in them, to follow how they have

produced changes in their lives, and to see how those changes reflected—and

were embedded within—what they did at the time. If I was not following a

specific research method or program such as Goulet advocates with radical

participation, my approach better suited my circumstances and interests,

and I think its benefits have more than o√set its drawbacks.

This book is an exploration of some of the ways the Chipewyan create and

order the shared reality of their culture.1 I have written it to explain an

encounter two Chipewyan men and I shared with a ‘‘spirit’’ that appeared to

us in the form of a loon. I intend this task in the spirit, as Rodney Needham

once said, of ‘‘a plea for getting on with the job, and this means for the most

part making sense of particular things done by human beings in society’’

(Needham 1962: vii). Even for Northern Athapaskan ethnography, a focus

upon an encounter with a ‘‘spirit’’ is a bit unusual, although Richard Nelson

skirts around the issue and Dave Smith has written on it several times

(Nelson 1983; D. M. Smith 1993, 1994, 1997, 1998). I have found it necessary to

develop a series of unusual analytical metaphors in order to explain the

context and meaning of that encounter with a spirit.

There are two distinct aspects to this: how I have come to understand the

Chipewyan and how I have chosen to explain that understanding to those

who have not shared the experience of interacting with them. My under-

standing of the Chipewyan is derived from personal experience, a type of

knowledge the Chipewyan regard as the most valid of all forms of knowledge

(Goulet 1998: 27–59). It is not something I can share directly, and I make no
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attempt to explain the processes by which I have arrived at that understand-

ing. In the phrase normally reserved for context-bound humor that has

failed, ‘‘you had to be there.’’

I began this work out of a sense of frustration at my inability to explain the

encounter (and certain of my other fieldwork experiences) in a way that was

meaningful to students. To explain these particular ‘‘events’’ I adopt, as I

have in the past (Sharp 1988a), the role of a storyteller. I follow Western

conventions in that instead of simply telling of the ‘‘events’’ as the Chipe-

wyan would, I provide analysis, interpretation, and context to make the

meaning of the stories intelligible. In a sense, the entire book is an exercise in

explaining the deficiencies of a simple logical Western explanation of the

encounter (see chapter 6). All of the chapters following the account of the

encounter with the loon are intended to develop the concepts and cultural

context that I think are needed to understand it.

Not the least of the problems in attempting to explain an encounter with

a ‘‘spirit’’ is the general acceptance by academics of a model of physical

reality in which spirits do not appear in ordinary life. Anthropologists know

that we cannot apply unexamined Western cultural categories and values to

the interpretation of other cultures. We are less aware that the unexamined

use of cultural categories interpreting physical reality is also problematic

(Sharp 1996). In ethnological analysis as in ethnographic writing, there is no

absolute physical constancy we can safely carry unexamined from our own

experience to the experience of the cultural other.

The explanatory metaphors that I have found to be the most e√ective way

to explain these aspects of Chipewyan reality are developed in the text rather

than in the introduction. This allows me to introduce many of them through

ethnographic data and near where they need to be applied. (It also avoids an

excessively long introduction!) These metaphors are neither physics nor

philosophy but mechanisms to explain how Chipewyan culture works. As

cultural beings bound within a particular social context we presume our folk

physics to be the true condition of physical reality just as we assume that the

categories of our culture that refer to social life and values represent the

truth of human social life. My concern with this came from my recognition

that a Western understanding of the nature of physical reality is inadequate

to interpret Dene reality (Sharp 1996).

Culture continues through time in such a way that structure and process
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are but di√erent aspects of that temporal continuity. Regrettably, writing

ethnography is a three-dimensional process in which structure and pro-

cess must be disassociated. This enigma, this need to represent a four-

dimensional phenomenon within the confines of a written page bound to

three dimensions, is perhaps unresolvable.

I have adopted as the central premise of this work that reality is socially

constructed. This proposition is as simple to state as its implications are

di≈cult to comprehend. Consistency with the premise demands that reality

be seen as an analytical variable rather than an analytical constant. I further

interpret the meaning of the premise as to have a corollary: that social

phenomena are indeterminate. By this I intend a direct analogy to quantum

mechanics. The nature of social phenomena is not a given, and it is not

inherent in the phenomena themselves. The nature of social phenomena is a

product of the means by which they are observed/measured and, in human

culture, the means of observation and measurement is the shared assign-

ment of meaning to them.

Approaching culture as an indeterminate phenomenon is no easy task. It

is extraordinarily di≈cult to set aside the reality created by one’s own culture

and attempt to conceive of a reality constructed upon di√erent premises

(Roscoe 1995). Culture is the ultimate reality, but it is also the ultimate

illusion (see chapter 15). To use culture as an explanatory device in this

manner dictates that, for all its indeterminate nature, culture be treated as a

real and existent phenomenon—as real as gravity, Permian glaciations, and

the carbon cycle. Culture is a ‘‘thing’’ (Durkheim 1951, 1964), a causal force

that produces e√ects in both the social and the physical worlds.

One of the areas where the di√erences in the conceptualization of physi-

cal reality between the Dene and ourselves is most apparent is the cultural

treatment of time. The subject of time has received extensive treatment in

two well-known works: Johannes Fabian’s Time and the Other (1983) and

Alfred Gell’s The Anthropology of Time (1992). Fabian’s book, which would

have made a nice article, is directed more toward issues in anthropological

writing than it is to issues in anthropological analysis. It has no relevance to

this work. Gell’s book, which I did not read until after I had completed this

analysis, is more substantive and more relevant. Loon quite merrily falls

within the Durkheimian paradigm by accepting ‘‘that collective representa-

tions of time do not passively reflect time, but actually create time as a

phenomenon apprehended by sentient human beings’’ (Gell 1992: 4).
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I do not presume this work to rise to the level of discovering Kantian

‘‘categories’’ or determining ‘‘the categories, the basic framework of all

thinking and experience’’ (Gell 1992: 6), but whether philosophically sound

or not, these aspects of Dene time usage exist. Confronting them is a neces-

sary aspect of understanding Dene cultural reality.

Where this work diverges from Gell’s concerns is in regard to the nature

of time itself. His argument hangs upon his acceptance of a philosophical

distinction between A time, in which time is seen as a flow from past to

present, and B time, in which it is possible only to determine that one event

has preceded another event (Gell 1992: 149–65). The Chipewyan use both A

time and B time (along with other forms of time), but they also use it in a

manner that corresponds to—and is reducible to—neither.

This usage of time, which I generally refer to as nondirectional time or

mark by the analogy of time to place, I do not intend to raise to the level of C

time, but within this pattern of time usage there is neither the arrow of time

characteristic of A time nor the ability to state that one event came before

another as in B time. In this usage of time, there is no direction in time.2

I take it as the obligation of ethnography to take into consideration individ-

ual variation and individual histories as well as the variations and histories

of groups as both appear within a set of processes and dynamics capable of

explaining those variations and histories. Explanation must be privileged

over prediction. The heart of anthropology lies in individual ethnographers’

attempts to transform their understanding of their experience of the ‘‘other’’

into terms intelligible to their readers. Dene reality—their thought, their

perceptions, their means of explanation, their ideas of causality, their means

of weighing and testing evidence, their ideas of time—has not been con-

strained or conditioned either by the postulates of Western science or by the

presuppositions of our white folk physics. Their reality is di√erent. The

elements we share in our disparate realities lie in our common humanity

and experience of each other. The di√erences in our disparate realities reflect

the di√erent natures and histories of our cultures.
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By late August 1975 the small hunting camp in which I was staying at Fox-

holm Lake in the Northwest Territories had completed its initial harvest of

caribou (Sharp 1998a: xxii). The intensity of the hunting had slacked o√

considerably, but hunting is a more or less continuous activity, and the men

still went out to take fresh meat and survey the country. Most of the meat

they had already taken had been sun-dried, but it was too warm to store

untreated meat. Dry meat is wonderful stu√ that can be stored for months if

it is kept dry, but we all knew that we would quickly eat what we had. Still,

the men did not foresee the need to resume serious hunting until tempera-

tures had dropped enough to cache their winter meat supply.

Caribou remained plentiful around the lake, and the men thought they

would remain at the edge of the forest until the first significant snows of late

September. By then the small lakes should have begun to freeze, and the

caribou would begin to move south into the forest.

Foxholm Lake is less a single lake than a lake chain forming a nearly closed

circle about sixty miles in circumference. It is not a small lake by the stan-

dards of the country, but neither is it a particularly large one. Less than two-

thirds of a mile across the portage from our camp is a small side lake that is

about five miles long by a half to three-quarters of a mile wide. This lake, the

northernmost extension of Foxholm Lake, joins the main body of the lake

through a narrows that is less than 150 feet across. East of there, Foxholm

Lake widens out like a sideways V. The lake is widest at its southern margins

where it connects to an inflowing river and lake chain that extends west by
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northwest to complete a nearly full circle. This lake chain terminates on the

small oval lake where we had our cabins.

The people in our camp had radioed back to Mission that caribou were

plentiful. That news had caused a party to fly out to hunt. They had only a

few days before they had to return, so joined by several of the men of our

camp they began immediately. The visiting hunters stayed in our camp, but

caribou were far more plentiful on the north shore of Foxholm Lake than

they were near camp. Our only boat was my small wooden canoe, and

courtesy demanded o√ering its use. There were too many visitors for me to

haul all of them to the north shore of Foxholm Lake, so each day they walked

to the narrows to be ferried across. This was much safer than venturing out

on the larger lake in what would have been an overloaded canoe. As the

water of Foxholm Lake is very cold, they always chose to be ferried over

the narrows.

The first party to visit us included the new chief and several of the

councillors from the Mission Band (see chapter 13; Sharp 1986: 262–63). The

chief from Birchtown and several other men from there had also come

along. Theirs was a reconnaissance trip, paid for by the two bands, to see if

enough caribou had come to Foxholm Lake for other Dene to risk the cost of

making the trip. They were here to get meat for people in the villages who

were unable to hunt on their own as well as to take meat for their own use.

Once I had ferried them over the narrows they would fan out and look for

caribou. They broke into pairs or small groups that later dispersed. Most of

the work—hunting, butchering, packing meat to the shore where it could be

picked up from the lake—was done individually, although men sometimes

received assistance from others in their own group.

I usually returned to the main camp until it was time to pick them up, but

solitude is such a rare event in fieldwork that I could not resist the charms of

one particularly lovely afternoon and remained on the north shore of Fox-

holm Lake to await their return.

After several hours, Phil returned early from his own hunt and joined me.

The youngest son of Paul and May, the couple around whom the camp I was

attached to was formed, he had just arrived to spend the fall with us (Sharp

1988a: 47–49, 14–16; 1977: 380–84, 385–87). He had been hunting in the

company of a married man in his mid-thirties from Birchtown. This man

was seri (same-sex sibling-in-law) to the chief from Birchtown (Sharp 1975:

75). Neither had had a particularly successful hunt, but they had heard
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others shoot and were curious about how they had fared. None of us was in

any rush to return to camp. We sprawled on a small sand ridge near the end

of the point, facing west to enjoy the afternoon sun while we talked about

caribou. We were relaxing there when I saw a common loon (dadzene)

swimming in the narrows a short distance from us.

Loons are prized as food as well as for their hide and feathers. They are

normally hunted with rifles (like large game) rather than with .22s or shot-

guns (like small game). When Dene shoot at them they aim at their necks

rather at than their bodies. Phil had been hunting with a 30–30, along with

the military surplus .303 Enfield, the most common rifle then in use. The

neck of a loon swimming quietly 150 feet away is not an easy target, but it

is not beyond the range the Chipewyan think reasonable to gamble a shell.

As soon as they had seen the loon, Phil took out his rifle and began to

shoot at it.

Phil’s first shot barely missed the loon’s neck, the bullet striking the water

just beyond where the loon was floating on the narrows. It seemed stunned

by the noise and the force of the bullet’s impact. It rose up and flapped

its wings, gave o√ a characteristically indescribable loon cry, and dove be-

neath the surface of the lake. Although Phil kept his rifle in hand as we

watched and waited, we were all convinced—and talked about it—that the

loon would swim away underwater and not resurface until it was well out

of range.

To our surprise, the loon surfaced in the main part of the lake just beyond

the sand ridge on which we were now sitting alertly. It was even closer than it

had been at Phil’s first shot. Phil fired again, once more barely missing its

neck. Again the loon acted stunned, swimming in circles, crying, and rearing

up to flap its wings before diving beneath the water. Again we waited,

expecting the loon to swim out of range or surface where we could not see it.

Once more the loon surfaced within fifty yards of us. Phil shot again, again

barely missing its neck. Once again, the loon rose up, flapped its wings, gave

forth a cry, and slipped beneath the lake.

Seventeen more times the loon rose from the lake to rest on its surface well

within rifle range. Seventeen more times Phil fired at the loon. Seventeen

more times he barely missed its neck. Seventeen more times the loon cried,

flapped, swam in circles, and either dove or gently slipped beneath the lake.

It swam back and forth in front of us, moving underwater into the narrow
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passage then back out onto the main lake, back and forth, again and again.

Phil fired an entire box of rifle shells—twenty shots—at that loon. The then

customary estimate of the number of rifle shells required to hunt for a full

family for an entire fall season—from August to December—was only ten

boxes of shells. One-tenth of an entire season’s worth of shells Phil fired at

that loon before he put his rifle down and quit. The loon remained within

close rifle range the entire time, and when Phil ceased firing it rested quietly

on the lake instead of moving away from us.

Phil was a teenager, still inexperienced and not yet expected to be able to

care for himself or others. Our companion was an adult, the head of a

household, an experienced hunter and trapper who had a family to care for.

When Phil finished shooting, the other hunter took up his rifle. The loon

rested quietly on the lake until he fired at it. His first shot also just missed the

loon’s neck. The loon once more flapped its wings, cried, and slipped be-

neath the lake. Again we watched and waited, sure the loon would finally

swim away underwater. Once again the loon choose not to escape and

surfaced close to us. Again our companion fired and narrowly missed. Again

the loon cried, flapped, and slipped under the water. Eight more times he

fired, and eight more times the loon cried, flapped, and slipped underwater

only to surface a short distance away. After his tenth shot, the man put down

his rifle and turned away from the lake and the loon resting quietly in

front of us.∞

All three of us turned to face the afternoon sun. I copied the actions of the

other two and put my rifle by my side and said nothing as we morosely

ignored the loon and refused to talk. At some point as we sat facing away

from where we had last seen it, the loon quietly took its leave of us. We

remained like this until our own silence became uncomfortable and we tried

to reassert normality by beginning to talk again of caribou and to speculate

on the hunts still in progress.

Over the next few hours the remainder of the men completed their work

and returned to where we awaited them. They had heard our fire and were

curious why there had been so much. As each came in, he asked about the

firing from the point. Each time the question was asked, the man from

Birchtown responded by saying that it was ‘‘just Phil shooting at a loon.’’ No

further explanation was o√ered. Phil said nothing about the incident, and

no further questions were asked of us. I ferried the men over the narrows

and took the canoe back to camp while they walked in.
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The people who were camped for the fall at Foxholm Lake belonged to the

Mission Band of Chipewyan. Their village, far to the south in Saskatchewan,

was founded in the early 1950s by the local white priest. In the early 1950s

the Mission Dene numbered barely 250 souls, and at its founding Mission

housed but a small part of that population. By the winter of 1970, the band

list contained the names of 548 treaty Indians.

The village faces a medium-sized lake roughly thirty miles long by one to

four miles wide. The lake lies at the junction of two distinct types of forest:

the transitional zone of the Boreal Forest to the north and the Boreal Forest

to the south. The area around Mission is one of discontinuous permafrost

dominated to the south and west by limestone overlaying the granite of the

Pre-Cambrian Shield. To the north, the bare granite of the shield is exposed

and heavily scarred by the retreat of the last remnants of the Laurentide Ice

Sheet. The land of The People is harsh and rugged but low in relief. Its

physical landscape is lake and muskeg ruptured by outcrops of striated

granite bedrock, boulder fields, and moraines grieving the vanished glaciers.

In Western terms, The People arrived in their homeland about 2500 b.p.

Athapaskan speakers, they were wanderers over North America from Mex-

ico to Alaska and heirs to uncounted thousands of years of knowledge of life

in the cold. They displaced those who had come before them to claim the

land during one of the larger interglacial declines in solar energy brought on

by the Milankovitch cycle. The First Nations people who comprise the Mis-

sion population are a Northern Athapaskan people. Known to whites and

other outsiders as Chipewyan, they call themselves Dene (whose various

English meanings include ‘‘a person,’’ ‘‘a human being,’’ a ‘‘man,’’ or ‘‘The

People’’).
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All Northern Athapaskans call themselves Dene although they pronounce

and spell the word di√erently in each of their languages. Dene has a number

of meanings that serve to distinguish the Dene from other forms of being—

human or otherwise. In some contexts it makes a statement of gender,

distinguishing male from female. In others it distinguishes the human from

the not-quite human. Dene form the bulk of the First Nations’ population

between Hudson Bay and the interior of Alaska. They range, at the extreme,

from the Great Plains to within sight of the Arctic Ocean. Dene peoples also

live along the Pacific Coast and in the Southwest, the most widely known of

these being the Navajo and Apache of the American Southwest.

For two generations now the majority of the Dene have lived as village

dwellers. Village life has become the normative experience of Dene children

as in each birth cohort over the last fifty years, fewer and fewer Dene chil-

dren have found in the bush their formative experiences as Dene, but there

are some in each birth cohort who learn in the bush to be Dene. The

knowledge and traditions of Dene bush experience are replicated and car-

ried on in each birth cohort, but that ancient wisdom now exists alongside

other, more cosmopolitan, bodies of wisdom. Even as their economy comes

to depend more and more upon a melding of wages and government pay-

ments, these outside resources remain insu≈cient to support the Dene. Even

in modern times the Dene are not able to isolate themselves from the harsh

immenseness of the bush that surrounds them. Always, it is necessary to seek

subsistence by hunting and fishing within the vast harsh land and brutal

climate that surround and contain their lives.

For thousands of years the Dene Nations have successfully secured them-

selves, their economies, and their homelands against all intruders. The great

strength of Dene culture is its ability to graft new knowledge into its very

structure without ceasing to be Dene. For millennia the Dene have re-

sponded to changing environmental and political contingencies in a harsh

and unyielding environment without surrendering the core of meaning and

praxis that makes them Dene. Dene thought is synergistic and syncretic. The

Dene have drawn upon the knowledge and technology of whites for cen-

turies, incorporating from white culture what they chose and responding to

the circumstances the presence of whites created.

They still maintain their identity as a people and protect themselves from

being swamped by the force of contemporary Canadian civilization.

The e√ectiveness with which the Dene Nations have protected themselves
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is paradoxical to Western thought, most particularly to Western political and

legal thought. The Dene Nations were stateless, acephalous nations devoid

of the formal institutions of statehood and power so cherished in Western

thought as markers of the emergence of civilization. The political methods

of the Dene have worked for thousands of years. What brought them into

village life was not politics but a change in the caribou herds upon which

they depended for food.

Caribou herds are subject to periodic crashes in their numbers, and one

of these occurred near the end of World War II. What caused the crash will

never be known, but white influence was a factor. After World War I too

many white trappers moved into the Dene homeland. Too many whites who

killed caribou as if their numbers were limitless. Too many whites with dog

teams to feed. Too many whites to scatter much too much poison bait for

wolves and disrupt the relationship between human, wolf, and caribou. By

the end of the 1940s, the crash of the caribou herds had made the risks of a

subsistence life too great. This crash was di√erent than any other one in

Dene history in that, for the first time, the Dene had an alternative set of

resources adequate to see them through the crisis.

The Chipewyan have been in direct trade with whites since 1715 and

perhaps in indirect trade with them via the Eskimo since the time of the

Viking settlements in Greenland. The seeds of a white presence in the Mis-

sion Dene homeland began with the establishment of a trading post on Lake

Athabasca in the first decade of the nineteenth century. The Chipewyan

using that post were not particularly pleased by its policies and operating

procedures and burned it out within a few years, but its establishment

signaled the advantages of a trading post on Lake Athabasca. In time, an-

other post was opened, and The People who were to become the Mission

Dene directed their trade to it.

Reaching the store from the eastern and northern parts of their homeland

involved a journey down to Mission lake, along the river to Lake Athabasca,

then on to the trading post. The trip between Mission Lake and Lake Atha-

basca is a di≈cult one requiring the portage of several impassible rapids.

Journeying Dene prefer to complete a portage before stopping to make

camp, and this preference combined with the topography of the land along

the river to create a few favored camping sites. One of these sites was just

above the first impassible rapids inland from Lake Athabasca. Traveling

Dene parties could stop and visit kin living nearby before continuing their
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trip to the trading post. Travelers returning home from the post could rest

and visit before starting their journey north. As trade with the Dene inten-

sified in the twentieth century, free traders began to compete with the Hud-

son’s Bay Company store on Lake Athabasca by moving out away from the

store to trade.

By the 1920s, the presence of the free traders had drawn many Dene into

the area—Discha—for the summers. Summer is often a boring time re-

moved from the reality of life that begins in the North with the caribou

migration and, near Discha, with the first snows of fall. The traders o√ered

entertainment, the opportunity to visit and socialize, occasional oppor-

tunities for wage labor, and a market for Dene products. By the late 1920s,

the presence of the free traders and the Dene had prompted the Hudson’s

Bay Company to establish a store at Discha. The site was accessible by barge,

so supply was easy. Prices were comparable with other stores and held low by

competition with the free traders. Spared the longer trip to the other store,

the Dene made Discha their central point of trade, and a small village began

to grow up.

The Chipewyan and the whites segregated themselves. The Dene camped

above the rapids on a small lake that had excellent fishing. The whites settled

below the rapids, closer to the stores of the traders. Over the next two

decades the Dene settlement at Discha grew steadily. It was a convenient

place for those physically unsuited for life in the bush as well as a source of

wage labor and social amenities for those so inclined. Many Dene who win-

tered in the bush in Saskatchewan found it convenient to build cabins there.

With the crash of the caribou herds after World War II, the Dene drew in

upon Discha as a refuge from the scarcity of food in the bush. Those who

trapped and hunted in Saskatchewan found it easy to use Discha as a base.

Some men began to leave the women and children of their families at Discha

while they went o√ into the bush to hunt and trap alone or in small parties.

Dene who hunted and trapped farther away from Discha, particularly those

who went into the Northwest Territories, were slower to take to Discha as a

permanent base, but many began to build cabins there for use in summer

and at Christmas and Easter. As the caribou herds continued to decline, and

the credit and cash flow of the Dene were reduced by a declining fur market,

more and more Dene moved into Discha and stayed there for longer and

longer periods of time.

The post–World War II period brought the Dene their first resident priest
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to sta√ the church that had been built years before. A resident priest was a

major attraction to the Dene. The post–World War II period also brought

an increase in government services, regular civilian air service at the wartime

airstrip, a nursing station, and an influx of administrative personnel be-

longing to a variety of governmental agencies. There was also an influx of

miners and mining exploration companies. The natural resources of the

Canadian North have long been a beacon to southern Canada. Tapping that

mystic wealth is still sometimes seen as the panacea for Canada’s economic

problems.

Although gold always has its role to play in drawing miners, it was ura-

nium that brought a serious governmental presence and corporate money

into the homeland of the Mission Dene. There are so many uranium de-

posits in the homeland of the Mission Chipewyan that it is a wonder the

local wildlife does not glow in the dark. In 1970, the local white folklore was

uncertain. Was it ‘‘one hundred minable deposits within a fifty-mile radius’’

of Mission or was it only ‘‘fifty in a twenty-mile radius’’? In the emerging

nuclear age and cold war that followed the cataclysm of World War II,

Mission Dene country became impossible for Canada to ignore. Issues of

ownership of resources and sovereignty over the land had to be settled by an

active Canadian presence, and a major means of demonstrating control over

the land (and its mineral resources) was through the delivery of social

services to the inhabitants of the land.

The Dene, facing a crisis with the caribou, turned to the resources o√ered

by white Canada and made use of them. The nursing station founded at

Discha had a particularly powerful appeal as infant mortality dropped and

deaths from infectious disease declined as antibiotics became available. The

rate of death in childbirth declined markedly. The village of Discha con-

tinued to grow, but the Chipewyan population was slower to grow, an after-

e√ect of the 1948 measles epidemic that had killed nearly fifty Dene, most of

them children.

In the early 1950s, the priest became convinced that the social environ-

ment at Discha was harmful to his congregation. He made plans to relocate

the church to the shore of Mission Lake. A rough road had been cut from

Discha to Mission Lake, where a small uranium mine had been opened in

the late 1940s, and two small fly-in fishing camps had been started shortly

thereafter.∞ The docks for the mine and the fish camps were situated on a bay

where a river flows out of Mission Lake, past Discha, then into Lake Atha-
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basca. Over the course of a few years the priest built a church on Mission

Lake and cut services at Discha to only once a month. With the best location

occupied by the loading dock and the fish camps, the priest selected what he

felt to be the second-best location on the lake. A hand-cut, often corduroy

secondary road joined the church to the main road. The priest chose a sand

esker (hill) covered with patches of burned and intact forest. He considered

the burned areas to be good sources of firewood. Initially, there was ample

firewood close by while the lake water was clean and the fishing was good.

This was a period when the number of government administrators who

came to live among the Dene began to increase greatly. The traditional

administrators of the North, the priests and the Royal Canadian Mounted

Police (rcmp) found many of their powers taken away from them and many

of their links with The People severed. To the distress of the local constables,

the rcmp were forced to abandon the long winter patrols that had taken

them out into the bush among The People and had kept them aware of their

concerns and their beliefs. The length of rcmp’s tours of duty in the North

were shortened, and their personnel became increasingly transient. No

longer could rcmp o≈cers spend most of their careers in the same place so

they could come to know and understand the people they were there to

administer and police.

Throughout the 1950s, the Dene slowly abandoned Discha and moved to

Mission. Even the more determined bush families in the Northwest Territo-

ries were compelled by still declining caribou herds, continuing low fur

prices, and rising costs at the store to spend at least part of the year in

Saskatchewan, where they had access to the resources of the Canadian gov-

ernment due them as part of their treaty rights. They chose to build their

cabins at Mission rather than at Discha. The Dene settlement on the lake

above the town of Discha slowly withered while Mission grew. The first

major crisis in determining the future of Mission came in the mid- to

late 1950s.

The Hudson’s Bay Company did not wish to undertake the cost of build-

ing a new store at Mission, but it was losing business by being so far from the

Mission population. The federal and provincial governments were reluctant

to commit the funds necessary to build a school and administrative o≈ces

or to provide services for what they regarded as a temporary settlement.

After a great deal of political maneuvering, the priest was able to get com-

mitments for a school at Mission, prompting its construction and the build-
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ing of a store. In governmental eyes this established Mission as a viable

community and ensured its continued existence.

The church and store, along with their associated residences and out-

buildings, and the somewhat later construction of a new school with teach-

ers’ residences, defined the physical layout of Mission. The store faced the

lake, running parallel to it. The church occupied a fenced area to the right of

the store, facing the lake but running perpendicular to it. Between these two

complexes, the road from Discha terminated near a small dock for float-

planes and boats—a physical marker of a decades-long political division

between church and store. A hundred yards behind the store and about the

same distance (though on a diagonal) from the church lay the two-room

frame and clapboard school. The ground between these institutions, save

within the fences that marked o√ the church and the residence of the store’s

white manager and clerk, was bare sand devoid of vegetation. This open

space and its cornering buildings defined the center of Mission and the

power of the white agents who lived there.

The Dene who settled at Mission did so on their own terms and through

their own e√orts. They constructed small log cabins that were crowded but

easy to heat with stoves made locally out of half a fifty-gallon oil drum.

There are not enough hardwoods near Mission to burn for firewood, so

spruce and jackpine fueled the stoves for cooking and heat. The Dene built

their log cabins where they chose, always avoiding intruding on the central

space of the village. By preference, they built their cabins close beside those

of their kin. Mission quickly became a clustering of cabins expressing the

social ties between its residents and the social and economic alliances they

had formed among themselves.

Unfortunately, nothing the size of Mission that draws public money can

be allowed to exist in an unplanned state. Somewhere, sometime, a town

plan based on a linear grid system had been drawn up to facilitate planning

the e≈cient delivery of public services.≤ Small individual lots were marked

o√ for each of the nonexistent houses, all following good Canadian subur-

ban land-use practice for high-density developments of single-family dwell-

ings. Dene cabins were not marked on the maps or included in the planning.

By 1965, a housing program was under way at Mission. Initially, eight new

houses were constructed each year and, according to the plan, laid out to

form one of the streets marked on the map. The Chipewyan thought highly

of these houses. They were larger than Dene cabins and had three bedrooms,
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a kitchen, a nonfunctional bathroom, and a small living room. As the hous-

ing program continued through the years, two- and three-bedroom layouts

became available. The houses were prefabricated frame constructions that

followed a standard design used throughout western Canada. Quite func-

tional in the lower mainland of British Columbia, they were cold and drafty

in the climatic conditions prevalent at Mission. Most of the people still living

in log cabins were those who spent long periods of time in the bush away

from the community.

These new houses were sought by the Dene for their space and their

prestige. Through the first fifteen years of the housing program, the new

houses wreaked havoc on the social arrangements of the Mission Dene.

Where the new houses were built was determined by the town plan and

convenience of construction. The completed houses were allocated by the

band in accordance with federally established regulations that took account

of need, family size, number of small children, and other factors.≥ The

di≈culty came in the placement of the houses to be allocated. For a Mission

resident to refuse to take a house when at the top of the list ensured a delay of

several years before having another chance to obtain one. Taking a house

when it was completed also meant the new owner would have to move away

from the cluster of kin that lived around the site of their old cabin. Individ-

ual Dene tried—without much success—a number of creative ways to solve

this problem, including trading houses or having the residents of several

cabins move into a single house. It was not until the Dene themselves gained

control of the administration of the housing program and began to build the

houses where people wanted them that the problem vanished.

Mission is an isolated place. Its neighboring communities lie 80 miles to the

southeast and 250 miles to the south, with Discha twelve miles to the west. To

the north there are at best a few straggling Inuit settlements between Mission

and the Arctic Ocean and Russia. In January 1970, Mission was a study in

o√-white: snow-covered, wind-blown, and cold. Its smell was clean, crisp,

and dangerous if too deeply inhaled. Its sound was the clarity of footsteps on

crystalline snow singing with the cold. Mission Lake was covered with snow,

its ice already frozen to a depth of four feet. The surrounding forest, re-

covered from its freshly burned state into an almost impenetrable scrub of

young spruce, lay deep in snow. The boundaries between land, lake, forest,

and town existed only in human plans and on maps. Outside, in the world of
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experience, these boundaries were beyond the visual imagery of human

perception. The reflectivity of the snow dominated the landscape. It is never

truly dark once the snow comes. Light comes from everywhere, as often

from the ground as from the sky. Grey-white and shades of washed-out

blues and purple dominate Mission at night. By day, all half-dozen hours of

it, the colors of Mission were controlled by the cloud cover. When the sun

shone, Mission exploded into whites, shallow blues, and brilliant flashes of

red and green among the refracting snow’s uncountable mirrors and prisms

in an intensity of brightness and color that quickly brought fatigue and tears

to one’s eyes. When it was cloudy, Mission took on brighter grey-whites in

the half-light. Day and night flowed between each other without any clear

distinction between them.

Within these indeterminate boundaries marked at best by nuances of

snow reflectivity, Mission sat as a sea of narrow trails connecting scattered

clusters of cabins to the rows of new houses and the central buildings of

white occupation. The single road designed for the passage of cars, alien and

intrusive, entered Mission from the hill atop the village. Passing in front of

the new school and the row of townhouses used by the teachers, the road

looked like a lost and confused refugee from the outskirts of Regina before it

died in front of the store. Human tra≈c, the lifeblood of the town, flowed

over the spider-like network of trails connecting cabins and houses to each

other and in turn to the buildings of white occupation. These hard-packed

trails were narrow, their width determined by the passage of dog team and

toboggan. The edges were sharply bounded. A single step o√ a packed trail

left one leg-down and crotch-deep in snow. Over these narrow trails moved

the Dene, following the dictates of their lives and the conduct of their

business. The trails, packed and maintained only by Dene use, would have

been a social psychologist’s dream, a perfect physical expression of the direc-

tion and density of the social ties in Dene lives.

Within this web of human movement, the houses of Mission sat like

nunataks protruding from a glacial ice sheet; each dwelling was an island of

life and activity. Although close to half the Dene lived in new houses, the

spacing of Mission was still dominated by the clustering of cabins located

according to Dene preference. Away from central cluster of the village,

Mission did not seem like a town so much as an outcropping of life in a surf

of snow and forest. Dwellings were often hundreds of feet apart. Looking

around the village made the surrounding forest and frozen lake a visually
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intimate part of a daily life through which the Dene flowed, each human a

significant presence through their very movement and purpose of action.

Surrounding Dene homes and Dene lives were the dogs. Ideally, there

were six dogs on each team, a team to each hunter. Sometimes there were

several teams around a house. The dogs of Mission outnumbered The Peo-

ple of Mission by a half. The dogs were virtually all male. Each was tied to a

stake, each stake clustered near others of the team. Their stake was the

favored place for each dog’s urination and scent marking. Throughout the

winter each dog built a large ovoid of frozen urine on its stake, a visible

marker of its presence even as the dog itself lurked within its house or its

hole within the snow. Each short chain defined a dog’s domain. The chains

were only about five feet long, and the stake that anchored each chain was

placed to separate one dog from another and prevent contact and conflict

within the team. Heaven help the stranger, animal or human, wandering

between them. Within the diameter defined by its chain each dog packed the

snow from its pacing. At the edges of its packed domain were deposited the

debris of its meals and its accumulated defecation. The dogs of Mission

defined a di√erent world of boundaries and patterns. Related to the human

patterns within the snow that surrounded them all but yet a world distinct:

one that was necessary but dependent and threatening.

The sound of Mission was the sound of dogs. Its dogs rarely barked except

in threat to intrusion. It was their preference to howl. They had not the

range, harmony, sophistication, or individual virtuosity found in wolves,

but there were sometimes more than 750 of them. They did not howl in

isolation. Team answered team as sound flowed over Mission. Day and

night sound rose and fell, ebbing and surging to the whim of those captives

upon whom life depended. Through the village flitted the community’s

vacuum cleaner and garbage control system of feral dogs. Abandoned crip-

ples sought to survive yet another winter, truly feral animals beyond human

interest and control; escaped dogs sought food wherever they could find it.

Females in estrus sought food and sex in a short but elemental struggle

before their receptivity passed and they returned to the chain of their owner.

Life was hard for Dene dogs (see Sharp 1976). Few feral dogs survived a

year, and in winter all were but a hair’s breadth away from starvation. They

will eat anything they can find. Even at forty below zero they will thoroughly

lick the inside of the tin cans tossed outside; they try to dig into the out-

houses in midwinter to reach the feces inside; they kill and eat smaller and
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weaker dogs; they eat the remains of dogs that have died and been placed

upon the lake for disposal; they prey upon any small animal they can catch—

cats had short lives at Mission—and some of them are a threat to children.

That winter of 1970 found Mission poised upon a threshold of increasing

physical and social change. That summer, electrical service was installed

throughout the village.∂ The new electrical supply allowed the repair and

enlargement of a community freezer house, alleviating many of the food

storage problems that came from Dene dependence upon seasonal access to

wild game and fish as their major food resource. Eight new houses were

constructed in the housing program. Residential telephone service, via a

microwave relay station, was extended to the community, breaking the hold

the Hudson’s Bay Company Ltd. and the school had had on long distance

communication.∑

Most of the Dene were accepting of the changes in their physical environ-

ment and the e√ects of those changes on their well-being. Because so much

of their food came from the land, they were in the position of being thor-

oughly impoverished but still having housing, food, and an occasionally

significant disposable income. They had more material possessions than at

any previous time in their history. Medical services had greatly improved.

The birth of a child in the bush or the loss of a woman in childbirth had

become a rarity. Infant mortality seemed greatly lower, and people began to

expect that their newborns would live to adulthood. The fear of starva-

tion, that ancient specter of the Arctic and Subarctic whose very shadow

confounds analysis and rational thought in Western writings, was nearly

eliminated.

These changes were not without social and emotional cost. By 1970, the

first generation for whom the village was the only home it had known was

reaching maturity. The prospect of a generation of Dene who did not know

the bush and lacked the skills to live from the land was disconcerting. Many

of the residents, particularly the elderly and middle-aged, found village life

boring and pointless. Wresting a living from a harsh land had been the cen-

tral challenge of their lives, and they did not know how to replace the sense

of purpose that it had given them. The cultural mechanisms that the Dene

had developed for their own survival were geared to a scattered population.

Their lives had been constructed around the almost continuous presence of

small groups of kin, and they were accustomed to roles and tasks clearly
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defined by that scattered life. Living in a village, always in the presence of

hundreds of fellow Dene, was both distraction and challenge that called for

adjustments the Dene had not yet created.

There were problems that came from the physical environment and the

new pattern of land use determined by white practice and ideas about

property. To the Dene the land is ownerless. Talk of ‘‘mother earth’’ is not

Dene, but they think of the land almost as a living being. The idea of owning

the land is intrinsically without meaning in Dene culture. The land is there

for everyone. If owned, it is owned by everyone. The Dene moved freely

throughout their homeland, never staying long in a single place. To spend an

entire winter in a single dwelling is a recent idea. To spend a year in the same

place was unthinkable a generation ago. The land of the Dene accepts this

practice comfortably. It does not accept living in one place comfortably.

Local food resources quickly vanish and wood supplies are overwhelmed.

Growth and decay are slow in this place. It can take more than a century for

the soil cover to regenerate from but an afternoon’s usage, and a simple

overnight winter camp may leave scars visible for decades. Small patches of

forest may take generations to regenerate and accumulate dry deadwood

after harvesting. Fish grow slowly in the cold waters and may live more than

a century. The lakes are large, and the water in them is clean. The fauna and

flora flourish, but they cannot stand sustained use at a single point. Human

activities must be spread out over large areas or the local consequence is

dramatic ecological alteration or outright devastation.

The right of private property may be a cornerstone in Western ide-

ology, but someone forgot to explain its importance to the Subarctic’s lakes,

lichens, spirits, and growing things. To build a permanent settlement may

not be to court disaster, but there will be a price to be paid. Because the bay

by the river flowing out of Mission Lake was occupied by the fish camps and

the loading dock for the uranium mine when the priest sought to found

Mission, he was forced to choose a lesser place. Mission is in an old perma-

frost area, perhaps more properly in a forming permafrost area. The ground,

even in sand, freezes early and thaws late. The water table is close to the

surface, and meltwater from the spring runo√ flows rapidly though the sand

into the lake. Since the first attempts at settlement in 1951, the village site has

had more and more construction. People stayed at Mission for longer and

longer periods of time, and they stayed in greater and greater numbers. The
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new construction planned by the whites compressed the village, causing

more and more people to live closer together for longer and longer periods

of time.

Every fall the ground freezes at Mission. As the ground freezes, it traps the

human waste within the pits of the outhouses. The entrapped waste rarely

freezes, but it is trapped by the frozen ground until the rains of April begin.

When the spring melt-o√ comes and the ground begins to thaw, the ground-

water flows under the sand and through the pits. Snow cover four or more

feet deep melts and flows through the sand into Mission Lake.

Even using the most conservative figures, the several hundred humans at

Mission had, over twenty years, deposited several hundred tons of feces and

several hundred thousand gallons of urine into the sand of Mission. The

dogs, which far outnumbered the humans, had deposited more than one

hundred tons of feces and well over one hundred thousand gallons of urine

into that same sand. Besides all this biological waste, Mission Lake has been

a major dump for the village of Mission. Along its shore, or just o√ its shore,

have been dumped dead dogs, oil, trash, o√al, and other garbage. All of these

in addition to the natural contaminants of a living lake. Even here where so

many biological processes are slow, a lake thirty miles long has a powerful

capacity to clean itself. A sand hill is a very e√ective filter medium but even

a sand hill—like a living lake—can be overpowered. None of this might

matter very much were it not that Mission Lake is the source of Mission’s

drinking water.

This has not been particularly auspicious for Dene health. In 1970, as in

the previous decades, drinking water was taken from along the shore when

the ice was gone and from but a few yards o√shore when ice covered the lake.

The water of Mission Lake is so polluted that, even after flowing through

two intervening lakes and a many-miles-long trip down an often violently

aerated river to Discha, the river there is still so polluted that it is unfit for

human consumption. The river is the source of Discha’s drinking water.

Had Mission been located on the bay, where the river leaves Mission Lake,

it is probable the current flowing though the bay would have prevented the

pollution buildup in Mission Lake. Discha would not have been helped, but

Mission would have been. The traditional wisdom of Northern peoples,

particularly their wisdom about their environment and climate, is some-

thing they have acquired painfully by careful and intense observation of the
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world in which they live. It is experience that has been obtained at the cost of

many human lives. To take not heed of that wisdom for reasons of ideology,

economics, or accounting methods will extract a price in human life.

The revolution in Dene life that had just begun to get started in 1970 was well

under way by 1972. Driven both by changes in electronics and communica-

tion technology and the expression of Canada’s economic growth in an

increasing presence in the North, the pace of change began to acceler-

ate. New short-wave radios using state-of-the-art technology could now be

rented for use on the traplines. For the first time, trappers and hunters

dozens of miles away from Mission were able to keep in touch with news in

their world and with their families in town. Physically, Mission had acquired

another sixteen new houses. The spacing of dwellings within the community

had begun to take on that which had been envisioned by the white planners.

Homes were closer together, and the village was more crowded. The crowd-

ing and the increasing population aggravated the problems of trash and

garbage disposal. Telephone and power lines ran throughout the village,

giving it a cluttered look and feel. Potable drinking water remained a serious

problem.

One marker of change was the presence at Mission of a half dozen Dene-

owned snowmobiles. The presence of these expensive machines was a har-

binger of dramatic changes in the way the Dene related to their land.

Economically, these were curious times. Inflation began for the Mis-

sion Dene before it began in southern Canada and the rest of the world.

The increased governmental presence in Mission and Discha brought jobs.

Where Mission had o√ered no more than four full-time jobs to its residents

in 1970, there were a wide variety available in 1972. The Canadian federal

agencies responsible for immigration and manpower were undertaking de-

liberate programs to upgrade the quality of the work force in northern

Saskatchewan, and these programs were proving to be of benefit to Mission.

While the programs did result in some improvement in English-language

skills, their most significant benefit was their openness to female applicants.

For the first time, Mission women had access to income-producing activities

for which remuneration equaled what men could earn and did not involve

domestic skills, sexual services, or the production of handicrafts. The abil-

ity to generate an income had widespread e√ects in altering the marriage
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system away from the traditional arranged marriages toward marriages in

which the partners were self-selected.

It had been impossible to maintain a bush life, one dependent upon

subsistence hunting and trapping, since the end of World War II. By 1972, a

purely subsistence lifestyle was no longer acceptable to the Dene and abso-

lutely intolerable to the Canadian and provincial governments. It is di≈cult

to speak of governmental motivations, but one factor underlying govern-

mental opposition to the Dene leading a subsistence life was fear that a

substantial portion of them might abandon Mission for a more productive

location. That would leave behind a large capital investment devoid of In-

dians to administer.

The 1975 camp at Foxholm Lake reflected many of these changes. Before this

time the use of aircraft to hunt was largely limited to short excursions in

search of moose. The cost of air charter was so high—and the distances so

great—that people did not fly out to hunt caribou unless they came close to

the village. The visiting hunters (granted they were using band funds) were a

marker of an increasingly cash-based economy, some of whose participants

were able to a√ord to fly out on lengthy trips in search of caribou or to pay

the cost of the multiple charters that would drop o√ and then pick up

hunters several days later.

The trends of 1970–72 continued throughout the 1970s. Between my field

research in 1975 and that in 1977, some of the changes at Mission were dra-

matic. Throughout this period of rapid development of what J. G. E. Smith

has called the ‘‘micro-urban village’’ (J. G. E. Smith 1978), the housing pro-

gram at Mission continued unabated. Dene population growth was slower

than governmental construction, so the increase in the supply of new houses

temporarily outstripped the supply of eligible families. By 1977, the program

was converted to focus upon the repair of existing houses. Other buildings

were added, and new services were introduced. A new nursing station and

nurse’s residence were built at Mission, but it proved impossible to find a

nurse able to face the social and professional demands of living and working

at Mission, so a nurse commuted from Discha. The school was expanded

and new teachers’ residences built. A new loop was cut from the rerouted

Discha road, one that made a loop through Mission rather than dead-

ending there. The store was remodeled and expanded. Television service
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came to Mission. Mission settled some of its treaty claims and formally

became an Indian reserve, settling into assuming its own administration and

learning to manage its own a√airs within the governmental structure.

Because my visits to Mission were spread throughout the 1970s, the

changes at Mission may have seemed greater to me than they did to the Dene

who were there to live through them. Snowmobiles provide a good exam-

ple.∏ By 1977 there were more snowmobiles at Mission than I could accu-

rately count. There were at least fifty Dene-owned machines compared to

the half dozen of 1972 and the single broken machine of 1970. Concomitant

to the increase in snowmobiles came an increase in the number of Dene-

owned cars, trucks, and vans. Where in 1970 taxi tra≈c between Mission and

Discha was a sideline controlled by resident whites, in 1977 there were several

competing Dene taxi services. Technology catches the eye and points to the

changing economic position of the Dene, but there were more subtle indica-

tors of the rate of change and the Dene skill at adjusting to them and

refashioning them in their own style.

All those snowmobiles and vehicles did not just mean that the Dene had

more money; they meant that the Dene were undergoing a dramatic rein-

terpretation of their relationship with their land. Within the village, the

spider’s web of toboggan trails was gone. In its place were roads forged by

the constant tra≈c of vehicles and an even wider maze of snowmobile trails.

In 1970 people moved at their mile-eating rapid walk, but in 1977 tra≈c

moved at the breakneck speed of the snowmobiles and the ponderous deter-

mination of the wheeled vehicles. Pedestrians moved by day at some risk. At

night, foot travel was downright dangerous. Snowmobiles are fast. Many can

exceed 60 mph, and those speeds were sometimes reached within the con-

fines of Mission. Not only was the town denser in population and more

concentrated in buildings, but the noise of the snowmobiles continued day

and night. The People complained constantly of the noise of the snow-

mobiles and the recklessness with which they were driven.

Mission was noisier not just because there was more noise, but because

the kind of noise had changed. The dogs of Mission were gone, reduced to a

few teams kept for racing or by the determined constancy of a few conserva-

tives. The howling of the dogs and their footsteps upon the resonating snow

had been replaced by the gnashing and gnarling of two-cycle engines bent

for speed. It might not seem like much, this replacing of dog teams by

snowmobiles, but it is a good symbol of other things that were happening in
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Dene lives. The People complained of the noise, the speed, and the reckless-

ness not because they were opposed to change or just distressed by the noise

but because these things were metaphors for the kinds of changes that were

occurring in their lives.

To live a life in the bush of the Canadian North was to live a life seeking

the meaning of small sounds dominated by the silence and clarity of the

snow and the cold, by the shifting and the movement of ice, by the shards of

pattern carried by the wind. There are Dene, many Dene, who claim they

can hear the northern lights. That life demanded—demands—a special at-

tention to the nuances of natural sound. To have this world cast aside in but

a few years is a major change. This example is defined by but a single sensory

channel, but equivalent changes were occurring in all aspects of Dene lives.

If the changes in the noises of Mission are an indicator of the changes in

Dene lives, those changes were far reaching, and it was the less conspicuous

aspects of those changes that produced real e√ects upon the Dene. Snow-

mobiles are fast. Snowmobiles are showy. Young Dene men are convinced

that snowmobiles impress young Dene women. Young Dene women deny

this, but it is apparent that snowmobiles do impress other young Dene men.

Mostly, snowmobiles are toys for the young and the wanna-be young. But

they are fast. Speed is intoxicating, particularly to a people whose only other

choices to move through the deep snow and cold of a subarctic winter are to

walk or to go by dog team. Trips of thirty or forty miles that used to take one

or two days became trips of only a few hours. The speed and mobility of the

snowmobile opened areas within forty or fifty miles of Mission to almost

everyone. Fill the tank and go. Out and back in a day. Fishing on the lake

improved because people could move rapidly to nets on its most distant

parts. The harvest of moose within forty or fifty miles of Mission increased

because people could get out more quickly and more often. People who had

not trapped for years put out small traplines. Wood for Mission’s insatiable

winter fires was gathered more quickly and easily from better stands of

timber farther away. Water, still a deadly issue, could be taken from points

on the lake farther removed from Mission’s pollution. When the caribou

came within range of Mission, hunters could descend upon them in mass.π

For trips up to forty or fifty miles the snowmobile is a godsend. Out and

back in a day. Camp out if you need more time. Plenty of power to haul back

any meat you have killed. Walk back if the snowmobile breaks down and you

cannot repair it or if you run out of gas. But only for forty or fifty miles. It
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becomes di≈cult to walk back forty or fifty miles if the snowmobile breaks

down. The logistics of using a snowmobile become very di√erent with dis-

tance. Oil and gas are not products of the bush and they are expensive,

nearly five dollars a gallon in 1992 and proportionately so in 1977, 1975, 1972,

and 1970. Gas must be cached in advance or hauled along, greatly reducing

the payload that can be hauled in or out. Using a snowmobile, other than in

a mass exodus of snowmobiles going to the same place so that assistance is

available, calls for planning and preparation. Beyond forty to fifty miles out

from Mission, the advantages of the snowmobile rapidly diminish. By the

mid-1980s many of the hunters who went out the farthest each year had

abandoned the use of snowmobiles in their hunting areas except for hauling,

to exploit game passing by on the lakes, or to play with. Dog teams began to

make a comeback.

The snowmobile was not a cause; it was an e√ect. The Mission Dene took

to the snowmobile because they were prepared to change the way they

related to the land. They were prepared to change the way they related to the

land because so many of them had become village people. Permanent bush

life began to change with the crash of the caribou herds in the 1940s. Before

then, life had been marked by periodic visits to the store. With permanent

village life after the crash, life came to be marked by periodic visits to the

bush. The new life had reached a stage where the new toy was useful.

Snowmobiles were available to the Mission Dene long before they adopted

them. The change in technology did not produce a change in the Mission

Dene; the Mission Dene adopted the new technology when it suited changes

that had occurred in their lives for other reasons.

The Chipewyan had been in direct contact with European culture for more

than 250 years by the time I began my fieldwork among them. Throughout

that time the Dene have consistently displayed the ability to maintain them-

selves as a separate cultural entity capable of extracting social and technologi-

cal innovation from white culture without being swamped by it. Cultures

exist in a perpetual state of change. The continuity of culture comes from the

process of sharing and transmitting symbols and values rather than from the

specificity of the values and symbols themselves. For the Dene, the 1970s were

an acceleration point in a process of change in attitude toward life in the bush

that had been under way for decades. It was that change that opened the door

to other social changes in Dene life. The 1980s and the early 1990s were so

outwardly marked by changes in the technology of communication that it is
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all too easy to focus upon them to the exclusion of other changes that were in

progress. The same statement can be made about the larger culture of Canada

and America that surround the Dene, and, as truly for the Dene as for

ourselves, the Chipewyan managed to adapt those changes to what they

intended for their lives. We are as Canadian or American now as we were in

1880 in spite of the changes in our dress, technology, speech, and the ethnic

composition of our nations precisely because that flow of sharing and trans-

mission of symbols and values remains unbroken. Just as we have managed to

remain Canadian or American in spite of the changes in the nature of our

lives, the Chipewyan have managed to remain Chipewyan in spite of the

changes in their lives, for the flow of transmission in symbols and values

among them also remains unbroken.

Beginning in the 1970s, income levels began to rise dramatically. In 1975,

employment was available almost on demand, and younger Dene men flu-

ent in English could a√ord to turn up their noses at jobs paying a thousand

dollars a month. Through the 1980s and early 1990s, wages rose to levels

commensurate with those of white Canadians working in the North, and the

availability of jobs was still high. The Mission Band itself had become the

largest employer at Mission. Because housing costs were still low, the Mis-

sion Dene retained their curious mixture of apparent poverty coupled with a

substantial disposable income. The Dene explored entrepreneurial activities

during the 1980s. Individuals opened businesses involving air transport and

fish camps as well as a hotel and numerous taxi services. The band itself

became involved with a store and other commercial activities.

Mission had grown explosively as the children of those whose lives had

been saved in the 1940s and 1950s reached the age of marriage and childbear-

ing. In 1992, Mission had more than twelve hundred souls and was crowded.

There was only one log cabin still standing at Mission, and it was unoc-

cupied. Some of the Dene had come to feel that it should be retained as a

monument to Mission past.∫ Many houses had fences around them. Fences

had previously been a sign of white occupancy, and the practice had had no

more than two Dene adopt it in 1969. In 1992, fences were no longer a

marker of ethnicity or a striving for status but a necessity to protect both

children and adults from the excesses of tra≈c in both winter and summer.

Informal roads and paths ran everywhere without apparent rhyme or rea-

son. Sanitation and trash removal were improved but not yet adequate. A
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pipe had been run deep into the lake, providing year-round water that, while

not safe, was safer. The water at Discha remained polluted, and no alterna-

tive to the river water had been devised. Running water was to be installed in

Mission’s homes the summer of 1994, but the only source for the water that

was to be piped to the individual homes was Mission Lake.

Public buildings have proliferated in the village. The central area of Mis-

sion, the old barren court defined by the two-room school, the church, and

the store, has almost vanished under the new construction. Mission is un-

mistakably an Indian village because of its architecture, but it has the feel of

a once modest housing development that has gone to pot. The houses were

never equal to the demands of the climate, and the e√ects of decades of wear

show on them. The repairs that have been made are patchwork. Di√erent

colors and combinations of colors were used in each year of construction,

and matching materials are not to be had. Bare plywood has had to replace

colored siding. Glass windows break easily in this climate, and they are

di≈cult to keep intact. Sheet plastic, one of the great bush luxuries of the

1960s, still covers many windows. The ground cover remains stark and

barren, and at times Mission is overwhelmed by mud, blowing sand, or wet

trash emerging from the winter’s snow. The sand will not support grass, and

the native lichens have no chance of growth in such a heavily disturbed area.

Inside the houses, the e√ects of electronic technology and rising levels of

disposable income are marked by the presence of decent furniture, televi-

sions, vcrs, camcorders, and appliances. Refrigerators and home freezers

are particularly useful and in most every home. A large number of homes

are still heated by wood—fuel oil is as disproportionately expensive as

gasoline—but the stoves are of a much higher quality and e≈ciency than

were those made from surplus oil drums. From the beginning, all the new

houses at Mission have been constructed with bathrooms. Sewer service is

still not available and may never be available in this environment. Chemical

toilets have become available and are in widespread use. This represents no

small improvement during the winter, although it means the loss of the art

of using in the dark an outhouse whose seat is ringed by an inch of solid

yellow ice.

The changes in technology and physical surroundings reflect the changes

in Dene lives that have come from their increased commitment to a seden-

tary life in the village. As the population of Mission has increased, the flow of

Mission Dene into the outside world to live and seek their livelihoods has in-
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creased. Technological change has rarely come as a shock to the Chipewyan.

They have always been travelers. Individuals have always penetrated the cul-

tures that surrounded them and brought back word of change. Just as they

knew through these travels of tv and movies long before they became a part

of their daily experience, so those Chipewyan who move out and live within

the larger framework of Canada still serve as a bu√er between Mission and

the rest of the world—a bu√er that both introduces technological and social

change and moderates its influence by allowing the Chipewyan to know

what they want from that change long before it arrives on their doorsteps.

The changes that have occurred over a single lifetime have been dramatic

(as they have been among ourselves). Individuals who were born in cabins

hundreds of miles from a store and saw neither a store nor a white Canadian

until they were in their teens ended their days in the intensive care units of

urban hospitals more than half a thousand miles away from where they were

born. Many who never heard English until they were nearly adult have lived

to see some of their grandchildren fail to learn to speak the Chipewyan

language and spend more time watching Sesame Street than listening to the

stories of the ‘‘old days.’’ Education has become a major vehicle for mediat-

ing relationships between the Mission People and the outside world. Where

the new chief of 1972 used his broken English as a positive campaign issue,

the current chief has an mba degree. The poorly regarded elderly have been

converted through the flow of ideas, values, and pension checks from the

outside into the respected elders that are so prized in white Canadian con-

ceptualizations of First Nations’ cultures (Sharp 1979, 1981a).

If it is in our nature as whites to see these changes in Chipewyan lives as

signs of the loss of their identity and authenticity as Native Americans, let it

be noted that with those changes there has been a burgeoning of talent and

artistic expression in the new circumstances of Mission lives. Young Mickey

as a grown man has come to make his living maintaining computers for one

of the uranium mines (Sharp 1988a: 46, 92–93). The band he formed as a

young man had become good enough to travel all over northern Saskatche-

wan and was invited to perform at the Grand Ole Opry. The traditional

market for Chipewyan beadwork still exists, but now there are Mission

Chipewyan who sell their paintings to the outside world. Art objects that

bridge the line between the artistic and the spiritual move out from Mission

to the larger world of Canada. If many adult Chipewyan make their living at

jobs undreamed of a generation ago and all are involved in technological
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processes that in their childhoods would have seemed beyond fantasy, the

same can be said for us, and if we do not question our own authenticity

as Canadians or Americans, how can we question the authenticity of the

Chipewyan as Chipewyan?

It is easier to see changes in the physical environment than it is to see

changes in the social environment, but between 1950 and the present, the

most significant changes in Dene life have been cultural rather than physical

or technological.

The most significant change is the way the Dene have come to relate to the

land now that they are largely village dwellers rather than bush dwellers.

This change did not come easily, and ties to the bush have not been totally

surrendered. In the late 1970s the caribou herds were beginning to show

signs of recovery from the crash of the 1940s. By this time, Dene expecta-

tions, economics, and subsistence were so thoroughly intertwined with

those of white Canada that a return to bush life was not possible. One legacy

of the worldwide inflation of the 1970s was to drive the costs of goods and

services far beyond the levels that could be met by income derived from

trapping. Transportation needs and charter air costs alone had escalated so

greatly that where in 1970 it cost several hundred dollars to go to and from

the trapline, in the 1990s it could easily cost five thousand dollars just to go.Ω

One way the Dene preserved their ties to the bush, a way that was emerging

in the mid-1970s, was for hunting and trapping to become an occupational

specialty rather than the occupational norm. Extended kin groups, with ties

to wage labor, would contribute to the costs of sending a family into the

bush for a season of hunting and trapping. Often it was grandparents or kin

unable or unwilling to adapt to village life that were supported in their bush

life. In return, the bush family would send fresh and dried caribou meat

back to the village. This was never a rational economic choice. Little meat

was returned to the village kin, and its price per pound often exceeded that

of the most exotic foods in the outside world. Caribou meat, particularly

dried caribou meat, is valued so highly that economic considerations simply

do not apply. In 1992 Mission still depended heavily upon the bush for its

food, but that food was being produced by a decreasing percentage of the

Dene. There were now families two generations deep in adults who have

never known bush life and who do not have the skills to survive in the bush.

Another major area of change came from the Chipewyan response to the

Canadian imposition of an ideological agenda about the family and the role
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of the individual. The ideological agenda of white Canada rarely came from

conscious intent; it was an agenda imposed by operating procedure. The

ideology of the culture was so thoroughly embedded in the matrix of Cana-

dian culture that it was never thought about and never seen as an imposition

of social change upon the Dene. The allocation of new houses, the issuance

of Family Allowance checks to the mother of a child,∞≠ the allocation of the

economic assistance—Rations—that were a Dene treaty right often of critical

economic importance, the payment of welfare, the calculations of Old Age

Pension benefits, determining who was responsible for ensuring children

attended school, in program after program the federal and provincial gov-

ernments assumed the Dene lived in nuclear families. Assumed that the

economic ties among the Dene corresponded to those in white Canadian

culture. Assumed the Dene have only a single residence. Assumed that Dene

children did not live with their aunts, uncles, grandparents, or other kin as

readily as they lived with their biological parents. In situation after situation,

the practice and ideology of The People was ignored and the ideology and

assumptions of Canadian culture about relations between kin and obliga-

tions between individuals were imposed as operating procedure.

In time, the Dene began to respond to this pressure, adopting Canadian

cultural practice in order to receive necessary services and benefits. For most

of the Dene, these practices were a nuisance they had to appear to conform

to, at least in their dealings with ‘‘the government.’’ They still lived by the old

ways, still tried to practice the old sense of responsibility for kin and a≈nes,

but it became harder and harder to do so as the village grew. It is one thing to

know that the meat of a moose should be shared willingly throughout a

camp. It is another to try and share the meat of a moose among twelve

hundred people. The Dene tried, but the scale of Dene life and the intrusion

of government programs was too great. Kinship nets contracted. The kin ties

were still recognized, but the sense of obligation had begun to evaporate. Kin

ties alone were no longer su≈cient. It now takes other ties—residence, past

cooperation, friendship—in addition to kinship to make the ties social and

economic ones. The children of the Dene grew up in a world where the old

ties were held up as the ideal, but what they observed was the world of

contracted ties and obligations and it was this pattern they carried into

adulthood and applied in their own lives.

Mission has not yet become like the outside world. While elderly people

complain that there are so many children at Mission that they do not even
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know who all of them are, they have done that at least since 1969. People are

still interdependent to an extent unthinkable in the rest of urbanized Canada

and United States. The pressures of scale remain, indeed intensify, as Mis-

sion continues to grow, but ideas about kinship and family are remarkably

stubborn.

Beyond Mission still sets the bush. The cold and the harshness remain.

This is still an easy land in which to die, and all that makes human life

possible is knowledge and the help of other people. The unyielding nature of

the bush continues to exert its force on the Mission Dene, even those Dene

who are purely town dwellers, as they experiment with social arrangements,

forms of economic alliance, and forms of family.

The challenges to the old ways do not cease. In 1998, over the strident

objections of its inhabitants, the final construction of a road link between

Mission and the outside was begun. The increased tra≈c in souls, tourists,

drugs, disease, vices, and ideas this road will bring will force the pace of the

experimentation from which will ultimately emerge a uniquely Dene adap-

tation to presence of modern Canada.

The old life, even the mid-twentieth-century version of bush life, was

taxing. It placed great demands upon body and soul. The struggle to survive

and achieve some security placed a premium upon knowledge, endurance,

and constant e√ort. The harsher conditions were, the more challenging

mere survival was, the more bush life engaged the body, mind, and soul of

those who lived it and filled them with purpose. With that life came a fine

appreciation for the competence it generated in those who survived it. The

loss of that clear and precise definition of the purpose of life is the most

frightening change the Dene must face with the abandonment of bush life.

The transition to a settled village life has provided no single focus to

replace that sense of purpose and valuation of competence. There may be no

single thing that ever can replace it. The rewards of Canadian culture are

marked by material things, but the Dene have never valued things over

relationships. Nothing in modern Canadian culture seems able to replace

what the Dene have lost. Finding a substitute for that all-engaging sense of

purpose may be the greatest challenge they face in preserving their unity as a

people as they adapt themselves to the twenty-first century.
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indeterminacy

Indeterminacy is a maddeningly simple concept. In its minimal application

it means that the outcome of an event is influenced by the way in which the

event is measured or observed. The presence of an observer creates an

interaction between the event and the observer that, through the very act of

observing/measuring, alters the nature of the event. In its more complex

manifestations indeterminacy means that the outcome of an event does not

become determinate until the measurement of that outcome has taken place.

At the extremes, indeterminacy means that the outcome of an event is deter-

mined by the observation/measurement of the event even though the event

may occur before or after the observation/measurement has taken place.

Indeterminacy is customarily assumed to be applicable only at the scale of

subatomic particles. The ordinary universe of human experience is pre-

sumed to operate in a nicely determinate manner that can be explained by

the application of Newtonian physics. In most of science, indeterminacy

(and its implications) seems to have as little relevance as it does in ordinary

experience. Psychology and sociology avoid indeterminacy as an aspect of

human social life. History, which cannot escape the implications of in-

determinacy, relies on the presumed rigor of its methodology to avoid con-

fronting it.∞

In this work I presume that human social behavior, like the behavior of

subatomic particles, is indeterminate. As with the applicability of quantum

mechanics and Newtonian mechanics, the use of indeterminacy is rarely

necessary in the analysis of human behavior. For most of this analysis we can

ignore indeterminacy. However, where conditions are right and indeter-

minacy does apply, its use is imperative. In those circumstances, it is impos-
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sible to separate an event in human social life from the means by which it is

observed and measured. As the events of human social life are measured by

the meaning ascribed to them, there is no possible way to separate an event

from the interpretation(s) of that event. In this analytical framework the

classic paradigm of a determinate universe does not apply to human social

behavior. If one is human, if one is a social being, objectivity and absolute

truth are impossible.

The inseparability of an event from the means by which it is measured

can be illustrated by thinking about an archaeological site. We regard an

archaeological site as part of the natural world. In the folk physics of our

culture, an archaeological site has, like a mineral deposit, a reality of its own.

It is a natural object whose properties and nature are fixed by physical laws

independent of humanity and whose boundaries are determined by the

distribution of the objects within it. It exists whether we know of it or not. If

we know of it, we can investigate it, ignore it, destroy it, interpret—or

misinterpret—it, but none of that alters the nature or the boundaries of the

site. We are good positivists. We believe that reality exists, that an archae-

ological site has an existence we can attempt to understand but whose nature

we cannot alter.

Robert R. Janes (1983: 1), before he begins his demonstration that un-

covering such a site among the Northern Dene is a virtual impossibility, cites

Robert Ascher’s lucid statement of this position: ‘‘[I]n time every commu-

nity will become first a ‘ghost’ town, then a cube below ground. The prob-

lem of the pre-historian is to reconstruct the community from the cube.

Since the connection between the archaeological present and the ethno-

graphic past lies along the route of increasing disorder, the advancement

of interpretation depends upon knowing what happens along that route’’

(Ascher 1968: 52).

From this perspective, objects—regardless of their origin and the factors

that led to their initial placement—have passed from the human world to

the natural world. The pattern of their deposition and the extent of their

decay or preservation is purely the result of the operation of natural laws

upon them.

From the perspective that social behavior is an indeterminate phenome-

non, the reality known to humans does not exist independently of them. The

word more commonly encountered in ethnographic writing to deal with

this issue, interpretation, is not used here because it implies that events are
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real and determinate beyond the meaning humans give to them. Indeter-

minacy is used here precisely to make the point that events do not exist

beyond the meaning humans give to them. Interpretation is a question of

di√erent understandings of a common reality. Indeterminacy is a question

of the creation of a common reality from the chaotic and variable raw data

of experience.

From the perspective of indeterminacy, an archaeological site has no

existence beyond the meaning that humans place upon it. This does not

mean that objects are not in the ground any more than it means that

humans do not die or that mountains are not indi√erent to human mean-

ing. It does mean that the existence, nature, and boundaries of an archae-

ological site are determined by the nature of the human interest in the site.

In a site that is fully excavated, the excavation will extend into areas where

there are no artifacts, so the absence of artifacts does not mark the bound-

aries of a site. In a site that is not fully excavated, artifacts will remain in situ,

so neither the presence nor absence of artifacts marks the boundaries of a

site. The site cannot be defined even by the presence or absence of previous

human action. Part of any good excavation will focus upon objects that have

no relationship to past human activity. Pollen may be gathered from the

remains of long-vanished lakes far removed from any artifacts left by hu-

mans, and those lakes themselves become part of the site. The investigation

may include the collecting of fossils, and a good investigation may extend to

collecting the fossil remains of insect life. An archaeological site merges

imperceptibly into a paleontological site. Insects are ubiquitous, and where

there is soil there also are their fossils. The presence of fossil insect remains

may tell much about the lives of the people who left the artifacts, but it

cannot mark the boundaries of a site that merges imperceptibly through

pollen and insect remains into the whole of the earth itself.

Archaeological sites are not found in nature; they are found in the ac-

tivities of humans. An unknown archaeological site has no existence at all.

Without human interest—without the site coming within a culturally gener-

ated field of meaning—it is but part of the earth itself and indistinguishable

from it.

The notion of indeterminacy as an analytical construct is applicable to all

humans (and to some animal species). It is a social rather than a psychologi-

cal construct. Analytically, meaning is the source of determinacy, and mean-

ing is a property of socialness. There is an obvious analogy with language.
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Even though it is only individuals who speak, only individuals who generate

speech acts, language is a product of the interaction between individuals. It

is a product of the sharing of speech and speech acts rather than a product of

the individuals or the individual speech acts themselves.

I have found one of the best ways to appreciate the issue of indeterminacy

is by thinking about the e√ects of di√erences in scale in the determination of

reality. We presume human scale and create a reality consonant with that

scale. Thinking about the same phenomena from the standpoint of di√erent

scales can begin to hint at the appearance of indeterminacy at a human scale.

Some examples are obvious: the smoothness of the surface of a wall from a

human perspective contrasted with the texture of the same wall from the

perspective of a fly. It takes little e√ort to understand how what is smooth to

a human is rough to a fly, yet the example is significant. Not only does the

roughness of the wall allow a fly to climb it but it also allows the fly to walk

upside down upon the ceiling in apparent defiance of gravity. What gravity

is may not change mathematically, but the e√ect of gravity clearly depends

upon scale.

Thinking of the contrast between a microscopic and a human scale is

more di≈cult but productive. As humans, we have a clear idea of the bound-

aries of each person’s body to support our conceptualization of what con-

stitutes a person. From the scale of a microbe—let alone a virus—the bound-

ary between the body of a person and the surrounding world is indistinct at

best. Indeed, at a viral level I doubt if it is at all possible to maintain that a

person is in fact a discernible aspect of reality. What can be more easily seen

through thinking of di√erences in scale at smaller levels aids in seeing how

complex phenomena are created from the sharing of meaning to order the

indeterminate mass of experience that reaches each individual social being.

The Dene are not great teachers.≤ They communicate their knowledge from

generation to generation in their myths and their stories but above all

through their social practice. Knowledge is in the stories. It is there for the

understanding of all who will listen to the stories and think about them, but

the responsibility to listen and to understand rests with each individual

Dene. They expect those who do not know to learn through observation,

through the examples others provide, and through their own experience of

attempting to do.
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Indeterminacy is not an overt Dene concept or part of an overt Dene

model of reality. Nevertheless, Dene culture is one that recognizes the inde-

terminacy of social phenomena. The indeterminacy of social phenomena

emerges through the sharing of interpretations and representations of expe-

riences rather than from the experiences themselves (Sharp 1988a: 67–69). It

is the sharing of representations of individual experience that give meaning

to experience and order to reality.

There are two distinct aspects to indeterminacy to be dealt with here.≥

The first is the Chipewyan usage of indeterminacy in their construction of

their own culture and their use of it in their social life. Its usage in their

culture will begin to be apparent in their relationship to their land and its

inhabitants and is most clearly focused in the story of the encounter with the

loon. The reality they have constructed involves far more interaction with

the land and its inhabitants than does the white relationship to the land and

those of its inhabitants whites realize exist within it (see Nelson 1983: 14–23).

In Chipewyan reality, many nonhuman inhabitants—and perhaps the land

itself—are self-aware and play an active role in their interaction with the

Dene, while in the white reality that exists within the same geographical

bounds, those inhabitants are not self-aware, are inactive, or are not even

present.

As other aspects of the contextual and interpretive material create a ma-

trix of meaning around the ‘‘events’’ of the story, indeterminacy will begin to

show in wider contexts, particularly in how the Dene conceptualize and use

time and in what constitutes an explanation for ‘‘events’’ within Dene

social life.

The second aspect of indeterminacy, its analytical usage as a means of

explaining the ‘‘events’’ upon which this work is focused, initially will be less

obvious than will its role in Dene culture. As an analytical concept, indeter-

minacy cannot be separated from the role of meaning in constructing real-

ity, and it is premature to try to explore that now.
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foxholm lake The Place

The village of Mission is a phenomenon of the second half of the twentieth

century, but even the epic and escalating changes in the lives of The People

that began with the young adulthood of the first generation of the twentieth

century pale before the continuing experience of the millennia during which

Chipewyan shaped—and were shaped by—their land. The Chipewyan are

not separable from their land. There is no hope of appreciating them with-

out a tenacious sensitivity to the harshness and beauty of their homeland

and the transcendental ballet of predation that has existed between Dene,

Wolf, and Caribou since time immemorial.

For more than two thousand years the Dene have made their living as

predators upon the wildlife of this land. This wildlife, upon which they

depended entirely, is scarce. At any given time, most animal species are

dispersed widely and unevenly. Through time—and time may be but a very

few seasons—there are drastic changes in the mix of species as well as in the

geographical distribution of individual species within the Dene homeland.

Many of the most important prey species are migratory. Even in the best of

circumstances these migratory species are available in only some places, and

even then they are available only seasonally. Not only are prey species geo-

graphically variable but the population dynamics of all the subarctic and

arctic fish, bird, and animal populations upon which the Dene live are

erratic. The number of individuals of each species fluctuates dramatically

through time, and the Dene have many times experienced these risings and

fallings of the animal populations on which they live. Knowing how to deal

with these variations is a major part of their survival knowledge (see Burch

1972; 1977: 142; J. G. E. Smith 1978).
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The caribou, even more than the Dene, are creatures of movement. From

their calving grounds in June, they sweep along the barrens to the edge of the

forest. Some never leave the tundra or winter at its fringes, but most of the

caribou move into the transitional forest between August and October.

Within a month they may be a hundred miles into the transitional zone of

the Boreal Forest and may yet venture hundreds of miles deeper into the

Boreal Forest itself. Those that enter the forest usually, but never predictably

as to when or where, winter within it. By March, the cows feel the pangs of

future birth rising and begin moving toward the calving lakes. In less than a

month they may be back along treeline, awaiting their plunge onto the

barren grounds to deliver a new generation of their species.

The scale of caribou movements is staggering. The direct line from their

calving grounds to their wintering areas may exceed five hundred miles;

their round trip often exceeds a thousand miles. Caribou do not travel in

straight lines but wander over the landscape. We can observe that they, who

lose several gallons of blood to mosquitoes, black flies, and other biting

insects each summer, respond to insects, snow, temperature, vegetation,

storms, wind direction, or predators; to the shape of the land and its form

and texture; to the size, shape, and depth of the lakes. Environmental condi-

tions are not su≈cient to explain their movements. Caribou move for rea-

sons known only to themselves, and they are never still. They wander con-

stantly, circling, moving, coming, going, back and forth, hither and yon.

One day they are here, the next gone beyond finding. The specificity of their

movements is beyond human prediction.

It was upon their knowledge of the caribou and the nature of caribou

movements that the ancestral Dene built their lives: to find the caribou, to

hunt the caribou, to prepare its flesh for food, to prepare its hides for

clothing and shelter. The twenty-five hundred years of experience during

which the Dene shaped and were shaped by their land may not compare

with the forty thousand to sixty thousand years’ experience the Aborigines

have of shaping and being shaped by Australia (Flannery 1994), but it repre-

sents a depth of knowledge and experience inconceivable in European his-

tory. That twenty-five hundred years of experience of surviving through

predation on the barren-ground caribou has given the Dene a depth of

knowledge and wisdom about this land, its climatic cycles, and its wildlife

that is the abstract capital of Dene existence.

The tie between the Chipewyan and their land has been mediated through
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the caribou from whom they have drawn their sustenance and their identity.

Behind all of the complex and multifaceted perspectives the Dene have upon

this land—from aesthetics to luck, wonder, and fear—lies always the shadow

of the absence of caribou. Life in this place has always been the search

for caribou. In the failure of that search for caribou, Dene life cannot be

sustained.

As the Chipewyan conceptualize the land, it is not quite right to think of

Foxholm Lake as a lake. The Dene name things in a di√erent manner than

do those speaking English. The names of places are not names in the formal

sense of an English name where the name becomes a fixed designator for a

specific location. The Chipewyan tendency is to refer to areas and to do so by

using descriptive phrases that reflect past events, human activities, or inhab-

itants. Foxholm Lake is a designator not just of the lake itself but of the

region around it as well. The best English translations of the Dene name for

Foxholm Lake are ‘‘wolves den there’’ or ‘‘the lake and area around which

large numbers of wolves make their dens.’’

For the extended family group camped at Foxholm Lake in 1975, the camp

was located at the westernmost end of the range that Paul had used through-

out his life. But a few miles west of the lake, where the forest thickens and

extends northward for hundreds of miles, the land is hunted and trapped

by Dene from Birchtown. There are no boundaries between the two groups

of Dene, merely a declining presence of the Dene from Mission—some of

whom prefer the forest-tundra interface—and an increasing presence of

Dene from Birchtown—who prefer the forest proper.

Foxholm Lake is a special place to those of the camp in which I was

staying when we encountered the loon that August afternoon. On Paul’s side

of the family their ties to this place are at least four generations deep. Paul

himself was born on Adeker Lake, the next large lake to the south of Fox-

holm Lake.∞ Paul’s father had hunted this area throughout his life, and as

Paul matured, he focused his activities eastward toward South Lake (Sharp

1988a, 1996). Paul had married May in the mid-1930s. She had grown up far

to the south along the Churchill River among the Southern Chipewyan and

had few ties to this land before her marriage to Paul. May did have an

excellent command of English, as did all those of her brothers and sisters

who had moved to the Mission area in their youth (Sharp 1975: 73). During

the 1930s and 1940s, their skill in English allowed them to form e√ective

partnerships with white trappers working out of Discha. Paul and May
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frequently ventured far out on the barren grounds in the company of her

siblings and various white trapping partners. Indeed, far out upon the

tundra are two small lakes named on the maps: Sid’s Lake and Merry’s Lake,

one for the husband of one of May’s sisters, the other for another of her

sisters who drowned there after becoming entangled in a fishnet she was

checking.

These alliances with white trappers drew Paul and May far north of the

range his father had used, but Paul preferred the environs of Foxholm Lake

and the next lake to its south where he had been born. Although he and May

spent many seasons in a variety of locations between Mission Lake and the

deep tundra, their time was concentrated within a forty-mile-by-forty-mile

rectangle centered on the southern part of Foxholm Lake. Most of their

children had been born within this area—two at Foxholm Lake itself—and

two who had died in infancy were buried on an esker overlooking the river

alongside which Paul had been born.

The ties of Paul and May to this place continued in their children’s gener-

ation. Two of their sons still make their livings within this area while two

other ones frequently wintered within it. The locations of their daughters’

lives have been more scattered by their choice of husbands and the diversity

of their a≈nal ties, but at least two return to that forty-by-forty block with

some regularity. Nearly ten of Paul and May’s grandchildren have spent large

parts of each year of their childhood within it. A pattern of attachment to a

fairly small core area with the spreading out of children and grandchildren is

the common pattern of Chipewyan family history, but within this one ex-

tended kin group is also visible the Chipewyan tendency to explore and

sample large and diverse areas outside the core area.

The use of the land is tied to knowledge of the land. A great deal of

nonsense (e.g., Yerbury 1986) has been written about the need for hunters to

know a territory, with that need controlling their movements and dictating

marriage patterns, kinship systems, and rules of postmarital residence. Here,

in this part of the Subarctic, it is necessary to reiterate that this is nonsense.

The people do come to know some areas of land intensely, often in a detail

staggering to those raised in more densely settled areas, but that is not the

issue. Knowing a territory is not remembering where every rock is placed or

where every species of plant grows; it is having a sound understanding of the

nature of the animate beings within the land and how those beings relate to

each other and to particular kinds of local environments.
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This knowledge is portable. Time and again I have watched Paul explain

the land to others less familiar with it than he was. For a journey, younger,

less experienced men might receive a detailed verbal or hand-drawn map,

sometimes a map so detailed that he drew out from memory both shores of

the streams along which they would travel.≤ More experienced men often

were told merely sequences of landmarks (usually eskers) and directions to

travel from or toward them. Once I saw him explain where he thought a

brother-in-law (seri) spending his first winter this close to the tundra should

set his trapline. The advice was brief, little more than suggesting a river line

to follow that Paul thought should be productive of fur and that ran through

good caribou-hunting territory. This man was Paul’s age and as experienced

as Paul. He had heard of these places even though he had never been far

enough north to have seen them before. He found the information Paul gave

him su≈cient for him to carry out a successful season of hunting and

trapping.

The Dene could not have survived through a detailed knowledge of place

within a dynamic and constantly changing environment but have survived

through a detailed understanding of how animate life relates to other forms

of animate life and interacts with climate and environment. Knowing a

territory is not memorizing where things are but understanding how things

relate to each other.

The specificity of Dene knowledge of local landscapes can be staggering in

its detail. Simple movement within their land is dangerous at all seasons of

the year. At some seasons, especially during the transitions between the

seasons, it can be extremely dangerous. The land itself is dynamic. Ice jams

and floods alter the physical shape of the land. Small lakes freeze, thaw, and

flood, and these actions can tear up the surrounding land and vegetation.

Shorelines move constantly while passages between lakes open and close on

an irregular basis. What one year was a deep-water passage allowing free

movement of a heavily laden canoe may the next year be a shallow passage

riven by jagged rocks waiting to tear the bottom out of the same canoe. The

texture of the muskegs varies from season to season, and this month’s dry

pathway may be next month’s foot-wetting damp place. Vegetation, in the

absence of fire—which is rare this close to the tundra—does not change so

quickly, but usable stages of growth—for example, dry wood or deadfall—

remembered from past seasons may well be absent the next time people pass

through.
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On top of the normal dynamics of the land are the seasonal changes

within it. Routes of travel are largely dictated by weather, snow accumula-

tion, ground freezing, and ice formation. While people prefer high and dry

routes in summer, they must seek lower routes sheltered from the wind in

winter, yet those routes must also be dry for wetness is the great killer in this

land. In the decision making people must go through in order to move

safely, there must be awareness of the continuous interplay between the state

of freezing of ground and lakes, wind, snow depth, open water, distance,

usable resources, food supply, and a host of other variables. Always, storms

remain the wild card. Thunderstorms can produce in minutes waves that

will overturn a canoe while sustained wind storms can make the larger lakes

impassible for weeks. Snow storms can sweep in in hours, leaving dogs

immobilized. Wind can take visibility to nothing within a matter of seconds,

creating whiteout conditions that leave even the most experienced travelers

totally without visual reference.

The People represent their cognitive maps of the terrain in a variety of

ways. Physical descriptions of the land are rare. The form of the land is

normally tied to the specific context of particular human activities or ab-

stracted to ties between the land and the animal/persons who inhabit it—for

example, ‘‘Foxholm Lake always has lots of caribou’’—although on occasion

comments may refer to the physical aspects of the land—such as, ‘‘East of

Snowbird Lake it is really wet ground.’’ The normal manner of describing

the land is by reference to eskers, lakes, and watercourses. I have rarely heard

this method used to describe the land between landmarks—for example,

‘‘between these four hills’’—and virtually always in the context of direc-

tions of how to get somewhere or identify a particular area—as in a stream

course—to trap, hunt, fish, or seek safe passage.

The extent to which this knowledge of the land can result in detailed

‘‘maps’’ was brought home to me in the summer of 1992, when I was on a

hunting trip with Phil. We had camped on Foxholm Lake, about a mile east

of where we had encountered the loon in 1975, near the base camp George

had used the last few years. Phil had put the most e√ort into searching for

caribou (Sharp 1998: 67–68), and it was returning by boat from one of his

hunting trips that produced the display of detailed knowledge that has im-

pressed me the most of all that I have seen. As we traveled along the north

shore of Foxholm Lake, Phil began to express concern for George’s eldest

son’s (Phil’s saze, the ‘‘infant son’’ of Sharp 1988a) lack of knowledge of the
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bush and his persistent refusal to follow basic safety precautions when he

was out in the boat. His expression of concern led him to tell me about the

dangers of traveling during times of reduced visibility (especially during fog)

or changing weather conditions (especially during the first snows of fall).

His train of thought led him to start citing examples of the kinds of things

his saze did not know or did not act upon if he did know. Using the e√ects of

snowfall during fog as his worst-case scenario, he began a running mono-

logue, systematically linking conditions under the lake where we were travel-

ing to the distance we had to keep from the shore to the shape of the shore-

line and to landmarks a bit farther back that one could hope to see during

times of reduced visibility. For several miles of our travel along the lake he

pointed out—sometimes every ten or fifteen yards—rock piles inboard or

outboard of our route of travel, systematically linking them (this without

looking!) to land forms (e.g., shore shape, rock piles, single standing trees,

or boulders) along the shore and matching them with landmarks (e.g., rock

formations, patches of timber, cracks in rock walls,) a bit farther inland.

Within a few miles Phil had gone through scores of obstacles in the lake

and the markers that indicated safe passage around them. Each time he

indicated which marker would be more useful with fresh snowfall on the

ground, which would be hidden by new snowfall, and which would be useful

in fog. The most staggering aspect of this display was that we were in an area

miles away from the primary areas within which he hunted, trapped, and

fished, an area within which he had much less experience of the lake and

land than he had of those areas he used on a more regular basis.

Above all, The People order their land through their experience of the

‘‘events’’ of their history and their interaction with those other persons with

whom they share the land. The lives of Dene distant past are immediate in

the marks and artifacts they have left upon the land. Because most of the

Mission Dene homeland is frozen and still rebounding upward from the

weight of the glaciers, human cultural debris—particularly stone artifacts—

tend to remain at or near the surface. Away from wet places the ground cover

is nearly always but a thin coating of lichen, and it takes an interminably

long time for it to cover objects dropped on the ground. The e√ect is to make

many of the dry places, particularly dry places used as hunting camps or

lookouts, carpets of lithic debris left by the ‘‘Old Ones.’’ Stone chips and

flakes are almost as common as berries, and in places they carpet the land

even more conspicuously than do the berries.

Besides the general clutter of human debris are those rarer but more
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precious places where the marks of human antiquity are indicative of deter-

minable human activities. Tipi rings often mark the land by the hundreds

(Sharp 1996), and near concentrations of tipi rings are the scars of the small

lodges individual Dene built for interaction with the spiritual. These places,

while it would be inappropriate to place upon them all the baggage that

travels with the English word ‘‘sacred,’’ are noted by the Dene and treated

with respect for the power/knowledge that has flowed between human and

nonhuman within them. Sometimes upon the wind-blown tops of the high

eskers are stone rings, usually filled to overflowing with verdant growth, that

flag the site of larger constructions that served the spiritual needs of larger

numbers of Dene. The specificity of their purpose forgotten, these rare sites

are learned by The People as they gain familiarity with an area, and the sites

sometimes serve not merely the mundane purpose of lookouts or resting

places for hunters but as the loci of worship and communion with the

sources of power/knowledge that animate this land.

If the marks of the unnamed human past are everywhere within the land,

the marks of the named human past are less plentiful but play an even

greater role in specifying the meaning of place and the nature of the land

itself. Before the Dene began to concentrate at Discha and Mission they lived

scattered throughout their land (Sharp 1977, 1978). From the time of our

earliest records of contact with the Chipewyan until well into the 1980s, The

People have alternated residence between isolated bush camps, rarely con-

taining twenty persons, and large villages that sometimes housed upwards of

several hundred people (Helm 1993; Sharp 1988a: 20–21). These villages were

seasonal aggregations made possible by Dene sensitivity to caribou move-

ments and their skill as hunters. The normal arrangement of life was the

small camp of kin and a≈nes disposed ten or twelve miles from each other.

Foxholm Lake, within the memory of Paul and May, supported two or three

such groups each year until the crash of the caribou herds.

The form of the land is shaped by the memory of these camps and their

occupants. Stretches of apparently empty terrain are not voids in an unex-

plored landscape but the places where persons-remembered lived, worked,

and died as well as places where the events of one’s own life have been played

out. The land is not just is. The land is the living memory of all that has gone

before in the living experience of each Dene who sojourns here as well as

being the received memory of the stories and experiences of each of those

known to them and the setting of all that is to come to and for The People.
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The land of The People is a vastly di√erent place for Mission’s white popula-

tion than it is for the Chipewyan. The European settlement of North Amer-

ica was largely restricted to places suitable for some form or another of

agriculture. From the beginning, it was obvious that the land of The People

was not suitable for farming. As a direct result, the land of The People has

never had a large white population and The People have never had to yield

occupancy of their land. The cost and di≈culty of transport were and con-

tinue to be so great that even rich mineral deposits have had to go undevel-

oped. Even in the most recent period only a few of the more southern of the

region’s extensive uranium deposits have become commercially viable.

From its earliest encounters with this place, white Canada has viewed this

land with fear and loathing as a wasteland inhabitable only at the constant

risk of death, accident, or starvation. This Canadian view of the land is not

unique to the land of The People. Margaret Atwood has brilliantly demon-

strated the pervasiveness of this perspective on its environment in Canadian

literature, and this is a case where literature accurately reflects the belief of

the larger Canadian culture (Atwood 1972, 1995).

The white population of Mission is heir to this tradition. What is home to

The People is something very di√erent to Mission’s white population. A few

of the older generation of whites who had come to the North to spend their

active lives there still remained when I began fieldwork in 1969, but most of

the whites of Discha and Mission are transients who serve but a year or two

before moving on. Those with seasonal work, like the teachers, usually leave

the North during the parts of the year they are not working, and most vanish

for lengthy holidays every chance they get. Throughout the 1960s, 1970s, and
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1980s, the local whites have had neither the knowledge nor the equipment

that would have allowed them to move freely through the bush surrounding

Mission. For most of them, the only exposure they get to the wilderness that

surrounds them is the occasional summer day-trip picnic in a borrowed

boat or a short fishing trip to where the river can be reached by well-

established tourist trails. Few walk even a few hundred yards into the sur-

rounding forest to watch birds, hunt small game, or simply explore. For

most of the white population, the land of the Dene is a harsh and fearsome

guardian of a prison to which they have confined themselves.
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loon ii

The Western explanation of this encounter with a loon is simple. The hunt-

ers shot at the loon and missed it. The appearance of a loon that afternoon

was simple happenstance. They failed to kill it because they did not shoot

well enough to hit it. Had the shot been more di≈cult, then Western culture

might make reference to ‘‘luck,’’ that is, to a condition external to the hunt-

er’s skills. Hitting a loon at that range was within the parameters of their

previously demonstrated skill, so their failure to hit it is explicable as a

failure in the exercise of skills presumed to rest upon the physiological

functioning of each hunter. If forced to push our own mode of explanation

as to why they missed the loon, we would o√er—since they had the skill to

hit it—explanations that reflect their temporary physiological condition

(e.g., they were tired, or they were not feeling well). Our folk physics ex-

plains by making reference to unknown, but presumably demonstrable,

conditions of physiological impairment or other deviation from normal

biological functioning in a mechanical universe of cause and e√ect.

This mode of explanation, while satisfying to us, is patently spurious. The

explanations we assume to be empirically sound and scientifically valid

expressions of the true nature of physical reality are in fact no more than

presumptions about the nature of physical reality and the nature of causality

within it. This is no more than an elementary teaching point of introductory

anthropology courses: that members of a culture presume (generally with-

out reflection) that the categories given by their culture depict reality.

The explanations o√ered in ordinary Western life that are based upon the

physiological states of the actor are only presumably based upon the phys-

iological states of the actor. These explanations are not demonstrable in

ordinary life, and they are not subject to testing or other empirical measures.
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Our cultural values frown upon the autopsy and pathological examination

of living human beings—which is what would be required to demonstrate

that the hunters missed their target because they were su√ering from phys-

iological deficiencies. In the absence of such an examination, the validity of

our explanations lies in their assertion rather than in their demonstration.

The Chipewyan explain events like this in a very di√erent manner. Their

mode of explanation is also part of a general theory of causality, but it is one

that is demonstrable in daily life. If their mode of explanation would seem

tautological and inaccurate to us, our mode of explanation would seem

incomplete and tentative to them. Both modes explain equally well, but the

Chipewyan mode of explanation is more complete in what it explains (Levy-

Bruhl 1967, 1979).

The myth about the seven kinds of men is one I find pivotal to understand-

ing Dene thought (Sharp 1979: 42; 1994b: 257–59). In outline, the myth goes

something like this: The God organized a contest between the seven kinds of

men. As a result of this contest between the kinds of men, the God would

give to each their unique talents and powers. The contest took the form of a

race. A race that the Dene won. The white man was unhappy with the result

of this fair contest and went to the God and lied to Him, tricking Him into

believing that the race had been fixed. The God believed the white man and

declared that there was to be another race. A race the white man won.

Because the white man won this unfairly called second race he was given the

first prize: the control of ‘‘things.’’ Control of the material world through the

means of physical causality. The Dene, who came in second in this second

race, received second prize: the use of inkoze as a means to live in the world.∞

All was well while the white man and the Chipewyan lived apart from

each other. Life was hard for the Dene, but it was complete. The Dene lived

in the realm of inkoze and lived ‘‘like the animals.’’ The Dene spoke no

human language, using instead the common tongue of the realm of inkoze

whose knowledge they shared with the animals. They knew no human

marriage regulations and married among themselves without regard to the

prohibitions of incest. This world of inkoze in which they lived was one in

which the separation of human and animal was not complete. Dene could

and did intermarry with the animals, and their o√spring were sometimes

animal, sometimes human. During this time, the great culture heroes of the
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Dene were among them, and both men and women knew the inkoze neces-

sary to accomplish their tasks in the world.

The People, for whom birth into the human realm now separates them

from the realm of inkoze, survive because the animals give them knowledge

of inkoze in dreams, visions, and fortuitous encounters. This time of living

in the realm of inkoze lasted until the white man came among them, bring-

ing their knowledge of ‘‘things.’’ When the priests came, then also came

knowledge of human marriage rules. The Dene language instantly appeared

and the people now spoke their own language instead of the common

tongue of inkoze and the animals.≤ The time of inkoze was passing. The time

in which the Dene now live is a time in which the influence of inkoze is

diminishing. A time when the beings of inkoze are withdrawing from con-

tact with the Dene and old men choose to take their power/knowledge to

their graves. What remains of the relationship between the beings of inkoze

and the Dene is maintained most strongly in the paradigm of the hunt

(Sharp 1988a, 1988b, 1994b).

The most immediate di√erence between white and Dene modes of explana-

tion is the whites’ exclusion of the loon from active participation in the

events. To us the loon is passive and mechanical, merely a target. The reasons

these two men failed to hit the loon lay in a deficiency of their internal

systems, deficiencies of the actor that resulted in a failure in their perfor-

mance. The results in the external world are, even if only indirectly, a prod-

uct of the internal world of the actor. Conversely, Dene assume the compe-

tence of the actor and of the actor’s ability to shoot well enough hit the loon.

Their explanation for the events involves the loon as an active participant in

the process. The reason for their failure to kill the loon is that the loon chose

not to die for them, an explanation that is external to the actor and that lies

in the nature of the relationships existing between the actors and the loon.

Since, in Dene thought, all animal/persons know more than humans and are

more powerful than humans, for a human to kill an animal requires the

animal’s consent. Dene life is predicated upon the willingness of animal/

persons to sacrifice themselves for the benefit of the Dene, but in any given

encounter, that presumption always has an air of uncertainty about it (Sharp

1988a, 1994b).

Since animals are more powerful beings than are humans, the death of an

animal at the hands of a hunter forms a sacrificial paradigm in which a being
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of superior power gives itself to the Dene in order to bind the Chipewyan to

the realm of inkoze.≥ Killing an animal that sacrifices itself to the Dene

maintains the Dene conjunction with the realm of inkoze. As long as the

Dene hunt, their separation from inkoze is not final.

The reason so many shots were fired at this loon lies in its behavior and the

fact that animals are persons existing—to white and some other cultures—

simultaneously in two dichotomous realms. It is more useful—and more

accurate—to recognize that in Dene thought animals are an indeterminate

phenomenon. In a practical sense, measurement is the response of the ani-

mal to the actions or observation of the Dene. The nature of any unknown

animal the Dene encounter, other than a dog, can only be determined from

the actions taken by the animal after the encounter begins. Reality is not

determined beforehand or even at the time of the ‘‘events’’ but after the fact

of the ‘‘events’’ when the meaning of the ‘‘events’’ has been made known.

The arrow of time is not operating in Dene encounters with animals (Gould

1987; Gribbin 1984: 177–213; Hawking 1988). It is only through an after-the-

fact reasoning, parallel to the di√erentiation of kinds of animals from hu-

mans in Chipewyan myth that the order of the world can be known (Sharp

1986: 258–59). As it is only possible to determine whether a person in a myth

is an animal or a human after the consequences of their actions and choices

have come to unfold, so it is only possible to tell whether a loon is a bird or

something else by the consequences of Dene interaction with that loon. The

loon we encountered might have been the one that appeared to warn the

young orphan to flee his camp because the caribou swimming up the lake

were in fact a Cree raiding party disguised by magic. It could have been the

being that came to a Chipewyan camp only to destroy it and all its inhabi-

tants because The People insulted it. In terms of the conceptions of time

built into English grammar, what is happening now is not determinable

until the future has come to be.

That a spirit should take the form of a loon and appear to three ordinary

persons at Foxholm Lake is not surprising, for the land of The People is

home to many persons and beings unknown to white Canada.
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Within the reality created by Chipewyan culture are many beings whose

existence is concealed from transient visitors and whites. Among those

beings whose home is within the land of the Dene, there be giants. They are

beings that whites, if they come to hear of them, regard as superstition or

delusion.

Giant beings are a worldwide facet of human experience, one widely

reported by Native American cultures (e.g., Turner 1996: 20, 42–43, 84–86;

Nelson 1983: 74). Chipewyan reality is created by the sharing of the process

of assigning meaning to Chipewyan experience, but that process serves to

create an intelligible shared reality rather than a systematic natural history of

reality. Chipewyan reality is one that understands mystery even while apply-

ing empirical knowledge to deal with it. The Dene toleration of mystery,

itself a recognition of the indeterminacy that lies at the core of human

culture, was evident in their reaction to the discovery of a fuzzy giant brown

creature on the east shore of Discha Lake. That lake has been traversed,

explored, camped along, and fished for hundreds if not thousands of years.

It is as well known to the Dene as any area can be known to a human

population, yet twice within the last three generations of the twentieth

century unknown beings of inkoze have been discovered along its shores.

In the 1920s, some of the Dene chose to construct cabins along the west-

ern shore of Discha Lake rather than to stay there in tents. Cabins are easy to

build from the light soft woods that dominate the area. It is, however,

di≈cult to seal the gaps between the logs used in construction and very

di≈cult to make roofs that do not leak. In most of the places Dene build

cabins they are forced to rely upon moss to chink the gaps between the logs.
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In some places there are deposits of clays that are superior to mosses for

chinking cabins. The Dene use these clays when they are available. Discha

Lake has such a deposit at the base of a small ridge just o√ its northern shore.

The Dene have known of this deposit for generations and have regularly

used its clay to chink their cabins. Gathering clay required a boat trip across

Discha Lake, but the deposit was far enough above the river egress and

rapids at the northwest end of the lake that there was little danger from water

currents. Parties of women often went by themselves to gather clay from pits

that had been dug into the hillside.

The discovery of the giant brown fuzzy creature occurred when a party of

women made a boat trip over the lake to gather clay. They went to a favorite

clay pit whose long history of usage was implied by the depth to which it had

been sunk into the hill. One of the women had gone down into the pit (only

one person could work in it at a time) and begun to dig when she noticed a

small patch of long brown hair in the clay. She was perplexed by the fur and

called the rest of the women’s attention to it. They gathered around the pit

and looked into it to see what she had found. They called to her to try and

dig it out.

Uncertain what she had found, she carefully began to excavate the fur.

She, and the remainder of the women standing there watching and listening

to her commentary on the excavation of the fur, at first thought she had

found a bear. They were puzzled. Aside from the question of why a bear

would be buried in a clay pit, the fur was far too long to belong to any bear

they had ever seen or heard of. The woman continued her cautious excava-

tion of the fur until she had cleared a piece nearly a yard square. At this

point, the women realized the fur was moving in a gently rhythmic manner

that made it seem like part of a breathing animal. When they realized the fur

was still attached to an animal that seemed to be alive, they debated what to

do before deciding to gently cover it up, fill in the pit with brush, and re-

turn home.

My time among the Dene began many years after this encounter, but

people still sometimes reflected on the incident. There seemed to be a gen-

eral consensus that the fur was part of a giant animal, probably some form of

bear, that lived beneath (inside) the ridge. As far as I could determine, the

clay pit was abandoned and there has been no attempt to investigate what

the women had found. Whatever it was, The People had decided that it was

best for all concerned if it were left undisturbed.
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Now that the Dene knew the beast was there, they were content to specu-

late about its nature. They felt no need to disturb the being or try to find out

precisely what it was. This lack of systematic investigation into what was a

significant puzzle might seem odd, but often the most prudent course of

action when faced with a being of inkoze that has chosen not to interfere in

human lives is simply to withdraw and not disturb it. The Dene had already

gathered the relevant information about the beast. They knew in general

that it was a being of inkoze, for no ordinary bear could have been that big or

would have been in that place. They also now knew where it was and how to

avoid it. Its presence had caused them no previous harm. There was no

reason for them to expect that it would now cause them harm if they

respected its presence and left it alone. Western and Chipewyan approaches

to this creature might be di√erent, but the Dene approach quickly isolated

those aspects of the being that were relevant to their own lives and, unlike

ourselves, they had the discipline and wisdom to let it be.

Inkoze is a greater realm that contains human life and experience within it.

Its nature is dynamic, convoluted, and beyond human understanding. To be

human, to be Dene, is to seek inkoze power within that greater realm and to

live in harmony as a participant within a realm that humans cannot control.

The Chipewyan know they do not possess a comprehensive natural history

of the beings of inkoze with whom they share reality. They neither seek such

a natural history nor feel intimidated by its absence. Their approach to these

beings is respectful but empirical. However, the empirical knowledge of

generations past is not formulated into a systematic typology, and the dis-

covery of new beings of inkoze does not always lead to further exploration of

that new awareness.

Beings of inkoze exist and act toward each other for reasons generally be-

yond human knowledge or understanding. In their interactions with each

other, humans are at best bystanders and sometimes naught but casualties of

their actions. Relationships between the beings of inkoze are often far from

amicable. They sometimes kill each other.

The two forms of giant beings Dene run the greatest risk of encountering

are giant fish and giant otters. These creatures are of an ambiguous nature.

Some are benign or indi√erent to humans while others are hostile to them.

As beings of inkoze, giant beings are not bound by human rules or human
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morality. They move throughout the Dene homeland according to their

own rules and whims. The locations they inhabit change through time, and

it seems that their numbers change over time as well. The Dene know that

they do not know their total numbers or all of the locations where they

dwell. The Dene do have a su≈ciently sound understanding of the prefer-

ences these beings have for particular kinds of locations to be able to guess

with some accuracy as to where giant beings are likely to be found.

For at least several human generations, three giant otters and one giant

fish have been known to live in/under Mission Lake. The Dene know the

locations they frequent, and these have not changed within living memory.

Mission Lake’s giant fish, which in Western terms may have its origin in the

sighting of transient waterspouts common to large lakes subject to high

winds (Kenny 1981, 1982, and personal communication), is an exceptionally

large one even by the standards of giant beings. The only part of it that Dene

have seen are the fins upon its back. The fish rarely swims, but it only

becomes visible when it does and its fins project out of the lake.

It is fortunate Mission Lake’s giant fish rarely moves about because it is

so large that it produces earth tremors when it does move. Few Mission

Chipewyan have had the opportunity to see its fins moving on the lake. Most

of them know the beast only from these tremors. I have met individuals who

inferred, from the distance between the spines supporting its dorsal fin, that

the fish must be at least a mile in length, but most Dene thought that rather

excessive. It was generally thought to be between one hundred and three

hundred feet in length.

I have not encountered a species designation for giant fish. Most max out

at about one hundred feet in length with a width of ten to twelve feet. The

Dene have encountered the remains of giant fish but, to my knowledge,

never in a fresh enough condition for them to consume them. The most

recent discovery of the remains of a giant fish occurred ‘‘not too long ago.’’∞

This giant fish lived under a particularly nasty set of rapids it had created for

itself several dozens of miles eastward along an otherwise smooth part of the

river system connecting Mission Lake to Wollaston Lake. These rapids were

an aggravation to Dene who traveled along this river link between the two

lakes as they were far too violent to freeze in winter or to be traversed by

boat. Travelers had to make a di≈cult portage of several miles that required

them to climb and descend a ridge before they could continue their journey

along the river.
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In common with other giant beings, the giant fish did not live in the water

itself but had created for itself a subterranean home beneath the land under-

neath the water. Because of the rapids it had created, the Dene considered

this particular giant fish hostile and avoided the stretch of river where

it lived.

The death of the giant fish was discovered by a man from Wollaston Lake

who had been visiting Mission and was taking his family back home. They

were canoeing along the river and had neared the head of the portage when

they noticed hundreds of screeching sea gulls and bald eagles circling over

the rapids. Eagles are scarce in this land. Congregations of gulls and eagles

are very rare, and one this large was disconcerting. Cautious about what

such an aggregation might mean but curious as to why so many birds were

circling, they beached their canoe at the head of the portage and moved

vigilantly up and over the portage trail. As they reached the apex of the trail

on the ridge crest, they were able to see down to the spot the birds were

circling. From their vantage point they could see the giant fish lying dead

along the shore with a mass of birds gathered around to feed upon it.

The river flowed smoothly past the remains of the giant fish; all traces of

the rapids vanished from the river. Realizing there was no longer any need to

make the portage, they returned to their canoe and continued their journey

along the river. They passed close by the remains of the giant fish but

apparently did not get out of the canoe to examine the carcass. They did

observe it carefully as they passed by and noticed that the land around the

remains of the giant fish was heavily scarred by lightning strikes. There was

some sign that the lightning strikes had caused a small forest fire.

Dinosaurs are a much less clearly defined kind of giant being than are giant

fish, and knowledge of them might be much more recent in origin. Some of

the people I talked to were convinced that dinosaurs were not a traditional

belief of the Mission People but a recent introduction by a then still living

Discha resident who had learned about them while he had been a patient in

a tuberculosis sanatorium in Alberta. I know no Dene who have direct

personal experience of an adult dinosaur, but a woman who used to live

there has seen a baby dinosaur in the reeds alongside Discha Lake. The Dene

told me that they did not know whites knew about dinosaurs until they were

featured on the cards enclosed in packages of Red Rose Tea. It was from

talking with whites about those cards that the Dene learned the English
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word ‘‘dinosaur.’’At the time there was talk of dinosaurs—I have not heard

them spoken of since 1980—there was a strongly renewed interest in the

Alberta oil sands and extensive exploration of them. Some of this explora-

tion was based from Uranium City. The Mission Dene knew of these explo-

rations and knew people who had worked on them, but as far as I know

none of the Mission Chipewyan had worked on them. Descriptions of the

oil sands that the Dene had picked up from whites that placed their ori-

gins in the remains of once living plants and animals fit comfortably with

Chipewyan ideas about the subterranean dwellings of beings of inkoze. Most

of the Dene, unfamiliar with Western ideas about geology, geological pro-

cesses, and geological time, applied Chipewyan ideas about the nature of

time within the realm of inkoze to these descriptions and came to concep-

tualize the oil sands as a still living subterranean desert located somewhere

across Lake Athabasca from Uranium City. Many of The People presumed

dinosaurs to be natural inhabitants of this hidden desert although other life

forms, particularly snakes, played a greater role in their conceptualization of

it (Sharp 1987: 228).

In spite of the presence of the baby dinosaur on Discha Lake, adult giant

beings live beneath the ground beneath water or in the air above the clouds.

This is a double dichotomy of structural relationships. It is probably safe to

make an association between thunderstorms—themselves living beings—

and eagles, but the eagle is not the true form of the being of inkoze that calls

the thunderstorm.≤ Thunderstorms are above ground, and the being of

inkoze that calls forth the thunderstorm is normally found above the clouds

of the storm.

There is an above-ground-above-cloud:below-ground-below-water op-

position that characterizes the relationship between beings of inkoze. The

surface of the earth is the focal point or mediator between the opposition—

below-ground-below-water:above-ground-above-cloud. This opposition is

between two aspects of the ‘‘spiritual’’ while the mediator—the surface of the

earth—is the mundane realm of ordinary human life. However, inkoze is the

containing realm of all existence and its power/knowledge permeates all

existence. The e√ect is to leave the commonplace surface of the earth perme-

ated by power/knowledge that may, at any moment, express itself in interac-

tion with human life.

This below-ground-below-water:above-ground-above-cloud opposition
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also applies to other creatures of inkoze whose epistemological status and

origin are less certain and whose appearance among humans may be even

more unpredictable.

Trying to order the geometry of Dene space-time by binary oppositions is

a useful and revealing approach, but its usage may create a false image of the

geometry of Dene reality. The traditional reliance upon discrete and dis-

tinctly bounded categories implicit in Western logic expressed in these op-

positions leads us to presume that Dene cosmology is structured into a series

of planes or levels. This presumption, aggravated by the interpretation of the

surface of the earth as a mediator between them, enters through the almost

automatic assumption that the realms below-ground or above-cloud are

linked into a single realm; that all the homes/portals of beings of inkoze that

dwell under-ground-under-water open into or are part of a single unified

plane existing in opposition to a single unified plane above-ground-above-

cloud. In turn, the default assumption is that both above-ground-above-

cloud and below-water-below-ground exist as a single realm (inkoze) in

opposition to the earth’s surface (mundane existence).

This interpretation is a conclusion about the nature of Chipewyan reality

derived from an application of Western dualism. In fact, there is no evidence

in this material that these dwellings/portals open into a unified realm rather

than into separate or only tenuously connected realms. We, in e√ect, pre-

sume a Euclidean geometry of planes, of opposed levels, where Dene reality

seems to assume a non-Euclidean geometry in which these separate dwell-

ings/portals may, or may not, link. If there is a unity within these realms, it is

of such a topological nature that it cannot be represented through binary

processes or through any structural model either the Dene or I have been

able to create.≥

When giant beings emerge from the water and come onto land, their emer-

gence often prompts the formation of a thunderstorm and an ensuing con-

flict with the being of inkoze that called the thunderstorm. For reasons

unknown to the Dene, or at least unknown to the Dene I knew, the creatures

of inkoze that call the living thunderstorm are implacably hostile to many of

the giant creatures. The emergence of these giant beings onto the surface

often provokes a battle that usually ends with the giant-being being driven

back beneath the water although, as with the giant fish, these battles can lead

to death. Dene rarely see these interactions between giant beings and the
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beings that call the thunderstorm to attack them. Their knowledge of these

events is derived largely from their experience as trackers. When they find

where such an encounter has taken place, they inspect and interpret the scars

on the land, the burns of lightning strikes, the shattering of the ice on the

lakes, the tearing up of the ground cover, the bending of the trees, the tracks

on the ground, and any other clues they can find to make their interpreta-

tion. The sign left behind where dinosaurs have emerged from the water is

particularly easy to interpret because, in addition to the scars, lightning

burns, and torn ground cover, there is often a distinct trail left behind by the

dinosaur’s tail dragging on the ground.

In common with most of their Northern Athapaskan brethren, the

Chipewyan of Mission regard knowledge gained through personal experi-

ence as the most certain of all forms of knowledge (D. M. Smith 1973; 1994:

72; m.s.; Goulet 1982, 1992, 1998; Rushforth 1992). Dene interpretations of

the physical evidence of these encounters between beings of inkoze are taken

for exactly what they are: interpretations of physical evidence. The Dene

vary among themselves as much as we vary among ourselves, and if we

sometimes forget this, the Dene are well aware of it. Some individuals are

always more ready to believe new things or accept gossip and stories than are

other people. Some are downright gullible, and their credibility is judged

accordingly. The reliability and skill of each individual Dene at observing

and reporting what each has observed is generally a known quantity that is

based upon each individual’s earlier performances. The interpretations each

individual o√ers are judged according to the individual’s reputation. Inter-

pretation is a more open question than is reporting direct observation, but

from even the most respected source an interpretation is only an interpreta-

tion. It is not accorded the same validity as that which comes from an

individual’s own personal experience.

The most frequently encountered of the giant creatures are the giant otters,

beings much more likely to be hostile to humans than are giant fish or

dinosaurs. They prefer to make their homes in rapids, river mouths, or the

deeper parts of large lakes. The presence of giant otters, nobiecho, can be

indirectly determined from their e√ects upon the surface environment.

They can break apart the ice or raise the water level on small lakes, some-

times causing them to overflow and shatter timber along the shore. No-

biecho can make storms or large waves appear without warning.
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A few of the lesser beings of inkoze may be vulnerable to the actions of

human beings, but that is far from certain. The giant otters with which the

Dene are familiar are far beyond the reach of Dene power/knowledge. I

never heard any account of a giant otter being killed by another being

of inkoze.

Dene have seen nobiecho. Paul and May told me of sitting for several

hours on the shore of a lake in the Northwest Territories watching one play

in the water. Their description of the giant otter as white and about the size

of a seal led them to talk about other nobiecho. Some beings of inkoze

appear to have individual origins and life histories, although these are not

known to the Dene. Generally, beings of inkoze do not seem to be subject to

the normal processes of aging and mortality that a√ect humans. The Dene

react to some of these beings as if they have always been there and to others

as if they are of more recent origin. They seemed to feel that some otters

simply continue to grow past the normal size for an otter, presumably

becoming more powerful as they grow, until they become nobiecho.

It is entirely reasonable there should be no hard division between ordi-

nary animals and beings of inkoze. Paul’s ambivalence in the fall of 1975

about whether or not he should try and trap a particularly large otter that

had been leaving sign in the area demonstrated this lack of a hard division

between the two. That he ultimately decided not to risk trying to trap the

otter indicated the respect he held for possible beings of inkoze, but that he

even considered the possibility of trapping it shows how Dene categories

and explanations flow into each other.∂

Nobiecho are about the size of the Steller’s sea lion (Otaria jubata or O.

stelleri ), something I discovered when some Dene looked with fascination at

a Pleistocene bestiary I had with me. The reported size of nobiecho loosely

corresponds to now-extinct Pleistocene otter species, but neither the Dene

nor I really knew what to make of that. There are stories of freshwater seal

populations in Manitoba, and Dene have argued that if they are there, then

why not in Saskatchewan or the Northwest Territories? The Dene are fully

aware that their categories often do not correspond to those in English, and

even in Chipewyan there is a good deal of ambiguity about the correct name

for some rarely seen animals and birds.

Because giant otters might be found in any lake or river, water that a Dene

has not ventured upon presents the potential for a chance encounter. If such
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an unwanted encounter should occur, it can usually be resolved through a

small o√ering of the kind many men routinely give to larger lakes and rivers

when they first venture upon them. These o√erings may consist of tea, a

coin, some tobacco, or whatever is handy simply being tossed into the water.

Giant otters know what humans are thinking and feeling, so it is the ‘‘spirit’’

of the gift rather than the gift itself that is e≈cacious (Mauss 1967). Unfortu-

nately, some giant otters are so hostile to a human presence that disaster will

follow from even the most unintentional intrusion.

The role giant otters play in Dene life is generally not very significant as

normal life proceeds on its merry way without reference to giant otters, giant

fish, or other beings of inkoze. When contact with one of these giant beings

does occur, it is rarely pleasant. The raw power/knowledge and the ill-

tempered nature of some of these beings can lead them to violence, and they

are capable of exacting retribution for decades.∑

Chipewyan explanation tends to be symbolic rather than Cartesian (Sharp

1988a: 67–69). It brings together di√erent, often entirely di√erent, kinds of

explanations that augment each other instead of comparing di√erent expla-

nations to eliminate some in favor of others. How individuals explain giant

otters is both contextually and individually determined. The explanation

given to another adult may di√er from the one given to children, while Dene

who have seen—have personal experience of—giant otters may give quite

di√erent explanations of them than will Dene who have never seen one and

have no personal experience of them. Explanations may refer to natural

processes or objects, personal experience, myth, stories, or other sources of

knowledge. An individual may make several di√erent explanations in a sin-

gle conversation, and a group of Dene may well o√er several completely

di√erent types of explanations without attempting to arrive at a consensus.

Whatever talking about things may accomplish for individuals, at a social

level it is one of the means of creating order out of indeterminate data.

Talking about things as an agent triggering social action is a fairly forthright

aspect of creating a determinate reality within which humans can coexist.

The process of creating a shared reality, with its orchestration of social

action, thought, language, proxemics, myth, story, aesthetics, and every-

thing else humans do and are, becomes more enigmatic when the abstrac-

tions of causality arise in complex events. Explaining these complexities still
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involves giving them meaning—that is, agreeing upon their meaning—and

in the rare events and circumstances of Chipewyan experience considered

here, it is inextricably tied to the nature of animals.

The causality of these events is determined by inkoze, the system of

causality and being from which the Dene emerged as human beings. The

essential core of Chipewyan awareness of inkoze comes from their under-

standing of the nature of animals as revealed to individual Dene in dreams,

visions, and experiences of animals, although these beings do sometimes

manifest themselves to groups of Dene. Animals, ordinary animals that The

People hunt, trap, and eat, have a simultaneous dual reality—existence—as

both natural and supernatural beings. As animals, they are the physical

beings upon whose bodies the Dene depend for their own subsistence and

survival. As supernatural beings, animals participate in inkoze, and it is in

that realm that they have their ‘‘true’’ existence. This duality of being domi-

nates traditional Dene thought, experience, and interaction with animals

and is one of the root paradigms of Chipewyan culture.

This picture of the nature of animals and The People’s relationship to them

rests comfortably within the conventional conceptual categories of Western

thought. A more trustworthy representation will not be so comfortable.

Glimpsing a truer picture of the nature of what we conceive of as ordinary

animals—of beings we often treat as almost mechanical automatons—is

more di≈cult than understanding the nature of the giant beings of inkoze.
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The giant beings of inkoze hinted at the indeterminate nature of social

phenomena and some of the particularities of time in Dene reality. These

aspects of Dene reality demand greater attention if we are to understand

animals as persons. The Dene conceptualization of animals as persons is

crucial, for their relationship to those animal/persons is one of the deepest

and most profound paradigms of their culture.

The folk physics of Western culture, the expression of our cultural view of

physical reality, views time as both a linear and a directional phenomenon, a

presumption called the ‘‘arrow of time’’ in science (Hawking 1988: 145–53).

In our ordinary usage, time is understood to be a flow from an already

determined past toward an undetermined future. We believe these already-

past-and-yet-to-come states do not exist. All that exists is the ‘‘now,’’ a

constantly moving point of contact that is everywhere in creation the same,

that connects these nonexistent states. Instantaneous and universe-wide,

now is the only reality.

We view the reality that time composes in two somewhat contradictory

senses. One view regards reality as a series of events linked by time, like

pearls on a necklace. Those events that are past are determined; they have

happened and are forever fixed and immutable. We may not know enough

about those events to understand or explain them, but they are unalterable.

There is a partial parallelism between the way we think of the past and the

way we think of the future. The future is also thought of as a series of events,

but they remain undetermined until the flow of time—the now—sweeps

over them. In e√ect, we view time much like a crystal dropped in a super-
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saturated solution. All the potentialities of the solution, all the possible ways

in which its components might combine, are instantly and forever fixed into

a single unalterable outcome by the arrival of that crystal. Likewise, the

arrival of the now freezes the future into a single unalterable state that is lost,

forever unmodifiable, to the past.

This view shares much the same theoretical underpinning as does cal-

culus, but since we do not think about how long now is, now, in e√ect, is

instantaneous. The interval between the last now and the current now is so

short that the experience of time is of a flow within which the disjunction of

events is perceptible only over longer intervals. This folk view of time is akin

to a monothetic categorization process in which events are discrete and

bounded entities linked into a seamless flow in spite of their discrete nature

(Needham 1972, 1975).

Conversely, we also view time as a seamless flow of events. The past flows

into the now without disjunction between them. Events are seen not as

separate and time-fixed but as a series of transforming processes. In this

view it is still only the now that is real, but its reality is that of a point along a

continuous flow of events perpetually transforming themselves into some-

thing new. This folk view of time corresponds to a polythetic categorization

process in which time consists of a series of overlapping mini–time lines

(Needham 1972, 1975). The collective e√ect of all the mini–time lines is to

create the perception of a seamless flow of time and events even though

individuals can be aware of the disjunction between individual events and

individual mini–time lines.

The di√erence between our two folk conceptions of time can be illus-

trated through the metaphor of a surface: one, made of separate nonover-

lapping scales such as are found on some snakes; the other, a sheet of paper.

The monothetic conception of time is like the snake skin. Its constituent

scales are separate and discrete. The smoothness of the surface they form is a

function of the size of the scales. As the size of each scale decreases and the

density of the scales increases, the apparent smoothness of the surface in-

creases. When we think of time in this way, the intervals of time are so short

that the e√ect is a seamless flow. The shorter the intervals, the greater the

smoothness and the more time seems to be a continuous flow.

The polythetic conception of time is like a sheet of paper. The constituent

elements of the sheet of paper—the fibers that compose it—are large and

irregular. The distribution of the fibers within the paper is neither uniform
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or sequential. Individual fibers are of varying lengths and face in many

di√erent directions. Individual fibers overlap one or more other fibers. The

apparent smoothness of the surface does not come from the smallness or

uniformity of the fibers. Neither does it come from the uniformity of their

distribution. The smoothness of the sheet of paper comes from the degree of

overlap between the individual fibers, an overlap that gives the impression of

smoothness because of the abundance of interconnections between the ir-

regular fibers.

In our folk physics, both views of time, with their instantaneous now, are

coupled to the three dimensions of physical space (length, width, and

breadth) in such a way that the first three dimensions are seen as indepen-

dently variable even though all three are seen as linked together by the

fourth dimension (time). To reformulate the classic teaching example of a

bouncing ball, a change in direction in one of these three physical dimen-

sions does not necessitate a change in direction in either of the other two

dimensions. A ball that is bouncing up can become a ball that is bouncing

down without necessitating a change in whether it is going forward or

backward, or left or right. The binary nature of this perception of space

shows in the speech we use to represent direction: up versus down, left

versus right, front versus back.

These conceptions of motion and direction in space contrast radically

with the way we conceive of time. The metaphors we use for time are always

at least implicitly triadic. The now always mediates between the past and

present while any metaphor involving now and the past or now and the

future will also imply the third component of time.

In our Western folk physics, and in the social world our folk physics con-

structs and reflects, time is not only directional but always unidirectional.∞

Even if time is thought of abstractly only as that which connects events, it is

still unidirectional. The unidirectional nature of time is problematic in

physics and the other sciences. According to physicist Stephen Hawking,

‘‘One must add up the waves for the particle histories that are not in the ‘real’

time that you and I experience but take place in what is called imaginary

time. Imaginary time may sound like science fiction but it is in fact a well-

defined mathematical concept. . . . That is to say, for the purposes of the cal-

culation one must measure time using imaginary numbers, rather than real

ones. This has an interesting e√ect on space-time: the distinction between
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time and space disappears completely’’ (Hawking 1988: 134). He concludes,

‘‘Which is real, ‘real’ or ‘imaginary’ time? It is simply a matter of which is the

more useful description’’ (139). That time can flow in either direction is a

mathematical feature of theories of relativity, but we ignore our physics and

mathematics in the construction of ordinary life and experience.

Cyclical time—the alternation of day and night, the round of the seasons,

the sequence of a ritual calendar—is often advanced in anthropological

writing as a form of nonlinear time reckoning (see Gell 1992: 34–35, 84–85

for examples of this). There is merit in that argument. Cyclical time is not

linear. Summer follows spring only to be later followed by spring; day fol-

lows night follows day; Christmas follows Thanksgiving. But if cyclical time

is not linear, it is still unidirectional. Summer returns to summer returns to

summer, but it does not reverse into spring; day does not reverse into day;

Christmas does not reverse to Thanksgiving. The cycles return through the

same points but they always flow between the points in the same direction.

We begin to more closely approximate aspects of Dene thought when we

cross-connect time by events rather than by connecting events by time. This

is easier to see in cyclical time where a point on the cyclical calendar assumes

a connection with other iterations of the same point on the cyclical calendar,

as when we think on Christmas of other Christmases or of Christmas itself.

Doing this creates a unity between events (Christmas) in which events are

organizing time rather than time organizing events.

Science and ordinary life share one assumption about time: its linkage

to the other three dimensions. The arguments about the arrow of time,

whether from Hawking in physics (1988), Stephen Jay Gould in paleontology

(1987), or in popular culture and popular scientific writing, all hold the

ultimate proof of the directionality of time to be the absence of reversing

events. If time reversed, not only would time flow backward but events

would also flow backward. This is a common argument that matches our

commonsense experience. Food does not fly from peoples’ mouths and

reassemble upon their plates; deceased humans are not lifted from their

graves to live to birth and then ascend to the womb and oblivion; shattered

pitchers do not reassemble on the floor while gathering their contents to

then leap upon the table.

We conceive of time as linked to the other directions of space-time in such

a way that a reversal in the direction of time produces a lock-step reversal in

the direction of ordinary space. This assumption is the cornerstone of our
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cultural thought about time. Time cannot flow backward without every

event in creation reversing its direction and repeating what has gone before.

The idea that time might be independent of the other dimensions, that a

reversal in the direction of time might have no more e√ect in a local space

than a reversal in the direction of a bouncing ball along its vertical axis has

on its direction of motion along its lateral or front-back axis, is unthinkable.

Dene time usage, though it uses linear, directional, and cyclical time,

includes usages that do not correspond to any of these. Animal/persons are

not limited by our perceived constraints of the physical universe. Their

license to suspend the restrictions of what the West considers physical reality

is embedded in their inkoze and is particularly conspicuous in their dispen-

sation with the restrictions imposed by time. Dene culture is not dominated

by the idea of a now, and time is not seen as a flow between a no-longer-

existing past and a not-yet-existing future. There is a sense, and there are

circumstances, in which the Dene conceive of reality as e√ectively being

‘‘simultaneous,’’ that is, time is treated as a dimension that is independent of

any flow or directional change within that dimension. The past and the

future are as real as the present. Communication and connection between

past, now, and future are all possible. The connections between time and the

three ordinary dimensions of physical reality are uncoupled. Time some-

times becomes a thing independent of motion within it. All places in time

become equally accessible. It is possible for some beings to move anywhere

in time rather than having to move in only one direction in time. The e√ect

of this is to make it seem as if the Dene sometimes use time the way Western

culture uses place.

These di√erences in time usage are fundamental to some of the aspects of

Dene reality explored here. A stranger is first likely to encounter these di√er-

ences in time usage when the Dene encounter an animal or bird while they

are hunting. A hunt is a ritual encounter between a Dene seeking the life of

an animal/person whose power/knowledge is greater than his own. Any

encounter with an animal/person is precarious. The potential risk in any

encounter with an animal/person leads the Dene to concentrate wonder-

fully when they encounter animals. Beyond the peril of dealing with a being

of greater power/knowledge is the never-absent chance that the animal/

person may be a being of inkoze. If the animal/person is but an ordinary

animal/person rather than a being of inkoze, the intensity of the experience

of the hunt creates a situation in which experience orders time rather than
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time ordering experience. On those very rare occasions when the encoun-

tered animal/person is a being of inkoze, the entire encounter moves beyond

directional time (see, e.g., D. M. Smith 1993, 1997, 1998).

The discussion of the nature of the giant beings of inkoze largely involved

events that occurred before I came to Mission. As the discussion shifts from

giant beings to ordinary animals, lesser beings of inkoze, and the reincar-

nating culture hero Lived-with-the-wolves, the nature of the evidence will

change. The evidence for the following events is largely based upon that

which I have experienced. It is one thing to hear about a being of inkoze or

the supernatural aspect of ordinary animals. It is quite another to personally

encounter one. Nothing I can write can quite express the shock of hearing a

loon call your name from a few feet away on a stormy lake, of feeling the

presence of caribou from twenty miles away, or of watching a being of inkoze

in the form of a loon mock the e√orts of skilled hunters.
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Animals are living beings with bodies of flesh and blood. They are con-

ceived through the sexual activities of their parents and are born or hatched

through the ordinary processes of biological reproduction. They live their

lives contesting the forces of an exacting environment. They must hide or

insulate themselves from extreme cold and have physical adaptations to

withstand it or knowledge of how to avoid it. Food is generally scarce except

during the summer, but even in the face of scarcity animals understand how

and where to find food. At times they need shelter for safety, reproduction,

or to escape the elements. Shelter generally must be made rather than found,

but when it is needed, animals know how to make it or where to find it. They

must escape or evade predators intent on consuming them and, unless they

are unlucky, have the strength, speed, and skill to do so while their bodies

remain healthy. They must be able to move, often for the sake of their lives,

as quickly as they can over terrain where footing is almost always treach-

erous. They have the coordination and skill to do this but are not immune to

broken bones or other injuries. The land takes a toll of them. They can

become ill, su√er skin disorders that destroy their hair or feathers, or de-

velop cancer and must face fire, famine, and epidemic. All who live in this

land, whether amphibian, bird, or mammal, must cope with parasites and

the enormous populations of biting insects that come with warmer weather

and longer days. Some animals choose to live their lives in the company of

their kind while others spend their lives without such company. Virtually all

attempt to reproduce themselves. They are beings that live and die and, as is

the fate of most organic life on this planet, their commonplace destiny is to

die while being eaten.
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The Dene know all these things. They have interacted with the animals of

this land since time immemorial, and their experience of that interaction

has helped them develop an extensive practical knowledge of them. For all

those thousands of years animals have been more than food; they have been

a dominant passion of Dene life. The People have thought long and deeply

about animals even as they have observed them with intensity, perception,

and sensitivity. They have learned their habits and characteristics in often

minute detail, but The People have watched and thought about animals not

just to prey upon them but with a passion to understand them.

Much of what the Dene have learned of animals is known to whites, for

the experience whites have of living with and upon the animals of this and

other lands is not entirely dissimilar. Whites have also their science, their

folklore, their natural history, their religion, their economics, and their

emerging understanding of ecology to teach them about the behavior and

habits of animals. Where Chipewyan knowledge transcends Western knowl-

edge, where their knowledge most o√ends the values of whites and leads

them to disavow Dene knowledge, is not their knowledge of animal behavior

and ecology but their knowledge of their nature.

What di√erentiates animals from humans is the fact that humans do not

know; they do not have the power/knowledge to survive unaided.∞ Humans

must be taught; they are not complete unto themselves. No one, no person,

no being, no power needs to teach the animals; they know. This news of the

animals’ power/knowledge is unambiguous and transparently obvious, for

the animals do survive, and how could any being survive here without the

power/knowledge to do so? Animals are, as they are, complete unto them-

selves. From time immemorial, the Dene have understood this, and it is the

center of their knowledge.

As the giant beings of inkoze exist in dual form as an embodied animal

and a supernatural being, so ordinary animals exist in a dual form. The basis

of their duality rests in their power/knowledge. If this duality of existence

seems cryptic, its ambiguity rests in the thought of Western culture and the

grammar and categories of the English language.

Our culture and the English language distinguish between the natural and

the supernatural as modes of being, experience, and causality. It is this

distinction we see as the core of the di√erence between ourselves and the

animism of the other that has fascinated our intellects since the halcyon days
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of Sir Edward Burnett Tylor (1958) and Lewis Henry Morgan (1964). This

distinction is not present in Chipewyan thought or culture. What in our

reality is the disjunction and incompleteness of unknown causality through

the agencies of accident, coincidence, and chance, the Dene see as a far more

complete and comprehensible reality within a unified field of causality. This

di√erence in perspective, between animist and we who choose to imagine we

are not animists, has driven scholars from Sigmund Freud (1983), Henri

Levy-Bruhl (1967), and E. E. Evans-Pritchard (1952, 1956) to Claude Levi-

Strauss (1963, 1966) throughout the twentieth century.

The essential task in trying to understand the nature of animals in Chipe-

wyan thought is learning to unlearn the distinction between the natural and

the supernatural. Animals are unified beings who exist within a unified field

of causality. It is not a question of learning to integrate the natural and the

supernatural for what is not separated cannot be integrated. Perhaps the

most comprehensible facet of this unlearning can be found in the English

language’s use of articles when people talk about animals.

What is true for the caribou is true for the way the Dene use English to

speak of all animals. The Chipewyan word for caribou is ‘‘Et�hen,’’ a word

they frequently prefer to the word caribou even when speaking English. The

Chipewyan do not say ‘‘an Et�hen’’ or ‘‘a caribou,’’ they do not say, ‘‘the

Et�hen’’ or ‘‘the caribou’’ but Et�hen or caribou, regardless of number.

Et�hen is simply Et�hen; caribou is simply caribou. There are words for

kinds of caribou—for a cow, a calf, a large bull, and so forth—and the

Chipewyan are perfectly capable of distinguishing between one individual

caribou and another as well as between kinds of caribou. Nevertheless,

caribou are, simultaneously, individual animals and ‘‘spiritual’’ beings.≤ As

individual caribou they exist in the realm of inkoze even as their bodies walk

the earth, but their spiritual status is also simultaneously individual and

collective.

Each caribou has an ordinary life history and a fate for its earthly aspect

to meet, but that individual history is of no concern to the Dene. Caribou

and other wild animals exist in Dene society as but iterations of their kind.

What concerns the Dene is not the individual identity of the caribou but the

tie between the ordinary form of caribou and its spiritual aspect. What

happens to the embodied animal reverberates in the spiritual realm, but

killing an animal is not o√ensive to it. Animal abuse is not about predation

but about why an animal is killed, the wastage of an animal that has been
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killed, the means by which the animal is killed, or the exposure of its remains

to pollution. The manner, for example, in which a caribou is killed reflects

the regard the hunter feels for it. Caribou are not o√ended by being shot,

stabbed, snared, or speared but even if they have been wounded and are

already dying, they are o√ended by being beaten to death. Beating an indi-

vidual caribou to death o√ends all caribou. Once o√ended, all caribou may

respond to the insult by abandoning the area where it occurred and refusing

to return to it for perhaps several generations of human lives.

The spirit of the caribou acts as an entity and responds through the

actions of the physical forms of all of the caribou. That the species responds

to the treatment of the embodied individual indicates animal is collective as

well as individual. This idea of the species as an entity is one I think is

routinely misunderstood. Again, the problem is number. The species, car-

ibou, is a collectivity as well as individuals, but the collectivity and the

individuals are the same. Neither is it accurate to understand caribou, or any

other animal kind, as a single entity controlled or represented by a single

being.≥ Too often it is presumed that the First Nations’ idea of a species is

merely a personification of the species, a simple anthropomorphization of

the idea of the species in a convenient symbolic form. In actuality, the

individual and the collective are not separable even though they are distinct.

Mystery is not bound by English grammar. The number of the beast is

singular and plural without separation or disjunction.∂

The problem of number with kinds of animals is pervasive. It particularly

e√ects our understanding of Native American thought about animal re-

newal and reincarnation. The Chipewyan, in common with many First

Nations’ cultures, hold that, dogs excepted, the animals ‘‘become young

again’’ or ‘‘become new again’’ every spring. With our understanding of the

specificity of number, we customarily believe this to mean that Native Amer-

icans think that individual animals become young or new again each year.

Of necessity, people who butcher thousands of animals in the course of

their lives become skilled observers of animal anatomy and physiology. They

must learn to identify diseased tissue in order to discard it. They must be

exceedingly attentive to the condition of the animals they kill and butcher,

for their survival has often rested upon their ability to identify and pursue

fat and healthy animals to the exclusion of those who are in ill health or who

carry no body fat. They learn the articulation of skeletons from countless

hours of cutting and processing animal carcasses. They learn the easiest
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means to deflesh them if for no other reason than to spare their own mus-

cles, hands, and joints the excess strain that would come from not knowing

what they were doing. They learn from their own bodies’ demands for

nutrients and vitamins the identity of the animals’ internal organs and the

signs of pathology within them.

Old animals are found at all seasons of the year. To presume the Chipe-

wyan, with their tremendous pragmatic understanding of anatomy and

physiology, do not know that individual animals do not become ‘‘young’’

each spring is an absurdity. Granted, individual Dene, rather like the rest of

us, may take their symbols, myths, and metaphors too literally. I remember

the confusion George felt as we butchered an old bear late one summer at

Foxholm Lake. In George’s eyes, that bear should have become young again

the previous spring, yet here it was with its greying hair and broken and

missing teeth. His inspection of the bear unquestionably indicated that it

was so old as to have been unlikely to have survived the coming winter.

George was anxious to hold to his belief. As he worked the carcass he

searched for an explanation of the information his eyes and hands made

part of his own experience. All through the skinning and butchering he

talked, searching for a resolution to the conflict between his belief and his

experience before finally finding a satisfactory explanation. Because bear

possess particularly potent inkoze, that very inkoze must prevent them from

becoming young again each spring. His pragmatism and experience of the

details before him allowed no interpretation other than that the bear was

old, and they forced him to modify a firmly held belief.

Although individual Dene may not always understand the meaning of their

oral traditions and belief, their statements that animals ‘‘become young

again’’ or ‘‘become new again’’ are not statements about the physiology of

individual animals. They are statements of another kind, about the collective

aspect of being an animal/person rooted in inkoze as well as being a biolog-

ical entity that renews itself through sexual reproduction. Once this is un-

derstood, the statements can be seen to convey a complex set of meanings

about continuity, renewal, and the processes of nature. These statements are

not just metaphors, for they transcend metaphor. They are commentary

upon the nature of inkoze, the nature of animal/persons, the nature of

number, and the nature of the ongoing relationship between Dene and

animal/persons within the folded time and perpetual processes of their
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shared non-Euclidean reality. They are intelligible because within their real-

ity, animals are neither singular nor plural, biological nor spiritual, but

unified beings participating with the Dene in the enduring relationships

of inkoze.

The multiplicity of being that animals have in Dene reality is roundly at

odds with Western folk thought equating the individual with the body. We

have a long history of recognizing the spiritual aspect of being through the

concept of the soul as well as a perhaps even longer tradition recognizing

other aspects of the spiritual such as ghosts (Fustel de Coulanges 1956). Our

conceptualization of the body as a vessel for the spiritual reflects the dualism

of Western thought. The spiritual aspect of the living is seen as embodied, so

the body becomes the marker of the individual while unembodied spirit is

the marker of the supernatural.

The specificity of the individual is sometimes problematic in our own

thought. The equation of the individual with the body is dependent upon the

presumption of scale, the limitation of consideration to a certain size range.

Marking the individual by the boundaries of the body is not operative when

the focus is microscopic. Genetics in particular discards the primacy of the

individual—the body—in its focus upon the gene. At that scale the continuing

element of being is not a body but a patterned strand of chemicals. Although

the gene itself is but a segment of a larger chemical strand (the chromosome),

it is the gene that has continuity and upon which natural selection operates.

The individual becomes little more than an incidental mechanism for the

production and distribution of genes. Since identical genes appear in many

bodies, both sequentially through time and simultaneously in time, an equa-

tion of the body with the individual is meaninglessness.

The problem also exists at larger scales. Many species of aphid regularly

pass through periods of parthogenetic reproduction in which large numbers

of genetically identical individuals appear over several generations (Moran

1992: 35–38). These clones ‘‘include two, three, sometimes as many as eight

distinct types of individuals that look and behave very di√erently, even

though they are genetically identical’’ (Moran 1992: 33). The equation of

the body with the individual becomes problematic for these beings among

whom genetic identity produces not only such divergent body forms but so

many di√erent bodies of each form. Is each aphid an individual? Are all the

aphids sprung from a possibly still living fundatrix but a single individual?
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Since the parthogenetic o√spring may continue through several seasons, are

all the genetically identical aphids—living and dead—but a single individual?

Identical twins are not so rare among ourselves that their genetic identity

does not disturb our neat equation of the body with the individual. If we go

neither so far as to declare identical twins an abomination and destroy them

at birth nor so far, as with the Nuer, to declare them a single person (Evans-

Pritchard 1956: 128–33), we remain discomfited by their presence and have

developed a substantial folklore about them (not least of all in academic

psychology’s passion for twin studies). Among the strongest aspects of our

folklore about identical twins is the presumption that a similarity of being,

intensified communication, and understanding exists between them. This

folklore verges toward that Nuer notion of shared personhood, but we are

more likely to explain it in spiritual or quasi-spiritual terms.

If the observation of nature and consideration of scale confounds the

equation of the body with the individual, it also confounds the presumption

of number in Western thought and grammar. This disjunction is necessary

to understand the issue of reincarnation (both human and animal) in Dene

reality. When the Dene speak of animals becoming new again or becoming

young again, they are primarily engaging in commentary upon the cyclic

nature of natural processes, but there is a component of that commentary

that is directed to animal reincarnation.

The Dene have not directed a great deal of attention to the specificity of

individual identity among animal/persons. There are particular beings of

inkoze or culture heroes, such as Lived-with-the-wolves, whose individual

identities and some of whose reincarnations are known, but by and large

they do not know of, or think about, the reincarnation of specific ani-

mal/persons. The Chipewyan do not think of themselves as hunting the

same animals over and over again or that the spirit of a specific animal

returns to a particular hunter to be killed again and again.∑

The lack of identity between the individual and the body is apparent in the

phenomenon of transformation. There is a level of power/knowledge be-

yond which beings have the ability to transform themselves into other kinds

of beings. Beings of inkoze are able to appear in forms other than their own,

and they so appear to Dene with some regularity. Any animal a Dene en-

counters may be an ordinary animal, in all the aspects previously consid-
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ered, or it may be a being of inkoze that has assumed the form of the

encountered animal. These beings, as beings of inkoze, are not ordinary

animals and do not have the other aspects of ordinary animals of the form

they have assumed. They are, as it were, wild cards that appear in the form of

animals of a specific kind but are divorced from the relationships and being

that exist for other animals sharing that form. A being of inkoze in the form

of a loon need not be a loon, and its actions may have no bearing upon loons

as individuals or as a spirit collectivity.

The Dene experience these kinds of transformations, but they have

chosen not to systematize their knowledge of them. It is unclear if a being of

inkoze assumes the body of an existing loon or simply takes the shape of a

loon. Confounding this is the fact that a loon that displays the behavior of a

being of inkoze may in fact be a loon that is a ‘‘loon-spirit’’ whose actions do

e√ect the behavior of other loons. Such interactions between Dene and these

beings may lead to the establishment of relationships between them and are

a source of a great deal of Dene knowledge.

The separation of identity from embodied form is a characteristic of

human transformations into animal form. The power/knowledge to trans-

form is rare, the marker of a very substantial degree of inkoze. When ordi-

nary humans exercise their ability, their human body becomes vulnerable. If

it is but a soul journey out of the body into an animal form, then the human

body is left behind in a sleeping or dreaming state. More powerful adepts

seem to have the ability to have a temporarily dual existence in which their

mundane body continues to function in ordinary life although, since the

animal is subject to ordinary injury and death, it is vulnerable to death

should the animal form die (D. M. Smith 1973).

If transformation is a disjunction of the individual into multiple forms at

a single time, reincarnation is a conjunction of multiple forms through time.

The majority or perhaps almost all Dene are reincarnated. The identity of

the reincarnated is determined within the first few years, often within the

first few days if not at the birth itself. Normally the reincarnated is a recently

deceased relative. The disjunction of number and specificity operates in

reincarnation, for what reincarnates is not the soul of Western understand-

ing but something of an entirely di√erent order. The reincarnated individual

is the newborn child, but the newborn child is also a being independent of

the reincarnated. It is as if each person is simultaneously themself—a new

creation, a new person—and the reincarnated person. The reincarnated
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aspect of the new person remains with them throughout their life, but its

influence and relevance fade as the new person grows and assumes a social

identity of its own. By adulthood a Dene is the reincarnated, but they are

also completely themself. This gives a duality of being to each Dene, further

pushing the disjunction between the body and the individual.

It is in light of this disjunction between the body and the individual that

animals need to be considered. Animals know, they are bodies, individuals,

spiritual beings. An animal may be purely a being of inkoze who has taken

the external form of that animal or it may be a human using its power/

knowledge to transform into animal form. It is possible that any encoun-

tered animal might be a culture hero that has assumed that form, or the

encountered animal might be something entirely unknown to the Dene.

What the animal is can never be determined in the ordinary course of events

by any means other than observing how it reacts to the encounter and the

consequences of that encounter.

Animals are persons. As persons they individually, collectively, spiritually,

and physically replicate the relationships with human persons that have

existed within the realm of inkoze since before the beginning of time. It

is not the individual that endures in Dene reality but those relationships

between human and animal/persons. When the Chipewyan say animals

become young again in the spring, they speak the truth, for it is not the indi-

vidual that is renewed but those enduring relationships that are the covenant

between human and animal within the reality of inkoze.
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The Chipewyan share their homeland with three species of dog: the wolf

(Canis lupus), the domestic dog (Canis familiaris), and the coyote (Canis

latrans).

wolfing: the coyote

Canis latrans is a remarkably adaptive species ranging from deep in Latin

America to the interior of Alaska. Its range is now spreading rapidly through-

out the eastern United States and Canada. Coyotes are colonizing areas where

they have had no recent presence, including urban and suburban areas in the

most densely populated parts of eastern North America. Short of chemical or

biological warfare on a scale we cannot a√ord, the only thing that suppresses

a coyote population is a healthy wolf population.

Most of the Mission Chipewyan homeland is beyond the margins of

coyote range. There is still a healthy wolf population to the north of Mission

and a significant wolf population near the village and some distance south of

it. The wolf population, along with the terrain, climate, and scarcity of food

resources, have long kept the coyote population to a minimum. Coyotes are

seen near Mission, but their numbers are few and scattered, and they are

seen mostly around dumps. In much of North America the coyote is a major

symbolic figure, usually a trickster, but the Chipewyan call the coyote by a

diminutive of the word for wolf and pay little attention to it.

Dogs and wolves are an entirely di√erent matter. Both exist within a field of

symbolic uncertainty and anomaly as dominant symbols with a consistent

series of meanings in a variety of contexts and stories.∞ Dogs are most

peculiar animals in Chipewyan thought while wolves are regarded as such
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competent moral beings that they are seen almost as good but somewhat

boring neighbors about whom one is a√ectionately curious but not overtly

concerned.

wolf

Of all living land carnivores, the wild canids are the most complex and

wolves are the most complex of the wild canids. If allowed to live un-

disturbed by human persecution, the species possesses a culture that varies

considerably over its geographic range. As members of a species that is both

social and cultural, individual wolves—in spite of lacking a human-like lan-

guage—are sentient social beings in precisely the same way as are humans.

Neither the Chipewyan nor Canis lupus can be understood in isolation

from their relationships with the caribou and each other. As social predators

both prey upon the same large animals, although the Dene were more

specialized in hunting the barren-ground caribou than were wolves. Never-

theless, caribou is the pivotal prey for both species, and they were inescapa-

bly entangled in a relationship of co-predation upon the caribou. Before the

Dene entered into the trade relationships with European culture that al-

lowed them to exploit European foods and material resources, Chipewyan

and wolves existed in about equal numbers. The two species coexist rather

than compete, but before the Dene acquired repeating rifles late in the

nineteenth century, it would have been hard to argue that either species had

a significant competitive advantage over the other. Even with all the advan-

tages of modern technology, transport, and communication, the two species

would still be quite evenly matched at the business of survival if humans had

to live exclusively o√ the resources of the bush.

Dene and wolf have coexisted since even before the Dene became The

People. As co-predators of caribou, the two species displayed a significant

degree of parallelism in their annual movements until just after World

War II, and there are still substantial parallels between them (Sharp 1978: 55–

75). The People remember when their own movements were in accord with

those of the caribou and, like wolves, they moved throughout their land in

search of the caribou. The Chipewyan understand the ecological parallels

between themselves and wolves just as they recognize their organizational

similarities to them (Sharp 1976, 1978). The stories the living tell about their

ancestors stress their constant movement in search of prey and explicitly

liken the lives of their ancestors to the lives of wolves.
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Although quite shy, wolves are conspicuous animals. The wolves of the

Subarctic are large animals with huge front paws that leave massive tracks.

They come in a wide variety of colors, but grey, black, and white predomi-

nate. Wolves are conspicuous as they move over open country, and in

warmer weather they are often found out on flats and meadows seeking

prey. They are large enough that Chipewyan watching from the elevated

vantage points they favor for hunting can sometimes see them from miles

away. As soon as the lakes freeze and snow begins to accumulate, caribou

begin to spend a large part of their time out on the lakes. Both Dene and

wolves use the lakes as routes of travel and seek caribou resting upon them.

The two species often encounter each other upon the frozen lakes.

Most human contact with wolves is indirect. Their presence is announced

by their tracks, their scat, and the remains of their kills. The Chipewyan and

the wolf are constantly aware of each other through the remains of the

caribou kills both leave upon the lakes. Wolves are considered clean animals

(Sharp 1976). The People say they will take meat from a fresh wolf kill and

will not abandon one of their own kills simply because wolves have eaten

from it. Wolves regularly feed upon the remains of human kills, kills that are

for them an often critical resource during the dying days that come with late

winter and early spring. In a curious sense, the two species share food

through the remains of their kills, and many human and wolf groups have

survived times of scarcity by eating from the kills of the other.

Both humans and wolves are visual creatures. They use the same vantage

points to search for prey and often start their hunts from the same loca-

tions. They often kill their prey in the same kinds of locations. Both leave be-

hind the remains of those kills for the other to discover. As men move out

through the land in the course of their own subsistence activities, wolf sign

marks their land and declares the presence of their co-predator. Because

decay is so slow in this cold place, caribou remains litter the treeline, and

Dene often inspect even bone and antler remains to determine if the kill was

made by human or wolf.

Wolves seek for their dens the same things—nearby water, suitability for

surveying the surrounding country, wind for relief from insects—that Dene

seek for their own camps, and they often alternate in their use of the same

locations (Sharp 1988a: 39–59; 1996).

At all seasons of the year ravens cluster around wolves and humans where

they rest or camp. Ravens that come upon wolves or humans often follow
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them as they move, circling around them and diving down close to them.

Wolves and ravens have developed this interaction to a form of play. Perhaps

it is not a game in the zero-sum sense of the word (Von Neumann and

Morgenstern 1944), but when ravens and wolves encounter each other what

passes between them is a noisy and visually conspicuous game both species

seem to enjoy. At times it is possible to follow the movements of wolves or

humans by watching the ravens circling around them and, with wolves, by

watching the ravens rising into the air and dropping back to the ground

as they tease the wolves and are chased by them. Both humans and wolves

know this and sometimes mark the presence of the other by watching

the ravens.

Wolves are vocal animals. They bark in warning if someone or something

comes too close to their pups, but their usual sound is the howl. They howl

singly and in concert, and the sound of their howls can be heard for miles.

Many of The People are convinced they understand the messages wolves are

howling. When the caribou are coming and The People are seeking informa-

tion about their locations, some of them use the information gained from

wolf howling to plan their own hunting.

Wolves often respond to human howls, and the two species sometimes

engage in howled conversations that can last for hours.

All this interaction between humans and wolves through tracks, sign,

visual sighting, and howls makes humans and wolves neighbors. The Dene

usually know how many wolf packs live near where they are camped and

may, unlike other wild animals, know the individual wolves themselves.

Wolves, with their complex social systems whose size and distribution so

closely parallel human social systems and distribution, become comfortable

and familiar co-residents engaged in the same business of hunting the sur-

rounding land.

With the collapse of the Roman Empire and the spread of Christianity

throughout Europe, the symbolic nature of the wolf transformed from its

various—relatively benign—pagan forms into a complex symbolic set ex-

pressing relationships between good and evil, culture and nature. This com-

plex symbolic set contrasted the hierarchically ordered, working, property-

owning life of Christianized Europeans to the unordered, free-ranging,

property-less life of outlawed, feral, or non-Christian Europeans. In Euro-

pean culture, the nature of the wolf as animal was lost within its metaphori-
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cal and symbolic role as an anti-Christ expressing the Christian association

between satanic forces and the natural world.

The Dene have long recognized the complexity of wolves and noted the

similarities between their culture, diet, ecology, social organization, and

family relationships and those of humans, but they have come to an almost

diametrically opposed conclusion about the meaning of those similarities.

Instead of perceiving wolf as an evil competitor beyond the twin realms of

property and Christianity, the Chipewyan perceive wolf as the perfect natu-

ral hunter and the epitome of the wild animal as a moral being.

As animal/persons, wolves are thought of as clever, strong, and well

tempered. Their bodies are valued for the high price their pelt brings. A few

individuals hunt them, but wolves are thought to be especially hard to kill.

Most Dene men will shoot a wolf if the opportunity presents itself, but only

a few put any e√ort into hunting them and even fewer try to trap them. Most

people say wolves are edible, but I have only met one person who admitted

tasting one. Once they have reached a reasonable size the Chipewyan have

no fear of wolves. Many people have encountered wolves at close proximity

while they were small children, but they remember those encounters as

being startling rather than frightening.

Besides their role as gender symbols and as symbols of the natural world

of inkoze, wolves are complex symbols of competence, self-control, respon-

sibility to kin and family, and the ability to hunt. The basic ecological,

behavioral, and social similarities between humans and wolves are reflected

in some of the unusual characteristics that eighteenth-century explorer

Samuel Hearne reported the Chipewyan attributing to them. In the bestiary

appended to his journal he recorded that ‘‘all the wolves in Hudson’s Bay are

very shy of the human race, yet when sharp set, they frequently follow the

Indians for several days, but always keep at a distance. They are great en-

emies to the Indian dogs, and frequently kill and eat those that are heavily

loaded, and cannot keep up with the main body. The Northern [Chipewyan]

Indians have formed strange ideas of this animal, as they think it does not

eat its victuals raw; but by a singular and wonderful sagacity, peculiar to

itself, has a method of cooking them without fire’’ (Hearne 1971: 338).

The animosity between dog and wolf is still characteristic both of the

lives of both animals and of their role as symbols in Dene thought (1976). As

animals, wolves tend to be nonaggressive toward dogs or else to regard them

as prey. Dogs are very aggressive toward wolves and clearly regard them as
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objects of fear. Contemporary Chipewyan still regard wolves as having a

number of unusual characteristics, including being exceptionally intelligent

and capable of understanding human intentions and thought. ‘‘They knows

what you is thinking,’’ one person told me.

As animal/persons, wolves are frequently referred to as the most powerful of

the animals (‘‘strongest’’).≤ They are significant figures of inkoze and enter

into relationships as power sources and teachers to humans. Wolves are pe-

culiar animal/persons, ones whose individual identity is sometimes known

and whose family membership is often known. The indeterminate nature of

animal/persons—as well as their power—can be seen through their involve-

ment in Dene life.

In its common form, power/knowledge comes to men from animals they

encounter in the bush or in dreams. These encounters can, if all goes well,

turn into lifelong relationships between individual men and particular ani-

mal/persons. Some Dene men receive songs of power while others may have

relationships with more than one animal/person or other beings of inkoze.

Others may not be favored by any animal/person and establish no personal

relationship with any of them. The Mission Chipewyan are unusual—if not

unique—in their belief that women do not have inkoze.

The relationships that come to exist between men who possess inkoze and

the animal/persons who reveal power/knowledge to them appear to be

bound into relationships of asymmetric if not hierarchical reciprocity, and

men become bound by their relationships with the animal/persons that

have chosen to reveal power/knowledge to them. Those animal/persons

often give them rules and food prohibitions they must respect in order to

maintain their relationships with the animal/persons, but those relation-

ships, like the comparative power of humans and animal/persons, is asym-

metric. The animal/persons owe no one or no thing for their inkoze or for

their gift of power/knowledge to a man. If a man fails to follow rules that

have been imposed upon him by the creature(s) that gave him power, those

being(s) are free to withdraw that power/knowledge at any time.

Men who have power/knowledge become bound into relationships with

other humans by using their inkoze to help or harm them. The use of inkoze

to help, particularly to heal—outside certain boundaries of kinship or

residence—requires payment for the service inkoze performs. Just as a plant

taken for nydie (medicine) must be given a return in the form of a gift
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slipped into the ground among its roots, so the human cured by a healer

must make payment to preserve the relationships between nydie, healer, and

the revealer of the knowledge of how to heal. A man who heals sets no price

and asks no payment for his healing. It is incumbent upon patients to pay

what they think is appropriate. If a patient makes no payment to the healer,

makes a payment that is too small, or takes too long to make the payment,

the cycle between patient, healer, nydie, and revealer of inkoze is not closed.

If this happens, the inkoze may rebound upon the patient, causing the

condition of which the patient was cured to reoccur in a more virulent and

perhaps incurable form.

During the 1960s and 1970s, when I was most actively pursuing my study of

inkoze, information on the specific attributes of individual practitioners was

elusive and the subject was shrouded in secrecy, but of all the animals, wolf

was identified most often as the one into which sorcerers transform them-

selves. It is also the being of inkoze most likely to transform itself into a

human being. One particular being has a timeless history of interest in

human a√airs and appearance among the Dene as a living human being.

During the time before humans and animal/persons became distinct

kinds of beings and both spoke the same language, Lived-with-the-wolves

was young. He lived with his grandmother and her other children, whom he

regarded as his own sisters and brothers. Each spring while he lived with his

grandmother, she led Lived-with-the-wolves away from his siblings and

their home to a place of jumbled rocks near a high rock spire. Each spring

she made him climb to the top of the spire and told him to remain there

while she was away. She would leave him there for a week or two before she

returned. Each time she returned she was pregnant with a new litter of pups

that became his brothers and sisters. In time, Lived-with-the-wolves became

curious about what his grandmother was doing while she was gone, so one

year he crept down and followed her tracks for several days. When he finally

heard his grandmother behind a bush, he carefully peered over it only to see

his grandmother copulating with a wolf. After he saw this, he came to the

realization that he could no longer live among the wolves but would have to

live instead among The People.

Since his first appearance in the time before humans and animal/persons

were separate kinds of creatures, Lived-with-the-wolves has lived continu-

ously as a wolf. On rare occasions, Lived-with-the-wolves reincarnates into
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ordinary human form by entering into the fetus of a pregnant woman. It is

within the power of a pregnant woman, by consuming wolf flesh during her

pregnancy, to call to Lived-with-the-wolves to be reborn as her child. Lived-

with-the-wolves is not bound to respond to her call to be reborn. In body,

Lived-with-the-wolves is mortal. Whatever body he occupies may be killed,

and he remembers the circumstances of his death in other manifestations.

As a being of inkoze, Lived-with-the-wolves’s power/knowledge overrides

the constraints of ordinary existence. Lived-with-the-wolves exists simulta-

neously in multiple forms, appearing here as a wolf, there as something else,

and elsewhere as a human being.

Whenever Lived-with-the-wolves does choose to be reborn in human

form, his birth is attended by miraculous events. The last reincarnation of

Lived-with-the-wolves was born in the neighborhood of Cold Lake, Alberta,

in the late 1940s or early 1950s. In 1969, when I first came to Mission, the

‘‘Magic Boy’’ was described as ‘‘a young boy’’ about eighteen to twenty-one

years of age. The night before Lived-with-the-wolves was born wolves sur-

rounded the village of his birth and remained outside howling all night long.

His natal village is located in an area rich in the origin of previous Chipe-

wyan prophets (Janes and Kelley 1977), but the land around the village is

overhunted and wolves are scarce. That was the first time wolves had been

heard near the village in many years, and never in living memory had so

many wolves been heard nearby.

While his mother was still in labor, two very large white wolves entered

the village. To the terror of the village dogs—and the discomfort of the

human inhabitants—the two wolves wandered calmly and unhurriedly

throughout the village before vanishing into the bush before dawn. At dawn,

shortly after the birth of Lived-with-the-wolves into the body of the person

who was to become the Magic Boy, two arrows flew into the village and

struck, one above the other, the trunk of a tree beside the cabin where he had

just been born. Little was ever later said of these arrows, for they were

magical arrows giving their owner the power to ascend to the sky and the

realm(s) above the clouds.

During his visit to Birchtown in the winter of 1969–70, the Magic Boy

stayed at the home of an in-law of the chief, himself one of the village’s more

important political figures. During that stay, Lived-with-the-wolves on sev-

eral occasions displayed his power to transform into a wolf. The best known

of these transformations occurred early one morning when a fresh snowfall
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had blanketed the ground. The Magic Boy had retired for the night but rose

well before dawn and left the house. Those in the house noted his departure

but assumed he was making a trip to the outhouse. When he did not return

until just before dawn, they became curious. When the Magic Boy did

return, he went directly to bed and slept late. By dawn others in the house

were up and about. As they left the house they saw his tracks heading toward

the road to the abandoned airstrip behind the village. The Dene often stay

up late during the Christmas season, but there were people out and about

even in the early morning and a small party formed to follow the Magic

Boy’s tracks in the fresh snow.

The Dene are subsistence hunters, and many of them are skilled trackers

whose livelihood often depends upon following faint and sometimes very

old tracks and sign through the bush and over hard and rocky ground. A set

of human footprints in fresh snow along a deserted path was not di≈cult for

them to follow, but they were not prepared for what those tracks revealed.

Along the route to the airstrip but outside the village the Magic Boy’s boot

prints were replaced by a set of wolf tracks that continued on to the middle

of the airstrip. In the middle of the airstrip, the wolf tracks of the Magic Boy

were joined by the tracks of two di√erent wolves coming in out of the bush

from di√erent directions. The three sets of wolf tracks then led o√ in many

directions from where the three wolves had run all over the airstrip in a

glorious romp. Ultimately, as people from the village walked along following

the three sets of tracks, they found where the two sets of tracks that had

come in from the bush led back, in separate directions, into the bush where

the two wolves had gone their separate ways after their romp with the

Magic Boy.

The third set of wolf tracks turned away from the bush, crossed the

airstrip, and began to follow the trail back to the village. En route to the

village, these tracks were replaced by the boot-shod tracks of a human whose

trail led directly to the door of the cabin where the Magic Boy was sleeping.
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If the indeterminate nature of animal/persons is now more intelligible, the

depiction of the nature of animals is not yet complete. The covenant that

exists in inkoze between Dene and animal is imperfect. Wild animals are

persons, but not all animals are wild animals. The Dene have little firsthand

experience of whites’ domestic animals, but they do have enough knowledge

of them to know that domestic animals are incapable of feeding and caring

for themselves. This inability to care for themselves is crucial. Without it the

Dene see domestic animals as beings that do not know. Among the animals

they know from personal experience, the dog alone is incapable of caring for

itself. To the Chipewyan, Dog is the quintessential liminal being. Animals

that are not animal/persons, beings that do not know, entities that do not

have a ‘‘soul.’’

When I first analyzed canid metaphors some decades ago (Sharp 1976), I

was seeking clarity, order, and resolution in the way symbols related to each

other but was uncomfortable with the structuralist assumption that sym-

bolic oppositions led to mediation. I expressed that discomfort by stress-

ing that symbols were also values, citing Meyer Fortes and E. E. Evans-

Pritchard’s African Political Systems to make the point ‘‘that symbols are

often values and as such have a final meaning in and of themselves’’ (Fortes

and Evans-Pritchard 1940: 17).

I do not know if it is just because I have continued to observe and think

about the way Dene use canid metaphors or because I have aged and gained

experience, but I have come to realize that life is not as simple as it once

seemed. I continue to agree with Levi-Strauss that the symbolic material of

cultural life is as amenable to symbolic analysis as is the symbolic material
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found in myth (Levi-Strauss 1969b: 3). However, I have now come to think

that the ambiguity, paradox, and unresolvable conflict generated by symbols

are often more to the point than are resolution and orderly systems of classi-

fication. That very conflict and ambiguity now seem to me to be a major

factor in the generation of culture and its transmission through time. The

irresolvability of the paradoxes festers within the body social, perpetually

drawing attention to the values expressed by the conflicting symbols.

Values are the intersection between the social and the individual, the

mechanism that links symbols—which are social—to emotion—which is

individual. The relationships between symbols and the manipulation of

these relationships is the primary way in which the social generates action

from abstraction by forming a shared communication system that generates

emotion within the individual and makes each individual responsive to that

which is social.

The symbolic oppositions expressed in Dene canid metaphors lead not to

resolution or mediation but to the creation and re-creation of a series of

inescapable and unresolvable conflicts in Dene values. The conflicts between

the symbols become, in e√ect, a√ect generators. The irresolvability of the

conflicts—the structured and inescapable clash of values—continues genera-

tion after generation in individual after individual. Every Dene, no matter

what their individual capabilities, talents, or the degree of their reflexivity, is

caught by the paradoxes engendered by the metaphors. Internalized, these

enigmas produce in each Dene a never-ending clash of values and emotions

whose expression in speech, thought, and action helps in the continuous re-

creation of Dene culture.

A number of the Northern Athapaskan peoples of the eastern and central

Subarctic have traditions that trace the origins of humans to dogs. I have

never been able to discern this tradition among the Mission Chipewyan,

although a human origin in dogs is sometimes ventured as an explanation of

conflict within particular kin groups (Sharp 1976: 30). Samuel Hearne pub-

lished a myth of a dog origin recorded among eighteenth-century Chipe-

wyan that would have included groups living in areas occupied by Dene

ancestral to the Mission population (Hearne 1971: 324). I have read and told

that story to a number of people from Mission, but it has never elicited any

sense of recognition or called forth similar stories. The usual response to the

story was a blank stare, although some people responded by o√ering counter
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origin stories. If the story Hearne recorded seems to be absent from the

contemporary Chipewyan repertoire, there is little reason to doubt that it

was current among the early historic Chipewyan among whom Hearne

resided, and the symbols and the dynamics of the relationships expressed in

that myth still resonate in contemporary Chipewyan culture.

Sled dogs are the most familiar of the Dene dogs. There may have been a

traditional breed of eastern Northern Athapaskan sled dog distinct from the

Eskimo husky, but if that was the case the breed has long faded from the

memory of the Mission Chipewyan. When I began fieldwork, long-haired,

narrow-chested dogs with erect ears predominated. These animals had ex-

tremely large front feet that, proportionately, were nearly comparable to

those of wolves, but their chests were broader and their canine teeth were

shorter. Their legs were not as long as those of wolves of comparable size.

Their weight, at fifty to sixty pounds, was substantially less than that of the

wolves of the forest or tundra (sometimes classified as di√erent subspecies).

The sled dog population contained a variety of types of dogs, and The People

had experimented with a wide variety of breeds brought north by whites,

including even standard poodles (of which they thought highly).

The extremes of the temperature, the work, epidemic disease, the scarcity

of food, and the blood loss to insect bites are hard on dogs. Their need for

food and care are substantial, and the Dene make little e√ort to keep them if

they anticipate no further need for them. They are generally kept only so

long as they can work before they are shot or abandoned. Modern times

have not made the subarctic climate any less harsh, and food is still scarce.

Chipewyan dogs are chronically underfed and always hungry. They will eat

virtually anything of organic origin. The Dene have observed this willing-

ness to eat almost anything, and that lack of selectivity in their diet is

reflected in their thought about dogs.

Sled dogs are work animals. Their lives are short and harsh, and they are

handled roughly. They are the only animate being the Dene treat akin to the

manner whites treat machines or domestic stock. Unlike wild animals, it is

within the right of Dene to beat their dogs.

The Dene are neither cruel nor fools. They knew how to care for their

dogs and usually did so. Dogs had to be fed to work, so they were fed as well

as they could be. Dogs had to have water, so they were given water. Dene

sometimes take pride in their sled dogs’ beauty or their performance, and a
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fast, reliable team may bring prestige to its owner (Savishinsky 1974). Al-

though individual Dene may like individual sled dogs and keep them long

after they are able to work, they are not pets. Not only do few Dene feel

a√ection for sled dogs, they see white attitudes toward dogs as producing

unreliable and lazy dog teams whose incompetence—and they have many

stories about this—becomes a hazard to life and limb under the harsh condi-

tions of the Dene homeland.

White Canada and the United States are paradoxical in their treatment of

dogs. Our thought about ourselves is so dominated by our ideology of the

dog as family pet that we are essentially oblivious to our own abuse of dogs.

In practice our treatment of dogs is brutal. We abandon and destroy them by

the millions each year. Abandoned animals gone feral roam our cities and

countryside while people ‘‘put down’’ their dogs because they are going away

on vacation, or the puppy messed on the rug, or the dog barked at night, or

because they were too lazy or unwilling to make even minimal accommoda-

tions to the animal’s need for exercise and a√ection. We keep them isolated

in labs and use them for medical testing when other substitutes are readily

available. All too often academic and commercial users are not even capable

of giving a coherent explanation of why they are using dogs as lab animals or

relating the purpose of their testing to any clear body of knowledge. Our

culture supports an industry populated by vermin who steal family pets and

sell them to labs that ask no questions about the origin of the dogs they buy.

All too many animal shelters support themselves by selling pets to labs and,

in the Lower Mainland of British Columbia, the Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty to Animals wages an incessant war on any dog not confined or

tied. Their tactics include ‘‘executions,’’ calling dogs o√ their owners’ prop-

erty, and aggressive patrols that go so far as to stop children and threaten to

seize and destroy the leashed dogs they are walking. We raise dogs to be

vicious for the sake of displaying our own toughness and keep hunting dogs

in packs and give them no better treatment—and show them no more

a√ection or compassion—than we do domestic chickens. Every one of us,

even those who are themselves abusive to dogs, has horror stories of about

the mistreatment, abuse, neglect, and torture of dogs.

Ironically, within the paradigm of the dog as family pet, the dog—above

all other measures and means for defining the family—provides the most

coherent definition of family in American culture. Within the family the dog

is granted personhood. It is treated, not as a human, but as a person who is a
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participating member of the family and whose needs, wishes, and demands

are factored into the operation of the family as a unit. Within the context of

a family, a dog’s actions are related to the shared context of the family and

given meaning they do not have outside the family. Communication is

largely a product of shared context, and we know—and understand—our

dogs far better than we understand those—even the human ‘‘those’’—with

whom we interact merely by speech rather than through shared context.

Within the family, the dog is a person. Beyond the family the dog is but a pet.

That distinction, between person and pet, is the clearest marker of family in

American culture.

The Dene are as paradoxical in their treatment of dogs as we are, but their

values and beliefs about dogs bear little resemblance to our own. Within the

direct experience and the oral tradition of the oldest Dene I have talked to,

the Dene have always kept two kinds of dogs: pets and sled or work dogs.

Now that the Dene are concentrated in permanent settlements, their sled

dogs receive better treatment than they did even twenty years ago. But the

Dene still do not much like sled dogs. They may respect a dog’s performance

or take pride in a dog’s skill as a leader, but they are not pets.

Sled dogs are basically things of male concern. Pet dogs are more things of

family, women, or children. The dogs the Dene kept as pets were mixed-

breed mutts: the classic thirty-five-pound, short-haired dog that can be

found wherever feral or semiferal dogs survive at all. These dogs receive far

di√erent treatment than do the sled dogs. They are usually allowed to run

free in the bush camps. In town, many sleep inside Dene homes at night, and

when the Dene are in the bush they are usually allowed to sleep in the tents.

Their food is far better than what the sled dogs receive and contains a much

higher percentage of table scraps, which rarely reach the sled dogs. Pet dogs

have become much more common with village life, and over the last few

decades the number, size, and variety of pet dogs has increased. The small

generic mutts have mostly been replaced by larger mixed-breed dogs de-

scended from those brought in by whites or obtained by the Dene on their

trips outside. In the mid-1970s, mixed-breed Labrador retrievers were in

vogue. As the Dene gained greater access to the animals in the animal shelter

in Parklund and brought them north to Mission, their tastes changed (Dyck

1980). By the early 1990s, bigger, longer-haired German shepherd crosses

predominated although Lab crosses were still popular. Some Dene become
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quite fond of their pets, and a few keep rather improbable animals such as

toy breed crosses that require a great deal of attention and protection to

survive. However, most Dene retain an ambivalent attitude toward dogs of

any kind, and the surplus of food at Mission is not so great as to have much

changed the dog’s dietary habits.

If Dog is not an animal/person and lacks power/knowledge, dogs do seem to

have some aspect of the collective spirituality of the kind wild animals have

even if they lack the individual spiritual aspect of wild animals. They lack a

‘‘soul’’ but have power at least in their ability to bring retribution upon

humans who mistreat them. If a man abuses a dog(s) by killing without

reason, by beating too harshly and without good reason, or by otherwise

abusing it, misfortune may come upon him (Sharp 1976).∞ The harm that

comes from dog abuse is of a peculiar variety. It strikes not directly at the

man who committed the abuse but indirectly at him by bringing harm to

women (and their children) with whom he has a sexual connection. It may

strike his children or his lover if he is married or may fall upon his girlfriend

if he is not married. The tie between dogs, women, sexuality, dependency,

and reproduction is so strong that the usual consequences of dog abuse are a

miscarriage or stillbirth, the birth of a deformed or monstrous child, or the

death of the abuser’s wife during her next childbirth. Dog abuse particularly

brings miscarriage or monstrous birth to the wife of the abuser if she is

newly pregnant when the abuse occurs or if she becomes pregnant soon

afterward.

Dog is paradoxical. Its power, whatever its nature, is closely tied to Chipe-

wyan conceptions and symbolization of gender. Its presence indicates dogs

have some aspect of the collective identity characteristic of wild animals, but

the individual and the collective aspects of dogs are devoid of inkoze. Dogs

are not persons; they are dependent beings unable to produce their own

food or to survive on their own.≤ This inability to survive independently and

its concomitant dependence upon humans essentially demonstrates the ab-

sence of power/knowledge in dogs.

What dogs do have is a social identity as individual beings who participate in

Dene social life and culture. The Dene deal with dogs as individuals. They

have names and social identities as co-resident beings living within human

culture. Dogs have a place in specific human kin and residence groupings
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through their membership in a dog team owned by an individual Dene or

their residence within a Dene household. They are referred to by their own

name, by reference to their owner—so-and-so’s dog—or by membership

within someone’s dog team. Even when a dog or a dog team has been

abandoned to fend for itself and runs feral within the village or in the bush,

other Dene remember the tie of identity between dog and human owner and

refer to it by that identity.

The Dene presume that dogs understand kinship rules and, after their

fashion, though to a much lesser extent than wolves, respect those rules in

spite of their indi√erence to committing incest. They presume dogs know

and respect their siblings. Whereas wolves are concerned with the rules of

kinship, dogs are more concerned with the rules of co-residence or team

membership.

In their identity as individuals, dogs stand in stark contrast to wild ani-

mals, whose salient feature is their membership in a spiritual collectivity but

whose individual identity is unknown. The power of this distinction is seen

in the disparity between the treatment of the living and dead bodies of dogs

and wild animals. The Dene do not much touch living dogs, even pet dogs,

or treat them as objects of comfort or a√ection. Living dogs are rarely

petted, hugged, or cuddled. Dead dogs are touched only of necessity and

then only to remove or destroy them. By preference, dog carcasses are

burned or abandoned where they die. If they have died where it is not

practical to leave them, for example, when they are staked among other

members of a dog team or alongside a dwelling, they are unceremoniously

removed to the bush and dumped.

The body parts of a dog—including the teeth, fur, meat, hide, feet, and

tail—are never used in an object made for human use, practical or religious.

This stands in dramatic contrast to the individually unknown but ‘‘spir-

itually’’ potent wild animals from whose remains came food, clothing, shel-

ter, and tools. Indeed, from whose remains came life itself.

The mistreatment of a dog shows this contrast, for it is always seen in a

more focused manner than are the relations humans have with wild animals.

The retribution from dog abuse usually is referred to a particular incident

(e.g., ‘‘he shouldn’t have beaten that dog so much’’) with a specificity that

applies to both the person and the dog. Even a general statement like so-and-

so ‘‘is bad for dogs’’ has a social and individual specificity to it that is lacking

in a statement about wild animals, for example, of a good fox trapper ‘‘fox,
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he like him.’’ The equivalent statement about dogs, ‘‘dog, he like him,’’ would

be nonsensical.

The harm that can come from mistreating a dog is of such a nature that it

can only be regarded as having a nonmundane origin, but the agency of that

retribution is nebulous. Individual dogs, living or dead, are not persons and

have no ‘‘soul.’’ They are therefore incapable of wreaking retribution for

abuse committed upon them. The retribution seems to come purely from

the collective aspect of Dog rather than from the individual dog. In this

sense, the liminality of the dog is enhanced, for their power is not inkoze yet

it brings retribution. The very individuality and social identity of the dog as

a living being that separate it from wild animals are powerless to bring

retribution for a dog that is abused, but the collectivity of dogs seems to be

outside the covenant of relationships between Dene and animal/persons

defined by inkoze.
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It is not abnormal or threatening for an animal/person to refuse to die for

any given Dene or for all Dene at any particular place, time, or set of

circumstances, but it was—or should have been—apparent to these two men

after their first few shots that the loon on Foxholm Lake was not just a loon.

This loon was not merely refusing to sacrifice itself to the hunters, it was

exhibiting its power in an almost mocking manner by remaining in the area

and causing the bullets to miss it. The refusal of an animal to sacrifice itself

produces no sense of fear or anxiety on the part of the Chipewyan. In this

environment they would not have long survived as a people if individuals

reacted strongly every time they encountered an animal that was not willing

to die for them. They are, however, chagrined when it happens. The refusal

of that loon on Foxholm Lake to die for these two men at that particular

time and its blatant exhibition of its power not to be killed by them was as

natural and normal, albeit less frequent, a piece of behavior as would have

been its death with one of the first shots. By the same token, just because

these two hunters failed to kill it, it did not follow that the loon would not

have been willing to die for one of the other hunters or for me.

What made this encounter noteworthy was the extent to which the loon

displayed its power. If they had killed it, they would have eaten it and

recognized its sacrifice. In the normal course of events, when an animal

chooses not to die for one of the Dene, it simply escapes. That this loon not

only chose not to escape but repeatedly exposed itself to the shots of the

hunters and dramatically paraded its presence raised the prospect that the

loon was a being of uncommon power/knowledge. If it had chosen to die for

one of the hunters, its death would have made a powerful statement about
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the favor in which that loon/person held the human/person who killed it.

As it was, Phil took this encounter as the initiation of a relationship between

himself and the loon. Each time it displayed its power, its ‘‘value’’ as an

indicator of the favor given its slayer by the person of power/knowledge

increased, as would the value of the remnants of its body.∞

At the most abstract—in our terms—this encounter was conducted at a

spiritual level in which material forms are irrelevant except as a means to

embody relationships between nonmaterial beings and the Dene. To kill a

loon is an act that results from an aspect of inkoze as well as from mundane

mechanical skills. The People have lived by their skill with weapons for a

very long time. They are perfectly aware of the mechanics of shooting. They

know that skill at shooting varies individually and from time to time for

every person. They know that factors like the heating of a rifle barrel or wear

on the rifling a√ect the performance of any rifle. They know that some rifles

are more accurate than other rifles. But the mechanics of shooting a rifle,

unlike the mechanics of splitting a log with an ax, are not an adequate

explanation for the death of an animal. Above and beyond and far more

basic than the mechanical level of causality and explanation—the ‘‘things’’ of

the Dene myth—is the level of inkoze. The willingness—or not—of an ani-

mal/person to allow itself to die for a hunter is the relevant issue, and the

embodiment of power/knowledge in this loon is a su≈cient explanation for

the encounter.

The Dene conception of the universe is not mechanical, and time is not

always linear or even directional. There was no beginning. There are cre-

ation myths, but the myths and stories are not sequential, successional, or

linear. The first stories do not come first and the later stories do not come

later. There is no temporally ordered sequence to their telling or to the

meaning they convey. How individual Dene experience time is beyond my

knowledge, but they sometimes use time in their social relationships and

their explanations of the world in ways that move beyond directional time.

The events of myth are timeless, relativistic in a language and mode of

thought that is Einsteinian rather than Newtonian. In this respect Mission

Dene thought resembles that of the Australian ‘‘Dreaming’’ (Stanner 1965).

The Murinbata ‘‘everywhen’’ well represents an aspect of Chipewyan inkoze,

for mythical events can occur everywhen and anywhen.≤ One never quite
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knows. Not only might an encountered loon be not so ordinary but it is

impossible to determine its nature until one has begun to interact with it.≥

It is di≈cult to guess the emotional reactions of Phil or the other hunter.

Perhaps it was the powerlessness of the situation that dominated. It felt to

me to be a lot like I had walked unarmed around a turn in a path and found

myself face to face with a very large predator. One that simply snorted at me

and then walked o√, unbothered and unthreatened. I had the strong impres-

sion (and later was so told by other Dene) that our fellow hunter from

Birchtown had made a hurried decision to depart the following day, made

possible by the chance arrival of an aircraft but brought on by his discomfort

at this firsthand encounter with a being of inkoze in a place that was strange

to him. Nevertheless, neither man felt that his failure to kill the loon resulted

from a failure on his part. They missed the loon not because they shot poorly

but because it did not wish them to kill it.∂ The reason that the loon escaped

was external to them and lay in their relationship to that particular loon at

that particular time and place. No action they could have taken would have

resulted in the death of that loon. This position is not psychological defense

or rationalization; it is a social judgment operative in the Dene field of

meaning. The only judgmental comments I was able to uncover about this

incident came from Phil’s elder brother George, who felt that Phil should

have realized the loon would not allow itself to be killed before he had shot at

it twenty times.∑ Phil’s judgment might be questioned for shooting so often,

but it was never stated (or, I am certain, felt) that he shot badly or that he

had failed.

If we return to those two men while they are at Foxholm Lake firing at the

loon, we can see the essential duality—again, a duality only in our terms—of

the events that occurred. The mechanical aspects of shooting can be and are

learned. Ability and practice can make one a better shot, but these are not

enough. Anyone can learn to shoot a rifle with some degree of competence,

but something that anyone can do cannot explain why some people succeed

and some people do not succeed. It cannot explain why a person fails at one

time and succeeds at another time. Inkoze provides this explanation, for any

incident of hunting involves not merely the hunter but the prey as well. The

prey is an active participant in the system of relationships inkoze creates, and

it is as much of an actor in those relationships as is the hunter. Since the

hunter can be trusted to perform competently at the mechanical level, or to
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know when he did not, control of the situation passes to the prey. The

hunter becomes passive, performing his actions flawlessly but depending

upon the goodwill of the prey for his success. Each Chipewyan, even in non-

inkoze contexts, is enveloped in a web of relationships with the realm of

inkoze and the beings of inkoze, and it is that web of relationships that

determines Dene behavior and that bears responsibility for the conse-

quences of Dene actions. Causality is external rather than internal. Phil did

not miss the loon; the loon did not wish to be killed.

These two Dene and I had encountered a being of inkoze. It displayed its

power and its unwillingness to die, and it quietly left when we stopped trying

to kill it. The interaction took place outside directional time at a locus of

conjunction between these Dene, myself, a being of inkoze, and the uni-

verse/dimensions embodied in the being of inkoze’s power/knowledge. The

loon itself was indeterminate, its nature known only through its interactions

with us. The Dene do not know if that loon was just a bird before they

encountered it. They do not know if it became just a bird after they ceased

trying to kill it. They do not know if the loon simply winked into existence

before the encounter and winked out of existence after the encounter. They

do not know if a being of inkoze simply took over the body of an ordinary

loon that happened to be nearby only to abandon it afterward. The loon

demonstrated that it was a being of inkoze and that it did not choose to die

for them. Its being a being of inkoze is su≈cient explanation in and of itself.

None of the other questions is intelligible, reasonable, or rational.
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Creating reality is an imperfect process. Within the field of meaning that

each culture generates there are discontinuities of knowledge and experience

that force individuals to constantly refashion themselves to match the con-

text created by their fellow cultural beings. Talking about things is not reality

itself but a mechanism through which an observer, Dene or alien, can begin

to uncover the nature of Dene reality.∞ Even though talking about things is

but an e√ect of Dene reality manifesting itself in Dene behavior, it is a

primary means an observer has for gaining insight into the causal system

within Dene reality.

Talking about things is a mechanism for the cultural construction of

reality and for the individual’s adjustment to that reality, but behavior is

performance and performance that has an audience can feed into verbal

gossip as e√ectively as words can.

The relations of men to inkoze illustrate this, for inkoze is secret knowl-

edge that must be expressed by performance, allusion, and metaphor.≤ In-

koze is never directly claimed. To say one has inkoze o√ends the beings of

inkoze who give power/knowledge. They respond to such claims by taking

away that which they have given. As no man who had power/knowledge

would risk losing it by talking about it, the closest one ever comes to hearing

a man with power/knowledge assert that he has it is when he says ‘‘I’ll try it’’

when facing a situation that calls for power/knowledge. Unfortunately, this

statement is also a common response when the only issue is confidence in

one’s strength or skill.

Nydie itself is not inherently secret, but it must be guarded from pollution

to protect its relationship to inkoze and preserve its e√ectiveness. Nydie’s
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power to heal does not come from its physical properties or the properties of

its constituent elements but through its existence within the relationship

between the healer and the being of inkoze that revealed the power/knowl-

edge to him. A man’s reputation for power/knowledge is dependent upon

his actions being noted and talked about by other Dene. Reputations may be

built through the choices men make in recommending a particular man to

deal with problems requiring a solution based on power/knowledge. Inkoze

is always a dangerous topic for men to speak of, but they are freer to speak of

the power/knowledge of others than they are of their own. Dene tend to tout

the power/knowledge of their kin, and for a man’s reputation to become

established outside the circle of those who see his performance in everyday

life, it must be talked about. Not only must it be talked about, the details

of its source and the specific domains of its applicability must become

widely known.≥

Women, who cannot have power/knowledge themselves, are freer to

speak of inkoze than are men.∂ Even for women, inkoze is a dangerous and

sensitive topic, but their talking about the power/knowledge of individual

men is among the most crucial factors in creating and maintaining a man’s

reputation for inkoze.

Men learn to use means other than speaking to bring their claim to

power/knowledge to public attention. On my first stay at Mission a healer

lived only a short distance from the cabin I was renting. A small but ani-

mated man no more than five feet, six inches in his prime, he was approach-

ing seventy and becoming stooped with age. He had already outlived four

wives and had married his fifth wife, an active woman in her thirties, when

she was in her early teens. Even if he were not a healer, he would have been

suspected of having inkoze because of his longevity and his continued suc-

cess at hunting and trapping. We developed a curious relationship and liked

each other from the time we met. Perhaps because I was interested in what

he did, he took it upon himself to instruct me. We both tried very hard but

never got very far with the process. He was nearly deaf and spoke only a few

words of English while I had been at Mission only a few weeks and spoke but

a few words of Chipewyan. Because the secrecy of inkoze limited what he

could tell a translator, we were unable to use an interpreter very e√ectively

(see Goulet 1998: 56). The most di≈cult problem we faced was that inkoze

is revealed in dreams and can be taught only imperfectly or not at all. I

did, however, learn a great deal about his movements and was able to see
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how the secrecy he imposed upon his inkoze became a vehicle for making his

healing public.

The Dene approach the application of inkoze to specific tasks—healing,

hunting, divination, gambling—in a decidedly empirical fashion. Men may

dream how to accomplish the task they have in mind, but they carefully

observe the results of their e√orts and incorporate those results into their

future e√orts. Successful cures become experiential knowledge that can be

used lifelong, and each healer builds up a body of knowledge about what he

can cure and what he cannot cure.

Healing is a social act with a widespread social context that provides an

audience for any man attempting to heal. Dene healers do not seek out

patients and should not volunteer to heal. The choice of a healer is carefully

discussed by patients and their kin before the appropriate healer is ap-

proached. The old man had built his reputation for inkoze through his

record as a healer. He had a long lifetime’s worth of experience and knowl-

edge beyond that revealed in his dreams and visions, and he had developed a

large pharmacopoeia that included animal parts and inorganic materials but

was mostly plant material.

The old man’s desire to protect his nydie from pollution had developed

into a performance scripted upon secrecy. His performance of secrecy be-

came a way to make the secret public, a nonverbal performance that reg-

ularly became a topic of gossip. In a community as dense in social relation-

ships as Mission was then, few illness remained private. Illness or injury,

whatever the cause, related directly to the ability of individuals to perform as

competent participants in social life. Knowledge of who was under stress

from illness or injury was significant knowledge and quickly became known

to the community. I do not mean to imply that all of the people living at

Mission knew—or cared—whenever a child had a cut or a cold, but when

illness or injury threatened one of The People or reduced their e√ectiveness,

it was information worth knowing. The significance of that information

meant that people at Mission knew who was in need of healing, what kind of

healing they needed, and what actions had been—or were being—taken to

obtain healing. Above all, The People knew who had attempted to heal them.

The Dene know who among them are healers. When the old man took on

a patient, it was in a context that would give a Western physician fits. The

community knew the symptoms of the patient’s problem, speculated as to its

causes, and tried to guess the appropriate treatment. The performance of the
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healer was private, often secret, but the entire community was aware of any

attempted healing. They talked about it and ruthlessly judged its results. If

others had tried to heal a patient and had failed, the potential for success by

other healers was gossiped about in conjunction with the gossip about failed

attempts. No case the old man took could be anonymous; it was public even

before he tried to heal, as would be his refusal to try.

When the old man did decide to tackle a patient he always followed the

same routine. He only healed after dark, or, since it never really gets dark

in summer, late at night. On the appointed night he would close and secure

the door to his cabin. He would then draw the curtains and extinguish all the

lights except for a single candle. He kept his nydie carefully wrapped in

the thin translucent pastel scarves favored as headgear by the women. In his

dimly lit cabin he would remove his nydie from the various places where he

had secreted it. Each kind of nydie was separately wrapped and tied in a

bundle bound by colored ribbons, the meaning of those color combinations

known only to him. He would open and carefully inspect each bundle, se-

lecting the appropriate ones and returning the remainder to storage. While

his preparations were under way, he would periodically stop and look out

the windows to ensure no one was watching.

Once the correct nydie had been selected, they were gathered—still sepa-

rately wrapped—together in a single large scarf and concealed beneath his

coat. Guarding against prying watchers, he left his home and moved care-

fully through the village to the house where his patient awaited. He did not

move openly upon the paths in the ordinary manner but secretly in the

shadows from house to house, building to building. Mission was an active

place with folks out and about until the wee hours of the morning. In

warmer weather, foot tra≈c was to be expected at any time of the day or

night. There were usually people about even in the cold and darkness of

winter. The Dene are customarily open about their activities, and it was

passing strange for someone to be sneaking in the shadows from house

to house.

The old man often brought a nydie bundle near the size of a basketball to

a healing. Stooped with age and bending almost double to hide his nydie

bundle beneath his coat, his e√orts at secrecy were not terribly successful.

Long before he reached his patient he was seen and his activities passed

into gossip.

He tried to ensure the secrecy of his actions once he reached the home of
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his patient. He closed and secured the door of the patient’s dwelling and put

out all the lights, replacing them with a single candle. The curtains were

drawn or coverings were rigged over the windows, each in turn inspected by

pulling back a corner to search outside for prying eyes. Every time he drew

back a window covering in the now darkened cabin a flash of candlelight

beamed out from its darkness. The Mission Chipewyan announce their

desire to be left alone by securing the door of their cabin and covering its

windows. The main lights are darkened and only candles are used to give a

dim light inside the home. A darkened house with its dim internal light is a

signal to others not to intrude without good reason.

The old man’s routine for ensuring privacy was conspicuous enough to

ensure that every attempted healing would become widely known. Closing

up the house where a person awaited healing and peering through the

windows while sending out the dim flashes of candlelight were a claim to the

patient and a declaration of his power/knowledge. It was never necessary for

the old man to talk about a patient or a cure. The social context within

which both healer and patient existed ensured that Mission would observe

the process and talk about its results.

The form of Mission’s political structure was determined by the laws of

Canada and the conventions and practices of Indian A√airs. As far as the

government of Canada was concerned, Mission was but another case where

the regulations were applied to provide equity under the law. In practice, as

is usually the case with a bureaucratic structure, Indian A√airs’ primary

concern was control of Native life in order to maintain the administering

bureaucracy and prevent the Indians from interfering with its interests.

The separation of a political sphere of activity from a domestic sphere of

activity is not justifiable for the Mission Dene. The two so interpenetrate

each other as to make a division between them invalid. The formal political

structure imposed upon the Dene bore no relationship to the way the Dene

had conducted their political life, and, as always happens, the Dene adapted

the imposed structure to their customs and needs (D. M. Smith 1992). The

way talking about things operated in the arena we call politics can be illus-

trated by the career of the first elected chief (denegothera). The man they

elected (Denegothera) dominated the political articulation of Mission with

the outside world from 1949 to 1972. The priest who had founded Mission

reluctantly supported his bid for o≈ce, regarding Denegothera as the lesser
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of the two evils represented by the leading candidates, a position he still

defended twenty years later.

Elections were new to The People, and election by secret ballot was utterly

alien to them. The priest had to wear many administrative hats, but his most

crucial role was that of broker between the Dene and the English-dominated

Canadian authorities. What he brokered was legitimacy and information. It

was his responsibility to conduct the election: to assist the largely nonliterate

Dene with marking their ballots, to tally the results of the balloting, to certify

the results of the election to Indian A√airs. If it is little surprise the priest’s

chosen candidate won the election, the alliance between them did not last

long. They quickly became political rivals who disagreed on almost every

secular issue. The priest suspected that Denegothera was a magic man who

‘‘raised the spirits’’ to support his positions. Although the priest knew the

Chipewyan far more thoroughly and intimately than did any other white,

there were curious and substantial gaps in his understanding of them. He

did not understand the kinship system, casually dismissing as inconsequen-

tial many of the relationships it structured. Myth remained beyond his very

formidable linguistic talents. To his everlasting credit, he saw no contradic-

tion between Roman Catholicism and what he felt were ‘‘remnants’’ of the

old belief system.

Denegothera was born among, and grew up as a member of, the eastern

Chipewyan who traded at Brochet, Manitoba. As a young unmarried man

he a≈liated with the Chipewyan who were later to settle Mission. In time, he

married into the Mission Dene, choosing for his wife the only surviving

female in a large set of siblings. As this sibling set reached adulthood and

became heads of families, they came to constitute the largest single bloc of

kinsmen among the Mission Dene. A bloc of siblings, particularly male

siblings that are relatively close in age and able to remain on cooperative

terms, has the potential to form the nucleus of an extended kin and a≈nal

group capable of dominating the politics of a small local population. Dene-

gothera’s genuine bent for politics allowed him to develop his a≈nal con-

nections to this kin bloc into a solid platform for his political activities. He

retained this base of support into its third generation when its grand-

children began to reach maturity. At that point it became so large and so

diverse that it had few common interests and splintered.

When Denegothera was elected, The People had opted for the Indian

A√airs rules making the o≈ce of chief a lifetime incumbency. This choice
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gave Denegothera a solid hold on his o≈ce, and his time of political leader-

ship spanned the transition of the Chipewyan from a residentially scattered

hunting society to a largely sedentary village society. From the time of his

election, Denegothera became a professional politician. He curtailed his

hunting and trapping activities and settled at Discha, later at Mission, be-

coming one of the first people to take up village life. In spite of his origin

among those who hunted and trapped in the Northwest Territories, he built

his political base around the concerns of the Dene majority nucleating into

the settlement.

If the priest’s position in the early 1950s was that of a broker to the outside

world, that position was based upon his racial acceptability to the white

world and to the control of communication that came from his designation

by the white world as the only person fluent in both languages. The chief and

council were the formal liaison between the Mission People and the outside

world, and all government resources were channeled through them. De-

negothera maintained his position through his control over the allocation of

government resources and the o≈cial flow of information from the Dene

community to the white world.

Denegothera had total control of the Chipewyan side of the political

process. The council, formally a counterweight to the influence of the chief,

was completely controlled by him. Over the years he had managed to strip

the council of its power by removing or adding members as he saw fit. The

chief and council made up the list of individuals to receive the new houses

and distributed the treaty goods (rifle shells, fishnets, and so forth) delivered

to the Dene each year to honor the treaty obligations of the Canadian

government. The white Indian agent would allow only the chief or a coun-

cillor to approach him to correct errors in Ration payments. O≈cially, the

chief and council alone consulted on the list of persons to receive Ration

payments each month, but in practice the Indian agent consulted with the

manager of the Hudson’s Bay Company store (‘‘the Bay’’) to try and deter-

mine the previous month’s income of individual Dene families before deter-

mining the amount of Rations assistance they were to receive. These uno≈-

cial consultations were the bane of local politics as a means by which both

‘‘the Bay’’ and the Church enforced their various agendas through the re-

ward or punishment of Dene individuals and families.

How the despised Denegothera remained chief was a painful mystery to

the local whites (Sharp 1991). At times it was a mystery to the Dene them-
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selves. How a man could support a family without working or trapping on

the chief ’s yearly stipend of fifteen dollars supplemented by Rations vouch-

ers, his gambling winnings, and the expense account for his o≈cial visits to

the outside world was a deep mystery to everyone. There were whispered

allegations of misappropriated funds and mysterious sources of revenue, all

most probably unfounded.

Denegothera, who did not speak English, adopted me as his letter writer

as a way to escape the control of the priest. My first glimpse of the way he

maintained his power came while reading to him a letter from a Toronto

charity that wished to give used clothing to the residents of Mission in what

promised to be a distribution of substantial proportions.∑ From the wording

and tone of the letter it was obvious that the charity had been previously

stung by charges of patronizing Indians and wished to use local political

figures in order to avoid further embarrassment. Mission was poor in the

early winter of 1970. Caribou were scarce, and fur prices were low. There

were no jobs to be had, and The People were having a hard time obtaining

enough to eat, let alone money or credit to buy clothing.

I read the letter to Denegothera and watched as the interpreter translated.

Networks, redistribution points, scarce resources, Saints, and Bigmen—

all the hot theoretical issues of my youth—danced through my mind as I

awaited the chance to see Denegothera occasion the power that maintained

his position through his shrewd appropriation and control of the scarce

resources he would later allocate to the community.

Denegothera thought briefly about the o√er from the Toronto charity,

then replied that he ‘‘wanted a pair of size 34 pants.’’

I was stunned. Denegothera showed no awareness of the power and

prestige that would flow to him from his role in distributing the badly

needed clothing. In shocked disbelief I drew upon my student understand-

ing of theory and explained the situation to him in terms he surely would

understand: unlimited clothing for everyone, he would be the one to give it

away, the one to receive credit for obtaining it and distributing it. Everyone

at Mission who wanted clothing would receive it from his hand. Surely this

astute practitioner of semi–Stone Age economics and politics could not fail

to grasp the significance of this event that years of study of various powerful

theoretical models had made obvious to me.

We watched each other carefully while the interpreter conveyed my words

to him. Of such stu√ do charitable intentions die and abstract models meet
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social reality. Denegothera quickly repeated his answer. He ‘‘still wanted a

pair of size 34 pants.’’

Denegothera kept power not because of what he got for The People of

Mission but because of what he could keep individual people at Mission

from getting. Month after month the Ration list came from Indian A√airs

and recalcitrant opponents found themselves short of Rations or without

them entirely. Denegothera alone could go to Indian A√airs to set things

right so that after a week or so of deprivation the error would be corrected.

The Indian Agent stormed at the damn chief and his ine≈ciency, knocking

people o√ the list only to put them back on later. The Dene knew where the

power lay and whom not to cross. Each spring Indian A√airs provided the

nets, traps, and rifle shells called for by treaty for distribution to the Mission

Dene on Treaty Day. Each year the items went into the footlocker in De-

negothera’s house. He gave them freely or sold them cheaply to his allies and

not so cheaply or not at all to his opponents. He gambled with the shells.

Sometimes, he even gave them to his opponents if it was widely known that

they were in real need.

The theoretical models were incomplete. Denegothera led not by provid-

ing but by blocking, by bringing deprivation or easing his support of the

factors that had brought deprivation. White Canada had declared that the

chief was the only point of formal contact between the Dene and the govern-

ment, that Denegothera alone was empowered to act for The People or be

heard by the white government. He and he alone was the legitimate Indian

contact point with the outside world. When fundamentalist missionaries

arrived by ski-plane one winter it was Denegothera who told The People to

use their tracts for toilet paper and told the missionaries to leave because

they were ‘‘going to hell’’ for not being Catholic. When the government tried

to start commercial fishing, Denegothera stopped it through his obstrep-

erous demands and his greed. When representatives from the Indian Co-Op

at La Ronge came to Mission to o√er The People a market for their bead-

work at two and a half times the rate they were receiving from the Hudson’s

Bay Company, he ran them o√. Denegothera had a standard speech: The

People needed more Rations and should administer them themselves.∏ That

speech was the o≈cial response of the Mission Chipewyan to every question

Canada asked of them. He delivered this speech to tourists, geographers,

game o≈cials, and government employees. He once had it translated and

transcribed and then mailed it to Queen Elizabeth in England. He wrote
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letters to the ‘‘big boss’’ in La Ronge, Prince Albert, Regina, Ottawa, and

London. He wrote to the queen several times, once trying to sell her his old

caribou-hide coat for a thousand dollars after he heard that she had been

presented with a bu√alo robe by another Indian group. His reputation

spread all over the northern part of the province. Every letter he wrote was,

in the jargon of the whites, ‘‘circular filed.’’ The local whites detested him

(Sharp 1991). The bureaucrats despised him. Every plea he made was met

with contempt. Only the politicians listened; there were not many votes at

Mission, but they were cheap.

Denegothera was e√ective in dealing with the white world because of the

reputation he had established among the white bureaucrats for ignorance,

greed, and incompetence. Of the substance of his reputation Denegothera

was either unaware or unconcerned. The e√ect of his reputation was what

concerned him. By law, all of the formal dealings of the Canadian govern-

ment with the Mission Dene had to pass through him. He did not answer

letters. He did not fill out forms. He did not respond to requests or queries

for information. He was nearly immune to threats. Mostly, the representa-

tives of the Crown did not even bother to try and deal with him. His

determined insistence upon his wishes and his absolute refusal to respond to

the bureaucratic forms demanded by the Canadian government resulted in a

near paralysis in their dealings with the Mission Dene. The whites thought

him a fool, but for twenty-three years this remarkable man blocked or

slowed virtually all the programs of deliberate social change that whites tried

to initiate at Mission. Often the very knowledge that he would have to be in-

volved with a program was enough to kill any attempt to implement it there.

For those twenty-three years of his term of o≈ce, The People of Mission

lived behind a protective barrier they did not know existed, a barrier that let

them control the pace and tone of their adjustment to the expanding influ-

ence of the imperialistic new Canada that existed beyond their homeland.

Denegothera was a small and slight man, but he could sometimes be a man

of no small presence. One remarkable display of his power was relayed to me

by a distinguished Canadian anthropologist accompanying a delegation of

Cree and Sioux visiting Mission to extend the constituency and influence

of a Saskatchewan Indian organization. By this time Denegothera was no

longer the chief at Mission, and he had no basis for attending the meeting.

He simply came, sat with his peculiar poker face, and said nothing. At the
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end of the meeting, when he joined the line to be paid for attending, his

manner was too much for the Cree members of the delegation. They paid

him rather than risk the power/knowledge of this strange man in this

strange world so far from their home.

If Denegothera maintained power by frustrating the intentions of the

white world and by selectively denying and then delivering the benefits of

that white world to his own people, gossip was the means by which he

translated his actions into political e√ectiveness. Inkoze played a curious role

in Denegothera’s maintenance of his position as chief. He had a reputation

as a healer at Wollaston Lake and Brochet. Even before I went to the field I

had heard from the late James G. E. Smith that a man with such a reputation

lived at Mission. Jim was then working for the National Museum of Man

and engaged in fieldwork at Brochet. He did not know to whom the reputa-

tion belonged, just that there was a healer at Mission who was held in high

regard by the Brochet Dene but whose name they did not reveal. Dene-

gothera’s reputation there was so great that people from Brochet sometimes

chartered aircraft to fly him from Mission to heal their sick.

His reputation for inkoze did not extend to his home settlement. When

visitors with reputations for power/knowledge came to Mission they stayed

at his house and performed there. He knew the Magic Boy and all the other

men of notable power/knowledge in the region, but The People of Mission

did not credit him with power/knowledge. Most Mission Dene laughed at

the idea of his having real power/knowledge. They pointed out that he was

afraid to break up fights, that he was afraid of bear and had never killed one,

that he did not hunt, and that he did not trap. All he did was gamble and get

along with the ‘‘Old Women.’’ If he had inkoze it was no more than the

mundane dose to which any man might aspire.π

Gossip is a fickle thing, especially when dealing with those close at hand,

but it is also a primary mechanism of social control in Chipewyan society.

The Dene had it right about Denegothera; he ‘‘got along with the Old

Women.’’ Individually, the ‘‘Old Women’’ of Mission occupy positions that

are categorically low in status, but collectively they exercise substantial

power (Sharp 1976, 1994a). Femaleness among the Dene is not a highly

valued symbolic category. To be an old woman brings no public respect.

Being an old woman can, and usually does, mean that that woman has access

to a large number of her own children and grandchildren as well as to the

children and grandchildren of her siblings, most all of whom have them-
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selves married and developed networks of kin and a≈nes. Each of those

‘‘Old Women’’ sits at the apex of a wide-reaching network of junior kin and

a≈nes, and along each of those networks she has free access for communica-

tion with the expectation that what she has to say will be heard. The old

women are the mothers and grandmothers of all of Mission, and they are

individually connected by ties of sentiment to the entire community. From

those ties of sentiment and the access they provide—in a society where

political enfranchisement is the power to speak and be heard—come power

and influence. Denegothera assiduously courted the old women of Mission,

and their ability to move information along the communication networks

centered about each of them was a major factor in maintaining his political

base within the community.

By 1972, Denegothera could no longer stem the tide of change at Mission. He

lost his exclusive access to the Indian agent when a Dene from Discha was

appointed to the position. That appointment was one of a series of changes

in the bureaucratic structures that administered Mission, and it came at a

time when there was a general increase in English-language proficiency

among the Mission Dene. A series of younger rivals were receiving strong

support from the local whites, and there was a cumulative frustration from

the governmental bureaucracies demanding the removal of Denegothera. It

was a period of uncertainty, turmoil, and promise. There was enormous

pressure on the white world to get the Mission Dene under control. The

energy crisis was on the horizon, and there were uranium deposits that

needed to be developed. The new precedent of the Alaskan Natives’ land

claims settlement and the halting negotiations over James Bay carried the

fear of much greater costs if settlement were delayed. The band was per-

suaded to switch to the rules of election making the chieftaincy subject to

periodic election and, in the turmoil, an election was held and the son of one

of Denegothera’s original allies was elected chief (Sharp 1975, 1986, 1987).

Gossip is blind and uncaring. It is blind to truth and facts and uncaring of

the havoc it can wreak in the lives of its subjects. Anyone who was a member

of a birth cohort that passed through its period of sexual awakening in a

North American secondary school is fully aware of the unfairness of gossip

and its power to inflict pain. Talking about things orders and explains the

experiences of Dene life. The very act of talking to others moves experience
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from the individual to the social, where the fact that experience is shared is

far more significant than the nature of the experience itself. Shared experi-

ence, shared reality, need not be logical, coherent, or true. It need only be

shared to form the context within which human lives and human actions are

ascribed meaning.

If the mechanisms that had maintained Denegothera in o≈ce were fairly

subtle, the role of talking about things in driving the newly elected chief

from o≈ce displayed the worst features of a gossip system. The newly elected

chief retained neither support nor his o≈ce for very long. He lost the

support of the government when he refused to sign the papers to make

Mission a reserve and instead insisted upon negotiating over land. His stated

definition of a good chief as ‘‘one who breaks the government’’ cost him the

support of the local whites. One of the most e√ective means the white world

uses to control the Dene is the sudden enforcement of laws, practices, and

regulations that have been previously unknown. The tactic is used most

e√ectively by new rcmp o≈cers under pressure to increase arrest rates and

make their own records look better. What had been represented as a five-

thousand-dollar expense account for the new chief to attend meetings on

behalf of the band was suddenly determined to be a double signature ac-

count intended for the band’s use. Rumors flew that the new chief was about

to be charged with misappropriation of band funds.

What finally drove the new chief from o≈ce was not the threats of white

bureaucrats but a gossip morality play about drunkenness and sexual mis-

conduct. The Chipewyan tend toward the austere regarding the public dis-

play of a√ection, sexuality, and nudity, although their conceptions of what

constitutes each of these is quite di√erent from those of Western cultures in

North America. Ribald behavior is not appropriate in the presence of certain

categories of kin but quite acceptable in their absence. It is quite permissible

to joke with sisters and sisters-in-law, but not in quite the manner or about

quite the same topics as with non-kin. Private displays of sexuality among

persons of appropriate kin and age status are normal, but public expression

of sexuality is frowned upon. The Chipewyan are not a people who slavishly

express a√ection in any case. A stylized handshake is the appropriate re-

sponse to first seeing a spouse, sweetheart, or kinsman who has not been

seen for months.

The new chief and his wife were visiting Birchtown and staying at the

home of that village’s chief. During the course of their visit the new chief had
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far too much to drink one night. He drunkenly grabbed his wife and began

to undress her, publicly exposing her genitals before retiring with her to the

privacy of a back room. This action was consonant with a form of male

assertion of supremacy (as well as hostility, control, and in a curious sense,

respect for her status if not for her personhood) in which men expose and

comment possessively upon their wife’s genitals before an audience of

other males.

Word of the new chief ’s action spread quickly at Birchtown and soon

reached Mission, where it was rapidly disseminated throughout the commu-

nity. Three days later, when he and his wife returned to Mission on a char-

tered aircraft, they shamefacedly rushed home. The new chief did not ap-

pear in public for three days after his return, and his wife was not seen

in public for another week. The gossip stemming from this incident was

choice. Other, more political gossip related to his dealing with the whites,

but the stories of this event removed his last vestiges of legitimacy. A special

election was held that summer, and he was voted out of o≈ce.

To castigate the chief for sexual misconduct by making a joke is, as Marcel

Mauss put it, ‘‘a total social phenomenon’’ (Mauss 1967). The joke is at once

moral, religious, political, and humorous, a statement of position and al-

liance, and many other things besides. The separation of politics from repu-

tation, inkoze, morality, and most other issues is both an analytical strategy

and an artifact resulting from the demands of writing about them. The Dene

live these experiences without any separation between them.

Dene life is much denser in social relationships than is typical of the world

that lies to the south of them. For all the vast space and great distances in this

land, the Chipewyan are rarely alone. Adult men can gain temporary soli-

tude in their bush activities, but their life in camp or village is as open to the

view of others as are the lives of women (Foucault 1979). Privacy, in the

Western sense, does not exist. The Dene have strong cultural conventions

about the kind of behavior that is seen and that which is not seen, what to

comment on and what not to comment on, but the possibility of observa-

tion is always present. The very density of social relationships and the omni-

present potential to be observed—and for that which is observed to be com-

mented upon—allow for a system of social coercion of staggering power.
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Talking about things as part of the process by which humans observe/

measure the indeterminate chaos of individual experience to create a shared

reality shows in why the Chipewyan regarded ‘‘just Phil shooting at a loon’’

as a su≈cient explanation for all the shooting that August day at Foxholm

Lake. Like so many things that involve inkoze, that explanation involves

Dene uses of time, which, if we hold to our own ideas of the relationship

between time and events, make Dene ideas of causality seem a chaotic

nightmare.

From our perspective, the Dene interpretation of the encounter makes

e√ect not only precede cause but determine it. Through our use of English

we understand that ‘‘just Phil shooting at a loon’’ was a su≈cient explana-

tion because the potential actualities of Phil’s future experiences, reputation,

and development that might come to be actualized in the course of his later

life were immanent within the part of his experiences, reputation, and de-

velopment that had already been actualized in his life. That, as a sentence

and as a set of ideas, is a mouthful.

This encounter with the loon was a hunt, the ritual activity that enacts the

inverted sacrifice paradigm that orders the relationship between the Dene

and inkoze. A hunt shifts the ordinary experience of causality into the full

non-Euclidean geometry of time and causality that mark inkoze. The mean-

ing of the encounter within that warped geometry was not determinable

when the encounter occurred.∞

Within Chipewyan reality, what the ‘‘event’’ is, what the ‘‘event’’ means,

cannot be known until related ‘‘events’’ have played themselves out through
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time and space to reveal the meaning of the original ‘‘event.’’ The ‘‘event’’ was

not one that was organized by time and bounded by the now but an ‘‘event’’

that organized time.≤ Within this framework of causality, the boundaries

and meaning of this encounter have to be seen within the history—past and

future—of Phil’s life and his ties to loon in inkoze.≥ Full and immediate

explanation is not determined by ‘‘events.’’ It is as if the Dene put meaning

and interpretation on hold until the rest of the ‘‘event’’ becomes visible as

time passes. Only then can the original ‘‘event’’ be understood and its correct

meaning determined.

Within our framework of reality there occurred, at a specifiable time and

place, an event whose meaning could be interpreted, whose nature could be

fully understood, and that could be fixed in time and forgotten. Within

Dene reality there occurred at the same place not an event that could be

interpreted and frozen in time but a contact with inkoze whose nature was

known but whose meaning would remain undetermined for years to come.

Insanity and inkoze are both associated with the head. The distinction be-

tween the two is not a clear one. Inkoze can lead to insanity while insanity

may be distinguishable from inkoze only by the fact that inkoze produces

concrete results. These two things are not discrete states but aspects of

causality that can only be inferred from behavior and the consequences

of behavior. Throughout his life Phil has walked the borderline between

insanity and inkoze. This relationship began when Phil was a toddler. While

playing with friends he received a hammer blow to the back of his head.

The force of the blow was severe enough to have fractured his skull and ex-

posed his brain. The wound refused to heal, and for years he endured a sup-

purating wound exposing his skull and brain. Phil was treated by both West-

ern and Native medicine, but the wound remained open until he reached

adolescence.∂

Before Phil was old enough to talk he began to have fierce and violent

dreams that continued for years. In some of these dreams he acted out

violent wrestling matches with the creatures of his dreams. Once, during

a particularly violent dream he had at home while in his early teens, he

grabbed a knife to fight o√ the being in his dream. His father took hold of

him and attempted to wrestle him to the ground to protect other family

members from injury, and he narrowly escaped having his hand severed.

In Mission Dene reality the beings of inkoze must take the initiative and
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come to the person to whom they seek to give inkoze. Individuals may not

seek out beings of inkoze and ask for power. There is no vision quest in

Mission Dene culture. In strong contrast to practice among the Athapaskan

peoples of the American Southwest, the beings of inkoze that come to the

Mission Dene are not bound or regulated by traditional rituals or songs

(Basso 1976). The beings of inkoze remain in absolute control of their rela-

tionship with individual Chipewyan and may punish them or withdraw

from the relationship at whim.

The term ‘‘pity’’ is sometimes heard. In the relationships between the

peoples of the American Northern Great Plains and the supernatural beings

that aid them, being in a pitiful state often elicits sympathy from super-

natural beings or has a coercive aspect compelling them to assist an individ-

ual in that state (see, e.g., Radin 1990: 118, 214). Being pitiful has no coercive

power over the beings of inkoze.∑ For an individual Dene to be reduced to a

pitiful state might prompt a being of inkoze to aid them, and many stories of

receiving power/knowledge involve those who are destitute, abandoned,

orphaned, or being mistreated by their relatives. However, being in that state

in no way coerces a being of inkoze to assist a person or to enter into a

relationship with a person. Being pitiful is more likely to generate hostility

or disgust from one of these beings than it is to garner sympathy or help.

One of the ways beings of inkoze can come to a man is by attacking him

during his dreams. He must fight o√ the being of inkoze during the dreams,

otherwise he will die. If he successfully overpowers the being of inkoze

during the dreams, he then enters into a relationship with that being and is

given power/knowledge. From the time that Phil could talk, his brothers

questioned him about the nature of his dreams. After years of persistent

e√orts they finally prompted Phil to reveal that snake was coming to him in

his dreams and attempting to kill him. If Phil had not been able to resist

snake, he would have died. By successfully fighting him o√, Phil should have

gained power/knowledge in the relationship that his resistance should have

led to.

I am unable to say if control over snake would have resulted from a

victory but am inclined to think not. It seems not to be a case of mastery

over the source of inkoze but of establishing a relationship by proving

oneself deserving of inkoze. The relationship between a man and a being of

inkoze that has chosen to aid him—‘‘likes him’’ is the operative English

phrase—is a secret one. By finally telling his brothers that it was snake, Phil
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o√ended that being of inkoze and it withdrew from him.∏ Revealing this

power source provided only a temporary respite. In a short while Phil began

to dream again, although less violently and less frequently. The new dreams

also featured snake but one of a di√erent appearance and manner.

Phil’s behavior was often violent, with mercurial transitions between

rage, violence, compassion, and tears. As a youth his parents took him to the

priest, who was often used as a shaman, to remove the visitations of snake

and help him gain control of himself, but the priest’s actions had little e√ect

upon him. As Phil grew into his teens and became stronger and more mobile

in the social world, concern about his behavior spread beyond his family

and immediate neighbors. Paul was a man with far more than the normal

power/knowledge. He had placed his healing power in abeyance when I

knew him, but neither he nor the local segolia were able to control Phil’s

behavior.π As he grew, the formal Canadian institutions at Mission began to

take notice of him. He was expelled from school for fighting and, following

this, ultimately sent to Saskatoon for psychiatric evaluation and treatment.

In Saskatoon, it was decided that he was mildly retarded. He was placed

on medication and sent home. Phil was anything but retarded, but his in-

ability to prevent sudden violent emotional reactions was unabated. A few

years later Phil again came to the attention of the local authorities and was

placed under the jurisdiction of the medical system and sent to the hospital

at Uranium City for diagnosis. The hospital there forwarded him on to

mental health authorities in Prince Albert for further diagnosis and treat-

ment. When put on the plane to Prince Albert, Phil understood the authori-

ties to tell him he was going home to Mission.∫ The flight from Uranium

City to Prince Albert had to make a stop at Discha, and when it did, believ-

ing he was free to go home, Phil tried to get o√ the plane. His protests that he

was to go home were ignored, and he was overpowered by the flight crew

and taken on to Prince Albert in confinement. This provided a choice bit of

gossip for Mission as well as considerable anguish for his parents, who only

learned of the events through the ensuing gossip. Phil’s frantic parents

phoned me, and I was able to find out for them where Phil was and what was

happening to him. At Prince Albert he was diagnosed as schizophrenic

rather than retarded and placed on medication. He spent a few months in

occupational therapy working on a farm, which he rather enjoyed, before

becoming too lonely and being allowed to return home.

In the fall of 1975, Phil was still supposed to be on phenobarbital for his
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‘‘schizophrenia.’’ He had dozens of phenobarbital tablets. Neither he nor

anyone else in his extended kin group knew quite what they were or just how

dangerous they could be. They were simply Phil’s medicine, which he some-

times took if he felt a burst of rage coming on. At one point, a five-year-old

boy got into the medication and scattered dozens of tablets around the

cabin. Fortunately, respect for nydie kept the youngster from taking any. Phil

himself would sometimes throw down a few if he felt bad, but they had been,

by and large, supplanted by more e√ective medicines provided by one of the

first of the traveling Cree medicine men to come to Mission. His nydie for

Phil was based upon reeds and water plants taken from a lake where there

had been an appearance of the Madonna. These plants, steeped in hot water

and taken as a drink, succeeded where all other treatments had failed.Ω

Inkoze ultimately is knowledge, and knowledge is the power to produce

concrete results: animals killed, animals trapped, races won, targets hit,

people healed, people punished by sorcery, card games won—all the com-

petitive activities men engage in that have a clear outcome. Inkoze is a

performance system, and without sustained performance there is no accep-

tance that an individual has power/knowledge. At the time of the loon

encounter, Phil displayed all of the aspects of behavior that demonstrate

strong inkoze except for self-control and the ability to consistently produce

positive results from his actions. The factors that produced his erratic be-

havior could be construed as revealing inkoze, but they could also be con-

strued as the results of insanity. There was ample evidence to interpret him

either way.

In spite of his occasional brilliant performances, Phil had not yet demon-

strated that he could consistently perform successfully the male activities

that allude to power/knowledge. Though he clearly was associated with

inkoze, the consensus outside his family seemed to be that he was crazy.

These issues in Phil’s history were known to all the Mission Dene to some

degree in their details and to all Mission Dene as a judgment on him as a

person. The history of each person is carried in the gossip that circulates

about them, but this gossip is not just a history. It is a series of shared

judgments about each person that are made within in the gossip system and

serve as the basis for interpreting a person’s future actions.

It is in this context of Phil as a failing or failed medicine man that we must

interpret the loon hunt and the explanation given for it. Erratic behavior is a

possible sign of inkoze, so it was not surprising that a magical loon should
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appear around Phil, but as the only di√erentiation between insanity and

inkoze lies in the results that the person produces, his failure to display

control over either himself or events indicated that he was not a person

of power.

Explanations are e√ects. They are ad hoc responses to events intended

to provide order, meaning, and intelligibility in human life. Explanations

are also causes. Explanation creates events by giving meaning to them, and

once it is collectively assigned, that meaning then determines the nature of

the events. The Chipewyan at Foxholm Lake, all the Chipewyan at Fox-

holm Lake, knew Phil either from their own personal experience of him or

through the gossip history that surrounded him. The interrelationship be-

tween that personal experience and gossip history that guides the collective

assignment of meaning to the encounter with the loon shows in the nature

of Phil’s life after that day at Foxholm Lake.

Shortly after our early return from Foxholm Lake in late November, Phil

became involved with a young woman and lived with her before she—

wisely—left him for being abusive. They had one child. His behavior re-

mained erratic with rapid lapses into tears or bursts of violence, but his

general pattern of behavior was more controlled than it had been when he

was younger. He married a few years later and became a father for the second

time. During that marriage, he worked at the mine in Uranium City and

earned a decent income for his family. His behavior was more controlled

than in his first relationship, but alcohol became a problem. His marriage

lasted for several years but broke up when the mine closed and he was unable

to find work. He resumed trapping and bush life, but his wife had no truck

with bush life and left him.

After the breakup of his marriage, Phil alternated between time in the

bush and wage labor. Phil tries hard to keep himself actively working when

he is not in the bush. He contributes erratically (he was only in the commu-

nity erratically) to the upkeep of his last child—the mother of his first child

has severed all relations with him. His work history has been checkered. For

long periods he vanishes into the bush, traveling hundreds of miles by canoe

out onto the barren grounds or making long winter trips by snowmobile. He

would prefer to travel by dog team but recognizes that he cannot trust

himself to keep a team without killing the dogs in a burst of rage. He has
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made a number of long winter trips, including one snowmobile trip all the

way to Churchill on Hudson Bay. When he is not in the bush, Phil works

until some incident sets o√ an outburst of violence and he ends up in jail for

a short stretch. In the winter of 1992, after my last visit, Phil was mocked and

attacked by a knife-wielding ex-girlfriend in the band o≈ce at Mission.∞≠

Phil responded to her attack by disarming her and beating her soundly.

There were no witnesses, and it was Phil who was taken before the court. He

was banished into the bush in the Northwest Territories for a year but was

unable to remain away that long and was sent to jail when he returned.

This pattern of alternating life in the bush with life at Mission mixed with

episodic travel or work away from Mission has continued to the present. In

1998, Phil was living in Saskatoon. He had been sent yet again to a mental

hospital for observation and diagnosis with again inconclusive results. A

rather charismatic individual at times, Phil exerted such an attraction on

one of the nurses that she began dating him during his stay in spite of it

being against the rules. When their liaison was discovered, the nurse was

fired and she and Phil continued their relationship for some months after

his release. Phil returned to Mission in 1999, shortly before the death of his

mother in early summer. Her death was a heavy blow to him and he had

di≈culty coping with it, but by the summer of 2000 he seemed to have

recovered.

In the years following the breakup of his marriage, Phil actively explored

not only Dene culture but the culture of other First Nations groups with

which he has come in contact. He has become an accomplished singer and

drummer, and both activities are a regular part of his life. His fascination

with traditional Dene culture and that of other First Nations cultures has led

him not only to innovate in Dene culture but to also be an agent for the

introduction of elements from those cultures. It was Phil I first heard refer to

‘‘mother earth’’ in the summer of 1992. In the early 1980s, he and a few

friends were exploring the use of the sweat lodge, a custom whose practice

had long vanished by the 1960s. The Mission Dene retained an interest in the

sweat lodge, often pointing out the scars near old camping sites that had

been made by sweat lodges and the smaller shaking tents, but the Dene no

longer made them. The form of sweat lodge Phil and his friends reinvented

was based on the practice of other cultures and were much larger than those

The People had used earlier.

Phil explored the idea of the vision quest as found farther south and
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actively sought visions. This defiance of Mission Dene practice was probably

tolerated only because interest in inkoze was coming to be seen as less

relevant to the new micro-urban environment at Mission. The results of his

dreams and visions were expressed not only in religious constructions in the

bush but in artistic work. He became an accomplished artist who took

delight in creating works of composite materials completely lacking any of

the technological products of the white world.∞∞

Inkoze is knowledge, inkoze is power, and inkoze is the ability to use knowl-

edge to produce results. Although Phil remains actively and openly inter-

ested in inkoze, he still has never been able to display the consistent control

of himself and the world he lives in that is its hallmark. The phenomena of

inkoze occur all around him. He is almost like a conduit for inkoze, and it is

not possible to be long around him without encountering manifestations of

it. Most men who heal with plants must dream of them. As Phil walks

through the world the plants sing out to him even through the snows of

winter, telling him their locations and their uses. He says, ‘‘I see medicine

everywhere. . . . I know it.’’ Power/knowledge surrounds Phil, but he does

not control it.

When we encountered that loon, I was the first to see it. The man from

Birchtown fired ten times at it. Yet, because of what Phil was and because of

all that was known by these Chipewyan about what Phil was and might

become, that contact with the loon was immediately associated with Phil.

Because of what he was, because of what he has become, and because of what

he is yet to become, ‘‘just Phil shooting at a loon’’ was a su≈cient explana-

tion in Chipewyan reality for why those two men fired thirty shots at that

loon that lovely day in August of 1975.
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The process of allocating meaning gives physical phenomena their order and

creates a determinate and intelligible reality. It is the daily life analog to the

use of instruments and recorded observations for measurement in science.

There are two analogies that express what I mean by a ‘‘field of meaning.’’ Of

the two, the first is the easier to understand, but the second is more accurate

and has greater explanatory power. Both analogies allow for the possibility

that meaning is something potentially subject to scientific measurement, but

in their use here they are analogies—analytical metaphors for interpreting

and explaining social behavior rather than science.

The first analogy is to a magnetic field. A field of meaning is a property of

socialness. It is generated by social beings. Human culture generates a field

of meaning that encompasses all of humanity. Individual cultures generate

fields of meaning of lesser breadth and intensity. The fields of meaning

generated by individual cultures vary slightly from each other, and there can

be slightly varying local spaces within a cultural field of meaning. (The

analogy would be neater if magnetic fields had frequencies that vary like

radio waves.)

Not everything that comes into contact with a field of meaning will

respond to it, just as some objects do not respond to magnetism. The fact

that iron is magnetic does not mean that it does not have physical and chem-

ical properties that are independent of its magnetic properties. By the same

token, there are events and processes that do not respond to meaning. How-

ever, when dealing with an object that is responsive to magnetism, it is im-

possible to understand it adequately without taking into account the e√ects
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magnetic forces have upon it. In the same manner, the behavior of human

beings (and other social species) can only be understood by taking into

account the culturally generated fields of meaning within which they exist.

The second analogy is to the concept of a dimension in the physical

universe. The universe consists of an unknown number of dimensions, with

seven the most frequently cited minimum number I have encountered.∞

Within Western reality, the first four dimensions are subject to human

perception. The remaining dimensions are not discernible. The ones that are

perceptible are unfolded; the imperceptible remainder are folded.

In the terms of the analogy, meaning constitutes a dimension that lies

beyond the four recognized in the Western understanding of reality; it is a

dimension that is present—unfolded—in the presence of a social species.

Any locus or event fixed by the four coordinates of space-time is di√erent for

beings that respond to the additional dimension—meaning—than it is for

beings that are unable to respond to that—for them—folded dimension.

What Western thought regards as physical reality is what it sees as events and

processes occurring in the absence (folding) of meaning.

The variances in the fields of meaning generated by human cultures

create slightly di√erent physical and social universes as a function of those

variations in meaning. The influence of meaning upon what a Western

perspective sees as physical reality is limited. Although limited, it is nonethe-

less real. An observer from one field of meaning will often find the e√ects of

meaning upon physical and social reality within another field of meaning

virtually imperceptible. It is a little like trying to understand the music of a

culture if you are not able to hear some of the frequencies it uses in its music.

Meaning is shared experience, but it is also emotion. Meaning is a social

rather than an individual phenomenon even though it exists at both the

individual and the social levels. Individuals seek meaning, create meaning,

and are influenced by meaning, but it is only at the social level that meaning

is a causal force in creating a shared reality. The linkage of meaning, shared

experience, and emotion is essential to understanding fields of meaning as a

causal force in the creation of reality. I take it as the import of the essays by

Raymond Firth, Mark Hobart, and David J. Park in Joanna Overing’s Reason

and Morality (1985), supported by my comprehension of aspects of contem-

porary physiological understanding of the operation of the mind (see, e.g.,

Gazzaniga 1985), that emotion is the primary thought process within the

human organism. Human beings think first with emotion and, as an aspect
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of explaining themselves to themselves (Gazzaniga 1985), translate that emo-

tional reasoning into the forms we recognize as rational and symbolic.

Emotion is the link between the operation of the individual and the

operation of the social within the individual human organism. It is the

operating system that drives socialness within the individual.

The interaction of this use of meaning and the contrasting ideas of time

already considered enable a model of reality quite di√erent from that framed

by either our science or our folk physics. If we return to the analogy of a

surface and now presume a surface to represent reality, a suitable metaphor

for the surface, for reality, becomes that of something akin to a pangolin’s

skin. Pangolins are covered by scales composed of matted hair. The scales are

large, irregular, and overlapping. The surface, the reality they form, is not

smooth and continuous but irregular and disjointed. The appearance of a

pangolin’s skin, the appearance of reality, must be socially constructed out of

the irregularities of overlapping and disjunctive scales.

Humans use the disjointed and irregular experience of living to construct

reality through shared experience and shared symbols. The nature of the

reality that humans construct need not be seamless and uniform but may be

disjointed, discontinuous, and irregular. Individual humans are sometimes

able to perceive these disjunctions and discontinuities, but the social pro-

cesses of cultural life—the sharing of meaning between individuals—tends to

smooth disjunctions and discontinuities into what seems to be a seamless

flow of experience.

The role given a field of meaning in generating reality is not a denial of

what we already know about reality but the recognition of an added bit of

complexity in it. As far as we know, the universe created by the first four

dimensions exists whether or not a fifth dimension is unfolded.≤ Stars are

born and die—so far as we know—without reference to the unfolding of a

fifth dimension through the presence of social beings in the universe. Never-

theless, the unfolding of meaning, of a fifth dimension, is a real phenome-

non whose e√ects are inescapable. Its unfolding is the di√erence between

an archaeological (or paleontological) site and an indeterminate patch

of ground.

The root of these propositions lies in the fact that humans are social

animals. There is no social compact. There has never been a social compact.

We and our ancestors have been social animals almost as far back in the

fossil record as we can read. We, as individuals, are not the unique creators
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of and manipulators of our universe but iterations of shared sets of cultural

symbols and values. Looking at humans in these terms bears thinking about

precisely because our culture is so committed to the idea of individualism

that our political, philosophical, and intellectual history is one of hundreds

of years of denying the implications of our nature as social beings.

We humans are a species rather than a series of species. The uniformity of

being human overrides the variations of belonging to an individual culture

but does not eliminate them. For several generations of scholarship it has

been customary in anthropology to neglect the examination of human cul-

ture as a whole for the examination of the specificity of individual cultures,

to ignore the whole in favor of the part.

In spite of the power given here to cultural variation to generate genuinely

di√erent realities, the di√erences between these realities are slight. All the

di√erent cultures of humanity are but iterations of a common set of organiz-

ing principles. The common set of organizing principles that makes—and

keeps—us human results from a single survival practice developed by our

hominid ancestors that unalterably transformed our ancestors and the path

of their subsequent evolution. The basic pattern of primate subsistence is for

animals to live within a group but for each individual animal within the

group to gather its own food and feed itself.

At some time and place unknown to us, our ancestors extended this

pattern to include organized hunting.≥ For creatures living in a human body,

hunting is a risky and unreliable means of subsisting. Hunting is so unreli-

able that even specialized carnivores often live on the edge of starvation.

Gathering plant material is much more reliable and has provided the bulk of

the human diet at almost all times and places prior to the invention of

agriculture. It is so e√ective a way to make a living that virtually every species

survives by having each individual collect its own food.

The e√ect of hunting upon human evolution is not its nutritional e√ects

or its presumed selection for intelligence, upright posture, or any of the

other things that have been attributed to it. Taking up hunting was, in and of

itself, inconsequential to evolving fields of meaning just as adding meat to

the diet was, in and of itself, inconsequential to evolving fields of meaning.∂

What was important is that, for whatever reasons, some of our ancestral

populations began to share that which they had obtained.

Other primates share meat, and sharing meat does not seem to be the
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reason some populations of primates survive while other populations of

primates do not survive. Sometime in our ancestral past, our ancestors also

began to share plant food. It is likely that they first shared meat, but that is

neither certain nor consequential. The consequences of sharing plant foods

were enormous and might have altered the course of human evolution in

and of themselves, but the point is moot.

If sharing meat is not in itself a su≈cient explanation for the evolution of

fields of meaning, it is a precondition for it. The consequence of hunting,

shrouded in time and probably lost forever, that is critical to the evolution

of fields of meaning is organizational.∑ Where, when, or for whatever rea-

sons that organizational change occurred I have no answers. In fact, there

may have been no cause and it may have happened for no particular reason.

Neither can I postulate an order to the sequence of events leading to that

organizational change for there is no necessary order in the sequence, but

the critical step in the process came when both plant and animal foods

were shared.

This single step, even more than language, made—and keeps—us human.

For the first time in hominid history, and almost alone among mammals,

the social group became the unit of production and subsistence.∏ This sim-

ple transformation from individuals gathering their own food into a social

group that amassed and distributed food among its members spread among

our ancestral populations. It displaced all other forms of social organization.

With the sharing of food that came from two distinct sources, each requiring

di√erent techniques to obtain, came a dual form of the division of labor and

the potential to increase exponentially the number and nature of the social

ties within the group. For the first time a sexual division of labor could be

complemented by an occupational division of labor.π As the number and

nature of the social bonds within the group expanded and the mutual inter-

dependency between the members of the social group increased, the pri-

mary locus of natural selection shifted from the nature of the individual

hominid to the nature of the social organization of the group within which

the individual hominid lived. Social organization became a ‘‘thing’’ in a

sense even Durkheim never imagined (Durkheim 1951, 1964), and it was that

thing that is social organization upon which natural selection operated.

The time of this transition was brief, for in very short order this single

form of social organization replaced all other forms of social organization

that might have been present in our hominid ancestors.
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This single change in social organization is the common core to all our

diverse forms of social organization and to all our diverse variations in

culture. It is what keeps us a single species, and it is the source of the field of

meaning that socialness generates in humans.

We have been social beings from so deep in our evolutionary past that it is

inconceivable to be human and not be a social being. As social beings, it is

our membership in a social group that creates us, that creates our mind, that

creates the categories by which we think, that creates the language, prox-

emics, and posturing by which we communicate, that creates our aesthetics,

that creates our spirit/soul, and that creates our sensations and our percep-

tions. I take this simple notion—that we are social beings constructed by the

symbols and values of our cultures—so far as to assert that the ordinary

physical world we daily experience is an illusion crafted from the shared

experience of the symbols of our culture.

I suspect that the experience of trying to hold within a single mind the

interplay between life at home and life in the field leads every anthropologist

to develop an idiosyncratic view about the nature of culture. This may in fact

be one of the reasons anthropologists have learned to spend little time

talking among ourselves about the nature of culture. The analyses in this

work, directed as they are toward those few circumstances I have been

unable to explain through more conventional means, necessitate a bit of

discussion of the topic here.∫

The idea of culture as an illusion is one I take seriously. To begin with, we

take as a given that every individual human being is unique. That unique-

ness is caused not just by the slight di√erences in genetic makeup that exist

between us but primarily by the uniqueness of the experience and history

that come to each of us from living our lives as social beings. That unique-

ness, which I accept as a given, has severe consequences for the task of

attempting to explain human social life and how culture works.

If it were not for the issue of scale, there would be little di≈culty. Viewed

from a comfortable distance, human behavior merges so fully into cultural

patterns that human uniqueness all but vanishes into insignificance. (I do

not mean that di√erences between individual humans become insignificant

but only that the uniqueness of each human becomes insignificant.) It is

when we look at human behavior at a very fine scale, put it under the

microscope as it were, that the issue surfaces.
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The first consequence of the uniqueness of each individual’s life history

and experience is to make verbal communication impossible beyond a cer-

tain point of specificity of meaning. Symbols, by definition, have multiple

meanings. As a result of the uniqueness of each human’s experience, and the

meaning of that experience within each individual human mind, no symbol

can mean precisely the same thing to any two human beings. Individual

uniqueness means that full and complete communication or understanding

between any two human beings is impossible. No human can know the full

range of meaning of any symbol processed through the mind of another

human being’s unique experience.

Communication depends not upon the understanding of meaning but

upon the illusion of the understanding of meaning. We learn not to examine

communications and meaning too closely. We do not seek to find if what our

fellow cultural beings understand of experiences, words, categories, and

meanings is truly the same as is our understanding of them. For the process

of seeking the full and complete understanding of our fellow cultural beings

we substitute a reliance upon the shared understanding that can exist be-

tween us. Human social life must be conducted at a scale, at a distance from

individual uniqueness, that masks the existence of that individual unique-

ness, otherwise it would degenerate into babble, confusion, and mutual

incomprehension.

As James Gleick has noted, ‘‘Categories mislead. The ends of the con-

tinuum are of a piece with the middle’’ (Gleick 1987: 108). Mutual intel-

ligibility is achieved at the cost of the uniqueness of individual human

experience. What is substituted for it is the illusion of understanding at a

scale where the uniqueness of human experience is subordinated to that far

more powerful demand for the sharing of a comprehensible reality. Each

human being exists within a shared reality of meaning that is at odds with

their own unique individual understanding of that reality. The disjunction

between the two, between shared context and individual experience, is per-

ceptible to all humans. It is a necessity of life as a social animal. It is not clear

why we are social animals. It is simply the case that we are. As social animals

we subordinate the uniqueness of our individuality to the necessity of shar-

ing the illusion of communication and intelligibility with our fellow social

beings.

The search for mutual intelligibility is analogous to a fractal process

(Gleick 1987: 83–118). I do not care to take this analogy too far for it is not
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possible to say that the same rules apply at all scales of the process, but the

process itself, the search for the illusion of mutual intelligibility through the

sharing of meaning, exists through all the scales of existence from individual

perception and sensation to mass political phenomena in nation-states. The

power of this process and its ability to e√ect the physical world are the topics

of the next chapter.
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death by meaning

Inkoze integrates the previously discussed aspects of time, causality, and

meaning into a unified causal field. That reality is particularly e≈cacious at

altering biological processes. It is not without reason the Dene regard inkoze

as dangerous. It can be lethal.

At the height of the power and influence of the late 1960s and early 1970s

reincarnation of Lived-with-the-wolves, his legitimacy was challenged by a

man from Mission. A challenge to an established prophet was a known

factor in Dene experience. The outcomes of such a challenge were well

scripted. The most probable outcome of such a challenge is the death of the

weaker of the two figures.

The challenger to Lived-with-the-wolves was a self-acknowledged fraud, a

man who publicly claimed inkoze that others did not think he possessed and

that he himself knew he did not have. His challenge led to his death, the

death of a self-serving skeptic who became caught within the reality of what

to him was but a web of deception.

Throughout his adult life Gleacho (Big Squirrel) had wished to be re-

garded as a magic man, but the Mission Chipewyan had never thought of

him as having that degree of power/knowledge. His obvious desire for a

reputation as a magic man was one of the greatest barriers to his ever

achieving it. His attempt to deceive his community into according him a

status he had not achieved came at a time the community was particularly

attentive to the nature of traditional meanings and values. In spite of—or

perhaps because of—the changes the local space in the field of meaning was

undergoing during its adjustment to the new circumstances facing the Dene,
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the field of meaning asserted itself with such a force that the existence of the

challenger as a social being could only be tolerated if he were a dead man.

The man who challenged the Magic Boy was the son of one of the most

powerful sorcerers of the previous generation. I never heard in English any

Mission Chipewyan do other than flatly deny that any living Mission Chipe-

wyan knew enough inkoze to kill. That ability was always presented as a

thing of outsiders or of past generations. The only story of contemporary

sorcery that people would acknowledge involved a man who became in-

censed by a local woman’s a√air with a man of ambiguously close kin status.

I suspect the story was only acknowledged because of its humor, because his

sorcery was so weak that all he could do was make her hair fall out. Gleacho’s

father not only had the reputation for having the inkoze to kill but for the

inclination to use it.

A man in his mid-fifties, Gleacho had been caught breaking into a store at

Discha in his youth. The Chipewyan are not fond of thieves, and he had

never been able to overcome the loss of respect stemming from this incident.

Most men who have a reputation for inkoze achieve it through quiet compe-

tence and consistent performance. The verbal and physical performances

that lead to establishing a reputation for inkoze are often emphasized pre-

cisely by their understatement (D. M. Smith 1973: 16). Gleacho was a gar-

rulous man who often played the clown. In many ways he was too simple a

soul to project the necessary image of competence, but he was nonetheless a

very sociable and popular man.

Gleacho was quite senior in the community, but he did not have a par-

ticularly large network of kin to support a claim to inkoze. The marriages of

his children had failed to give him strategic a≈nal ties to compensate for his

lack of kin ties. Gleacho’s youngest son had been in trouble with the rcmp

several times. The lad (actually a truculent and somewhat nasty fellow) was

coping with his emerging awareness that he was gay, and he was not having

an easy time of it. His son’s homosexuality was not widely known at the time

of Lived-with-the-wolves, but his son’s troubles and emerging reputation as

a troublemaker diminished Gleacho’s prestige in the community.

Inkoze is not based upon socialness or personal popularity, and it is not

attributed lightly. Over the four decades since he had reached his teens, his

living peers and their now-deceased predecessors had failed to recognize in
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Gleacho the signs of power/knowledge. However harsh it might seem, it was

the judgment of those who had known Gleacho from his infancy to his

mature adulthood. That judgment was collective and it was cumulative,

outlasting the lives of many of the individuals who had judged the younger

Gleacho and found him lacking. When Gleacho let it be known that he

questioned the legitimacy of the Magic Boy and indicated he was going to

destroy him with his own inkoze, those statements were an a√ront to the

social body that had for so long denied that Gleacho had inkoze.

My awareness that Gleacho was challenging Lived-with-the-wolves came

in the winter of 1970, almost at the same time I learned of the Magic Boy. I

only heard of Gleacho’s challenge because there were individuals at Mission

who were so fearful of the possible consequences of Gleacho’s actions, in-

cluding even the destruction of Mission itself, that they were driven to speak

of things they would otherwise never have spoken of. Because the Magic Boy

was the Magic Boy, it was assumed that he was aware of Gleacho’s statements

and actions.∞ Most people hoped that, since Gleacho had no power/knowl-

edge and was only making a fool of himself, the Magic Boy would be tolerant

and would take no action against him. However, if Gleacho were to persist,

the consequences would be severe.

Whatever his intention, Gleacho had entered into a debate with the entire

Mission community about the nature of his social personality. The commu-

nity of Mission formed an arena within which the knowledge individual

social beings had of each other was of singular intensity. The adults over

forty years of age constituted scarcely more than a moderately sized lecture

class, but those adults had known each other throughout their entire lives in

a degree of detail almost unimaginable in contemporary North American

life. The fears The People expressed about Gleacho’s challenge to the Magic

Boy and their certainty that Gleacho had no power/knowledge were more

than casual worries. They were an o√er to Gleacho from the field of meaning

that constituted the lives of all the Dene of Mission to acknowledge that he

was being foolish and accept the humiliation that was the consequence of his

foolishness.

The Magic Boy left Birchtown after the New Year’s celebrations of 1970. In

his absence, Gleacho’s dispute with him seemed to fade, although Gleacho

made occasional claims that the Magic Boy had left the region because he
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feared Gleacho would ultimately destroy him. I do not know how widely this

claim was circulated. Those I talked to who did know of it found it both

absurd and dangerous.

I left Mission in September of 1970, and, save for a few days at Christmas

of 1970, did not return until August of 1972. When I returned, interest in the

Magic Boy was again at a high. He had spent Christmas of 1971 at Mission

and was rumored to then be en route to Birchtown. At the same time, the

first rumors that he had renounced the power of Lived-with-the-wolves

were beginning to circulate.

Throughout the time I had been gone, Gleacho had persisted in his

comments about the legitimacy of the Magic Boy as a reincarnation of

Lived-with-the-wolves. His persistence in making these statements had

crossed the line between idle braggadocio and the precarious. Inkoze is

secret. Gleacho’s very willingness to speak of his challenge to Lived-with-

the-wolves was a red flag to the entire community that he could not have

had inkoze.

I am not sure that the person who was the Magic Boy knew that Gleacho

existed. I have no evidence that he knew of Gleacho’s claims or responded to

them. The Magic Boy’s actions, however, were essentially inconsequential.

The issue was the perception of Gleacho’s actions by the local field of mean-

ing at Mission. I thought at the time, and still think, that until the Magic Boy

visited Mission over Christmas 1971, Gleacho could have exercised the op-

tion of appearing foolish in the eyes of Mission and escaped the conse-

quences that were to follow.

Gleacho was not someone I knew well. I did not talk with him on a

regular basis, though for several months in the winter and spring of 1970 we

lived less than a hundred feet apart and in direct sight of each other. Gleacho

sent word to me that he wanted to talk with me before I left Mission in

January 1973. I made a point of visiting him shortly before I left. During that

January 1973 visit he was alert, confident, and cheerful. He showed no fear of

the circumstances surrounding him and seemed to be free of any signs of

anxiety or physical distress. I think I remember him having a slight cough,

but I did not record it in my notes. I did not know him well enough to notice

any minor changes in his appearance or condition, but I could find nothing

amiss during my visit even though I was looking to find something. He was

disconcertingly well aware of events in the community and alluded to some

of the more sensitive of them as well as making a few comments that indi-
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cated he was aware of the circumstances of my own life in Mission. He talked

to me in English, which he did not particularly like to do, and did not talk

directly about the power fight but did make allusions to it. The tone of our

conversation was that of one between two outsiders to the situation at

Mission, a conversation between two individuals—both of whom knew

what was going on—but to whom the normal rules of conduct did not

quite apply.

Gleacho later sent with my then-wife a message to be relayed to me only

when we were back in the United States. In it he said he was engaging the

Magic Boy in a power fight. A serious claimant to inkoze would never talk

about the fight—even to an outsider—or relay a message through an unre-

lated female. His message overtly stated that he was tricking the community

into thinking that he was a magic man, confirming my opinion that he was a

sane and healthy man attempting to run a con on the community.

Throughout the fall of 1972, Gleacho persisted in his claim to power/knowl-

edge and increased his activity as fall turned into winter. During the early fall

the arena formed by the social field of Mission, the social fabric that ex-

pressed the power of the field of meaning that was Dene culture, increasingly

hardened against him. Gleacho’s claims became more and more o√ensive to

the field of meaning that defined Mission Chipewyan reality, and it began to

respond to Gleacho not merely as a foolish man but as a man who was losing

a power fight with a superior opponent.

Ironically, Gleacho finally had the community of Mission responding to

him as it would to a man of acknowledged power/knowledge, but the nature

of Mission’s response was not what he had anticipated. The field of meaning

interpreted his behavior as indicating that he was a victim of inkoze instead

of a skilled practitioner of it. The People of Mission began to think of him as

an increasingly crazy man who would go insane. They began to anticipate

his death.

As the weather turned cold and snow came that fall, Gleacho began to

behave erratically. He spent most of his time at home and withdrew some-

what from his normal involvement in social activities. Stories began to

circulate, telling how he would be sitting home quietly attending to some

task or other only to stop what he was doing and ask his youngest daughter

to get him a cup of tea. When she would bring him the tea he would, instead

of drinking it, rise from the bed where he usually sat and walk over to the
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wood stove in the middle of the cabin. To the shock and horror of everyone

in the house, he would throw the tea onto the hot stove. In the midst of the

steam and the smell of the burning dregs, he would return to his bed and sit

down, only a moment later to berate his daughter for not bringing him the

cup of tea he had asked for. He would again demand a cup of tea and the

whole process would be repeated, sometimes several times in a row.

As word of these performances circulated, individuals were not content

just to hear of them. The People wished to see and experience the situation

for themselves and visited him to see how he would act while they were

there. He repeated this routine frequently enough for it to be witnessed a

number of times. Stories about it spread widely. What was to the visitors and

the community at large a scene of humor tinged with uncertainty became

for his co-resident family a scene of increasing horror.

Through these visits the field of meaning at Mission was expressing itself

at all scales of reality. It was not just an abstract debate over the interpreta-

tion of Gleacho’s actions but a detailed involvement in what he was doing as

part of a search for the meaning of his actions.

As the fall progressed, Gleacho began to chatter constantly to family or

visitors or, if he was home alone, to no one at all. His memory and situa-

tional awareness began to seem faulty. He appeared to forget the names of

individuals who had come to visit him even though he had known them for

decades. Worse—but even more ambiguously—he seemed to confuse the

identity of his visitors with those who were not present and then deliver

sometimes quite pointed commentary on current events and gossip about

the very individuals who were visiting him but whom he seemed to have

confused with someone else. It was not long before he began to forget

the names of his children or call members of his immediate family by the

wrong names.

Although visiting Gleacho’s house was sometimes embarrassing for the visi-

tors, the social field at Mission remained in constant touch with Gleacho

through a steady stream of visitors. The curious came to see what he was up

to, providing him with an ever-changing audience while spreading the news

of his actions throughout the village. This process of visiting Gleacho, talk-

ing to him, and watching him was followed by the visitors going away and

talking about what they had seen. Gleacho was the subject of gossip, and the

full power of talking about things was applied to finding the meaning in
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what he was doing. The People talked about him, his health and his ap-

pearance, his actions, and about his family. They talked about what they had

seen, what they had heard, and what they had been told about his actions. It

was through this process that they rationally sought the meaning of what

they were experiencing and formed judgments about him and his actions.

These visits included all kinds of persons. His peers came to visit. The

wives and sisters of his peers came to visit his wife. Young adults came to

visit. Young children came, watched, then left with the hurried energy of

children. The communication with Gleacho came partly with words but

most of the communication was nonverbal. Visitors commented on their

assessment of Gleacho’s behavior through their actions, as much by what

they did not do as by what they did do. They communicated their assess-

ment of him and his actions through their posture. By standing along the

wall of the cabin instead of sitting down as would a stranger, a youth, or

someone distant to Gleacho and his kin; a furtive glance or hurried look;

rigidity in movement as if they were in a public forum rather than the home

of a life-long acquaintance; an unexpected sti√ness of the upper torso or the

halting of a motion to freeze and attend to Gleacho’s words or actions—all

these actions by the visitors communicated to Gleacho the concern, fear, and

uncertainty Mission felt about him.

As judgments in the community were formed about him and as meaning

was attributed to him, his actions, and his circumstances, those judgments

were fed back to him. There are, for every person who is the topic of a gossip

system, those who will relay back to its subjects the judgments applied to

them. Information came back to Gleacho, telling him how he and his actions

were being interpreted by Mission and o√ering him alternative courses of

action, choices he could make to confirm or deny the forming judgments

of him.

As the community’s judgment of Gleacho solidified and became harsher,

the attitudes of his visitors changed. Di√erent kinds of people, particularly

individuals charged with governance or leadership within the community,

began to number among his visitors.

Before Gleacho took up sewing, what seemed to disturb The People most

was his incessant questioning of his wife as to whether or not she loved him.

Gleacho and his wife were notorious for their decades of conflict. The idea

of love in their relationship was one the community regarded as absurd.
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Although passion and infatuation had always been a concern in a√airs of the

heart, romantic love was a recent introduction into the calculations involved

in arranging marriages. At best it was a concern of generations junior to

Gleacho. A man of his generation just did not publicly ask his wife if she

loved him. A woman of his generation might ask that question during, or to

start, an argument, but romantic love was really a concern of the younger

and less traditional.

Gleacho’s wife was nearly blind and unable to get around without some-

one to lead her. This task usually fell to a grandchild, but there were long

periods when she was unable to leave home because there was no one to lead

her about. When Gleacho would ask her if she loved him, she would sit

quietly, never answering his question. She often had friends and relatives

stop in to visit her. They, like most of the people at Mission, were curious

about what Gleacho was up to and what she thought of how he was behav-

ing. Always, Gleacho was watched. Always, the curious stares or furtive

glances of these visitors kept him in the public eye and in constant com-

munication with it. As Gleacho’s wife and her friends talked about the events

in her home, she expressed her fears about what was happening there.

Voices were lowered, whispering was common, and conversations stopped if

Gleacho seemed to be paying attention to them. If Gleacho happened to ask

her if she loved him while her friends were there, she would quietly tell them

that of course she did not love him. He must be crazy to ask such a question.

Her comments were carried out into the social field of Mission and met

with widespread agreement. Her comments were accepted by the commu-

nity and became part of the judgment upon Gleacho, part of the commu-

nity’s increasingly less tolerant view of him that narrowed the options avail-

able for the interpretation of his actions: ‘‘He must be crazy to ask.’’

During this time, two aspects of the paradigm of a lost medicine fight

were establishing themselves within the community. The most obvious was

that Gleacho was beginning to behave in ways that indicated the onset of

insanity. The most common interpretation was that even if Gleacho did have

some knowledge of inkoze, he was into it way over his head with his chal-

lenge to the Magic Boy and clearly was losing the medicine fight. Many

people did not even bother to consider that Gleacho might have some

knowledge of inkoze because the symptoms he was beginning to display

were those that might be expected to appear in even a powerless victim

of sorcery.
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Less obvious—I certainly missed it at the time—was the fact that Gleacho

was beginning to undergo a gender reversal.

To understand how the field of meaning was a√ecting Gleacho and those

around him, it is necessary to look more closely at the arena within which

his actions were being interpreted. The essential arena was Mission itself,

although Discha played a secondary role in the interpretation of the events.

Mission itself then had a population of only about five hundred souls. There

was a white population of about a dozen, but Gleacho was Dene business

and I doubt that any of the whites other than the priest had any clue that

something was amiss. Had the priest been familiar with the village he might

have been a major figure in the interpretation of Gleacho’s behavior, but the

priest was new to the village and recovering from a stroke. His influence was

powerful but wanting.

The Mission population of 1969 to 1973 showed the e√ects of the reduc-

tion of deaths during childbirth and infant mortality brought about by

improved medical care after World War II. The ready availability of antibiot-

ics at Mission from the early 1950s onward had contributed to a lowering of

death rates among both adults and children, although the rates for acciden-

tal death had remained high. The children saved through improved health

care were now old enough to reproduce, and the population of Mission was

growing rapidly. Of the treaty population, 57 percent were less than twenty

while fully 70 percent were under thirty years of age. Only 20 percent of the

population was over forty. The number of living individuals who were more

or less Gleacho’s peers numbered fifty to fifty-five individuals, barely 10

percent of the population.

These few individuals, male and female, had known each other since they

were children. Their experience of each other was decades deep, and each

had a lifetime’s worth of stories and gossip about each and every other

individual in their age group. They not only knew the most casual details

about each other but had years of experience observing or hearing about

even the most intimate personal details and preferences of domestic life.

Shared experience is meaning, and the web of meaning woven about each of

these senior adults was generations deep. These senior adults were at apical

points in their individual life cycles. Almost all of them had adult chil-

dren, most had grandchildren. Many of those grandchildren were them-

selves married and parents. Each of these senior adults occupied a position
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that made them sources of knowledge about the past. Their knowledge

created the context by which past ‘‘events’’ were ordered and tied to the

‘‘events’’ and context of the present. They were, for their descendants, the

interpreters of what things meant precisely because of the kin ties that

bound the younger generations to them.

The Dene do not particularly like to speak of death, and it goes beyond

even poor manners to casually name the dead. But the dead, if not much

spoken about, are not absent from Dene social life. The senior adults at

Mission remember those who are dead and remember their own interac-

tions with those now deceased. The prejudices, passions, and conflicts of the

past find expression in contemporary life through the memories and actions

of the living. It is not just that senior adults remember; senior adults order

and define the present through their own experience, and a large part of

their experience is their memory of those who are now dead. Each senior

adult is a conduit for the aspirations and judgments of the dead into the lives

and actions of the living. As the only ones living who have personal experi-

ence of the dead while they were living, senior adults transmit their own

experience of past social life to younger adults not just as stories or details

but as judgments upon and interpretations of contemporary events and

lives. The young do not learn the details or the experience of the past but

receive in their place the judgments, commentary, and interpretations of the

senior adults—judgments, commentary, and interpretations based upon ex-

periences the younger adults will never have and that are given for reasons

the younger adults will never know.

The field of meaning of Dene life was woven from the experience of the

living and the dead into a web of meaning and emotion that surrounded the

senior adults and their actions. This web of meaning is so tightly woven that

even facial expressions, gestures, puns, or postures could express conflicts,

likes, and dislikes generations removed from the experience of younger

Dene. Within this intense field of experience, emotion, and meaning there

could appear scripts of enormous coercive power unperceived by those

expressing them but devastating to those at whom they were directed.

As with the children and the younger adults, the senior adults came to

visit Gleacho. Everyone, Gleacho included, knew why they had come and

what they had come to see. Before them, Gleacho’s performance was subject

to an intensity of observation and judgment that was an expression of the

cumulative experience not of a lifetime but of a lifetime amplified by the
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collective memory of generations recently past. This was not a process of

rationality but an exercise in emotional reasoning. Nothing was said of the

magic fight. Nothing had to be said of the magic fight. Everyone knew and

that issue embraced Gleacho’s entire being and his place within the social

fabric of Mission. The People watched while their emotions responded to

Gleacho’s words and actions. His actions and his claim to inkoze were under

judgment by the audience that knew him best and that most truly mattered

(Foucault 1979: 216–28).

To be human is to be created through interaction with our fellow social

beings. Our being is the iteration of the symbols and values of the cultural

context that created us. We in the West value free will and the ability of the

individual to stand against the context of their life, but the simple truth is

that we are creatures of context and we cannot escape the context that

creates and defines us.

That context, those symbols, values, and emotions, were not just inter-

nalized within Gleacho, they were Gleacho.

Gleacho, the rational man who made a deliberate attempt to advance his

status and position through a false claim to inkoze, was no di√erent from the

rest of us. He was, as we are, a complex construction whose parts and

natures we scarcely fathom, but that part of him that deliberately tried to

manipulate the cultural context in which he lived was the lesser part of him.

That greater part of him was in contact with and understood the meaning of

the judgments and values of his culture. They worked through him and

upon his emotions and that greater part of him accepted and responded to

those judgments and values. As The People, young and old, child and adult,

came to experience Gleacho’s behavior, they carried and communicated to

him their judgments of him and the meaning of his behavior.

Of all of this Gleacho was the target, and as time passed, the judgment of

the context in which he existed became progressively harsher toward him

and his claim to inkoze.

By late fall of 1972, the Mission community had more or less accepted that

Gleacho was somehow flirting with some form of power/knowledge. Some

had accepted that Gleacho had attempted to perform inkoze beyond the

level of his power/knowledge and the inkoze had begun to rebound upon

him. A very few credited him with actually being in a magic fight with the

Magic Boy, but many more felt he was the victim of the Magic Boy’s inkoze.
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Those most optimistic about the situation felt that Gleacho would merely go

crazy. The common view was that he would die. Even though rumors that

the Magic Boy had renounced his power as Lived-with-the-wolves con-

tinued to circulate, the Magic Boy was hundreds of miles away and his fate

had little to do with Gleacho’s own fate.

As Gleacho continued to act in an erratic manner, his behavior began to

frighten his family. The Chipewyan are a people who can be magnificently

self-controlled in expression, speech, and behavior, but that self-control is

commonly a thing of public places, interactions with wild animals, strangers,

or circumstances where power may be present. At home, emblanketed by the

presence of kin and family, they are far more relaxed and are expressive in a

di√erent manner. Fear, uncertainty, and anxiety are di≈cult things to hide.

They find expression in posture and bearing even if they are cloaked from

verbal expression. In the less disciplined arena of their home, their expres-

sion by Gleacho’s family was inevitable. Posture was more rigid. Facial ex-

pressions were held more tightly in check. There were subtle shifts from

relaxed normality to guarded sti√ness as shifts in Gleacho’s behavior led the

realm of inkoze to intrude, vanish, then intrude again into their home life.

Ordinary domestic life was disrupted. The routines of daily life became

unpredictable, generating their own anxiety. Gleacho was constantly the

focus of attention and a source of uncertainty.

If Gleacho were to have had any chance for his claim to power/knowledge

to succeed, it would have required the partisan support of his family talking

along their lines of friends, kin, and a≈nes. His network of kin and a≈nes

was not particularly strong to begin with. Without its support spreading

along these existing lines of a≈liation and connection to the rest of the

Mission community, his case was hopeless. Instead of sending out messages

of support, this most intimate and supportive group became instead part of

the social field denying him the status he sought. As fear of the aura of

inkoze or madness surrounding him grew, his own family sought succor

from the new chief and the council. Their growing fear and its expression to

the authorities helped confirm the social field in its interpretation of his

actions as those of a crazy man.

Once the problem of Gleacho had been dumped in the lap of the new

chief and council, they found themselves uncertain how to proceed and in

many ways powerless to deal with it. The chief and the councillors were
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young men in their thirties. They were not quite sure just what was happen-

ing with Gleacho, and none of them had any reputation for power/knowl-

edge. This was a situation that should have been placed in the hands of an

accomplished sorcerer or healer who might have tried to help Gleacho, but

Gleacho’s own intransigence prevented this even if a local segolia had been

willing to tackle the now ambiguous power of the Magic Boy. Unable to find

a solution to what had become an extremely delicate situation within the

community, they tried to dump the problem on the white authorities and

institutions (Goulet 1998: 119–28). Inkoze was far too sensitive to explain to

the white authorities, so the chief and council reported it to the rcmp and

the local nurse as a case of probable insanity with threatening overtones of

domestic abuse.

Both white institutions responded to the concerns expressed by the chief

and the council on behalf of Gleacho’s family. The nurse made arrangements

for Gleacho to be flown to Uranium City for a physical and psychiatric

examination at the hospital. She, having not been told of inkoze, the Magic

Boy, or the power fight, could make no mention of them to the medical

authorities. All she was able to convey to them was that Gleacho’s family

feared that he might be going crazy and become a danger to his family.

Sending Gleacho out for examination was not a bad idea, but it proved to be

no solution to the situation. Gleacho was examined at the hospital but was

only kept in Uranium City overnight. The medical personnel at the hospital

apparently found nothing wrong with either Gleacho’s physical or mental

health. He was not admitted to the hospital and returned to Mission the

following day on the next scheduled flight. With Gleacho formally diag-

nosed as sane and healthy, the nurse washed her hands of the situation after

his return and confined herself to monitoring his physical health.

During his stay in Uranium City Gleacho had acted sanely enough to

satisfy the medical personnel who examined him. On his return to Mission,

he stopped at Discha and visited kin and friends there. They found him

perfectly normal and were confused as to why he had been sent to Uranium

City in the first place.

When Gleacho returned to Mission from Discha and the hospital, he

resumed the patterns of behavior he had displayed before he was taken out

for examination.

Insanity was beyond the rcmp‘s purview, but the threat of domestic
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violence was of real concern to them. Upon yet again receiving expressions

of concern from the chief and council on behalf of his family, the rcmp came

to Mission and removed Gleacho from his home. They took him to Discha,

where they had made arrangements for him to stay with kin. During his stay,

Gleacho behaved in a perfectly normal manner and the reasons for his

enforced visit became an even greater source of confusion to his kin. When

Gleacho’s behavior at Discha had satisfied the rcmp, they allowed Gleacho

to return home.

As soon as he returned home, Gleacho began to display the behaviors that

had led his family to seek protection from him.

Gleacho’s odd behavior continued through the fall and on into the winter

and became a continuing source of fear for his family. At least four times,

before and after his trip to the hospital, the rcmp responded to requests

from his family through the chief and council and took Gleacho to stay with

kin in Discha. Four times Gleacho was removed from the social field at

Mission. Each time his health was checked and his behavior carefully moni-

tored. Four times he was found to be perfectly normal. At Discha he dis-

played none of the behaviors that disturbed Mission. His forced removals to

Discha eventually began to anger his kin there. They could see no reason for

him to be treated in this manner. The rcmp were increasingly frustrated by

the removals. They could find no evidence that Gleacho posed a threat to

anyone or that his behavior was anything but normal. Yet the fear expressed

by his family was genuine.

Gleacho, while he was in Discha, was within the field of meaning of

Chipewyan culture, but he was removed from the intensive focus of the local

field of meaning at Mission that was defining him as a man fated to insanity

and death. Free of this focus, Gleacho acted like the sane and healthy man

he was. Within the local field of meaning that surrounded him at Mis-

sion, Gleacho always resumed the behavior that so thoroughly frightened

his family.

Shortly after the last time the rcmp removed Gleacho to Discha, I drove

the chief and a councillor to visit the rcmp at Discha to once more convey

Gleacho’s family’s fear of him and ask the rcmp to remove him. As I drove

them to Discha, I asked them about the situation. Even though I had been

coming to Mission for several years, I was still white and an outsider. We

were not close friends and they had no clear idea just how much I knew
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about the situation. They did not want to discuss it with me but felt the need

to say something to me. The three of us discussed several possible explana-

tions for Gleacho’s behavior: Cree magic, a possibility but one that seemed

unlikely; a sorcerer within the village, an impossibility because they insisted

that no living local had that much inkoze; a power fight with the Magic

Boy, an impossibility. The only acceptable solution we could find was that

Gleacho had incorrectly performed magic to improve the performance of a

dog team and was now showing signs of its rebounding upon him because

he had attempted something greater than he knew how to do. Once we had

talked about this in English, they began to talk to each other in Chipewyan

and, from my halting understanding of their conversation, spent the rest of

the trip discussing Gleacho’s power fight with the Magic Boy and how they

were to deal with it. Their concern was that Gleacho was a danger to his

family and the community because of his rash intrusion into the power

fight. They sought some way to get him away from the village before his

actions brought harm to others.

Among them the script was drawn. They expected Gleacho to lose his

power fight at great cost to himself and with possible danger to his family

and the rest of the community.

By this point the rcmp were utterly frustrated by the situation. They had

more than enough awareness of the local Dene to realize that something was

going on that they did not know about. They knew and resented the way the

local Chipewyan would get them to intervene in situations to bring order to

them and then fail to follow up with testimony or charges that would allow

the courts’ entry into the problem. This Chipewyan practice made them

look ine≈cient and was bad for their careers. The rcmp had now had

enough of Gleacho. Since there was no violence involved, they chose to

dismiss the situation as a ‘‘domestic problem.’’

A domestic problem was a very di√erent matter from domestic violence,

and they felt that no further intervention was warranted. With their refusal

of further involvement went the last possibility of an external agency remov-

ing Gleacho from the arena before the consequences of his actions had

played themselves out completely.

Gleacho had managed by dint of sheer will and self-delusion to force himself

into a position beyond his proper place. He demanded to be attributed with
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something only a man with exceptional inkoze could claim: the ability to

challenge the now ambiguous Magic Boy. Forced entry is not consensual

attribution, and the script had finally emerged. He could not have power/

knowledge; he could only have symptoms.

Gleacho’s behavior continued to become stranger and stranger as winter

approached. He had begun to sew moccasins early in the fall but soon had

used up all of the moosehide he was able to obtain. When he could no longer

obtain moosehide, he began to make moccasins out of other materials. He

began to make them out of cloth purchased at the store and then began to

tear up clothing for material.≤ He ripped up bedding for material to make

moccasins and once cut his wife’s dress right o√ of her back to get cloth to

sew. As the fall progressed, he began to make moccasins out of paper. This

outgoing and sociable man soon refused to leave his house so he could stay

home and sew.

Not only did he incessantly sew his useless creations but the running

commentary he delivered to his visitors become a castigation of every

women who visited his home for her failure to stay home and work as hard

as he was working.≥

Sewing was one of those activities that was a defining gender task (Sharp

1975: 76–78; 1979: 47). It was the primary skill men touted in unmarried

women and one in which a maturing female had to demonstrate her compe-

tence before she was considered ready for marriage. Sewing was intricately

involved with the patterns of rights and obligations that interlock kin and

a≈nes, but it was also a competitive skill that formed an integral part of a

woman’s reputation among her peers. Men sew as a survival skill, a thing of

patching and repairs during periods of isolation. Most are capable of sewing,

even of making themselves gloves and mittens, but they do so only under the

duress of isolation and at the first opportunity replace any clothing they have

sewed with clothing made by a woman.

I was absent from Mission from January 1973 until April 1975, so I had to

piece together what had happened after I had returned home. The chain of

events, the judgment of the field of meaning upon him, could not be broken.

Gleacho’s sewing spread to other aspects of women’s work, but sewing re-

mained his primary activity. His sewing was an intensification of a single

aspect of the female gender role: a caricature of the female gender role. As he
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sewed and sewed, creating bags and bags full of paper moccasins, he under-

went a gender role reversal as he became insane and died.

Gleacho was a man formally judged at least five times by Western medicine

or supervised observation during the fall of 1972 to be sane and healthy. His

health was monitored by the nurse until his death, and he had no illnesses or

injuries in the year before he died. Inkoze is dangerous and maleness is a

fragile condition that must be achieved (Sharp 1976, 1988a, 1988b). The

inkoze Gleacho unleashed, the inkoze he demanded of a community that

said he did not have it, followed the script crafted by the social field around

him. In spite of his deliberate attempt to manipulate the social context of

Mission and achieve a desired status within in it, in spite of the rational and

calculating manner in which he attempted to achieve that end, Gleacho was

an embodiment of the symbols and values of his culture and they were the

greater part of him. The power unleashed upon him by the field of meaning

reversed his gender, drove him insane, and killed him in spite of the fact that

he was, in Western terms, a sane and healthy man to the day he died.

The social forces that led to Gleacho’s insanity and death illustrate why the

concept of meaning has been developed as it has in this work. The concept of

meaning has been used as a metonym for the unified field of causality that

generates cultural reality. The concept contains aspects of a variety of nor-

mally separated concepts ranging from emotion to collective representa-

tions.∂ I have gathered these aspects under a single term to stress the unified

action of meaning at all scales of analysis. Meaning acts at the level of individ-

ual sensation and perception, proxemics, and posture as well as on emotion,

reasoning, rationality, and speech within the individual human organism.∑ It

controls communication—verbal and nonverbal—between individual hu-

man beings. It also determines verbal performances and social interaction at

larger scales of analysis from the passing chance encounter between two

people to formal debate in community-wide discussion. The analogy of a

fractal process remains a fruitful one, for even if we cannot say that the pro-

cesses are identical at each scale of analysis, they are integrated into a single

causal phenomenon that exerts its power to create and order human exis-

tence from the level of the thought of the individual through the mass inter-

action of society as a whole to the enduring level of myth, stories, values, and

the structured conflict between symbols (see the beginning of chapter 11).
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Social phenomena, like Schrödinger’s cat, are indeterminate (Gribbin 1984:

1–4, 154–63, 203–13, 233–75). The role of meaning in the unified field of

causality chartered by inkoze is such that it determines the nature of events.

Common sense must stand upon its head, for events are a function of their

meaning rather than their meaning being a function of the event.

It is the purpose of this chapter to illustrate that our conventional view—

the projection of our folk physics—of events as naturally determinate things,

the ‘‘that’’ in the view of events as ‘‘that which is connected by time’’ (Achen-

bach 1994), does not provide an adequate basis for the interpretation of

social phenomena. Showing that something does not exist, let alone a thing

so basic to our thought as the concept of an event, is a methodological

nightmare.∞ My intent here is simply to illustrate how an event disappears

under the conflicting construction of reality. Indeed, that it vanishes so

thoroughly that it is a sounder approach to assume that events are created

than to presume that events exist and are simply the subject of di√erent

interpretations.

The mechanisms by which events are created among the whites of Mis-

sion, belonging as they do to another culture and a di√erent field of mean-

ing, are di√erent than are those of the Dene of Mission, but the process is

the same in both cultures. The indeterminate experience of social life is

made determinate through cultural processes to create an intelligible shared

reality.

Memory, which will be taken up again in the next chapter, is one of the

major mechanisms through which social beings apprehend and determine

meaning. It likewise influences the ordering of indeterminate data into de-
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terminate experience. I do not interpret memory as a passive recording of

events but as an active social creation. The analogy to a fractal process holds

here because memory is both a sociological and an individual process. As I

am using it here, the process of constructing memory is a culture-bound

process as applicable to creating determinacy in the events of the past as it is

to creating determinacy for the events of the future. Both, creating past and

future, are aspects of a single process.

The incident—what Western thought would hold to be the event—was a

scu∆e between a local Dene (Charley) and a teacher following an indoor

floor-hockey game held in the school basement during the winter of 1969–

70. The Teacher involved in the scu∆e pressed charges with the rcmp, and

Charley was later tried, convicted, and given a short jail sentence for his part

in the event.

The winter of 1969–70 was harsh and very cold.≤ Social, political, and eco-

nomic conditions were unsettled. The winter caribou migration had not

brought the herds close enough to Mission to allow e√ective hunting on the

scale needed to feed a nonmobile community in excess of five hundred souls.

Hunger and malnutrition were commonplace and were probably an ag-

gravating factor in the deaths of several people. Food from the store pro-

vided a bu√er from starvation, but it was very expensive and often of poor

quality. Access to store food depended upon a cash income or receiving

Rations. The traditional source of winter income, the sale of fur, brought

little income into the community. Not only were fur bearers scarce and

trapping di≈cult but fur prices were exceptionally low.

The hardships of that winter were aggravated by the turmoil in Quebec.

The federal government’s assumption of emergency powers had created

unease among the local whites. Some of them feared for Canada’s survival as

a nation or that it would become a totalitarian state. On top of the anxiety

caused by events at the national level, a few of the local whites had fore-

knowledge of a series of coming policy changes. One of these changes,

knowledge of which was held close to the vest by the white community, was

the impending replacement of the retiring Indian agent by a Chipewyan

man who had grown up at Discha. They understood this change was the

beginning of the transfer of the administration of Mission to its own people.

That change would profoundly alter their own positions in the community.

For the Dene the harsh conditions and lack of food and money were
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aggravated by the uncertainty surrounding the Magic Boy and the first

murmurings of Gleacho’s challenge to him.

The local white population maintained political and economic control over

Mission through its sta≈ng of the institutions that provided police func-

tions, income, or services to the Dene. Locally, the church and store were

longstanding enemies vying for control of the Mission population. The

economic and social hold of the Hudson’s Bay Company manager and the

missionaries, locally the traditional agents of white control, had degraded by

1970, but the Hudson’s Bay Company and the Roman Catholic mission,

along with the public school, had residential agents in the village.≥ Relations

between these institutions determined the tenor of Mission’s white commu-

nity and the local implementation of the ideology and rhetoric of white

Canada.

The school was then under provincial jurisdiction and did not answer di-

rectly to Indian A√airs. The school was the only institution at Mission with a

residential sta√ overtly committed to transforming the social practice of the

Native population. It was under the de facto supervision of the local priest

and functioned as a parochial school that gave regular religious instruction.

Teaching in an Indian school in the North paid more than did teaching in

a regular school farther south in the province. Teachers were often hired

with fewer qualifications than were standard for the province (some had

only a single year of college). Romantic views of the North and its peoples

brought some teachers north, but money was the determining factor for

most of them. It was possible to teach a year at Mission and save enough

money for two years of college in the south. The Principal would only hire

Catholic teachers, and renewal of teaching contracts was at his discretion.

Those who lacked a genuine belief in what they were doing rarely lasted

more than a year, for the life of a teacher at Mission was isolated—socially

and geographically—and often very uncomfortable.

The context of Mission that generated the event that was not an event began

with the Principal of the school. He and individuals employed by various

other public agencies saw themselves as advocates for the Indian population.

The heart of their belief was their presumption that they knew what was best

for the Indian population and that what they did was ‘‘for their own good.’’

The educators seemed to see their role to be that of arbiters and interpreters

of Western culture. It was not enough just to improve the Indians; it was
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necessary to direct them toward an almost utopian version of Canadian

culture that I never actually recall encountering during my life elsewhere

in Canada.

The Principal, a brawny man in his mid-thirties, was a gru√ and sarcastic

practitioner of this liberalism. His view of the Dene was predicated upon his

belief in the unquestionable superiority of Catholic-Canadian culture com-

bined with uncertainty about whether any ‘‘true Chipewyan culture’’ re-

mained. He seemed to see his role as that of a secular missionary charged

with modernizing a demoralized and decadent Dene into a morally accept-

able component of Canadian society. The hallmarks of his success were to be

found in the Dene abandonment of their own cultural practices and the

adoption of those Western values that led to success in the job market and

independence from governmental assistance.

The Principal was a frustrated man. He was neither optimistic about the

chances of long-term success at acculturating the Dene nor satisfied that

significant short-term gains had been made. One focus of his frustration was

Denegothera, whom he saw as a corrupt barrier to change and moderniza-

tion. Once, while I was standing in the Principal’s o≈ce, we saw Charley’s

youngest brother walking up the road to gather wood. This triggered a long

discussion about the members of Charley’s family, centering on the state-

ment that he ‘‘was going to get them.’’ His comments were not fanatical

ravings but the frustration of an upright, dedicated, and moral man who

had committed most of his adult life to a vision of bettering the lives of

others. What is crucial is that the Principal focused his frustration upon

particular individuals who became focal metonyms for his moral imagina-

tion. Denegothera remained impervious to him, but other Dene were not

beyond his reach.

The other side of the forming encounter by proxy was Charley and his

siblings. Charley’s father was in his eighties, his mother in her sixties. The

old man had moved to this area in his early adulthood, long before Mission

was founded. He had left his home to escape the aura of disapproval that

surrounded him because he had killed a man in a hunting accident in his

early teens. He was generally thought of as a ‘‘nice old man.’’ In midlife he

had married a woman who had moved to Mission either upon her widow-

hood or to flee a broken marriage.∂ She was now blind but, unlike her

husband, had an aggressive personality and a sharp tongue.

The children of their marriage fell into two distinct sets. An elder group of

four, two males and two females, were married and established in the com-
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munity. The younger set of three males and a female were yet unmarried.

They ranged in age from their mid-twenties down to seventeen for the

daughter. There was an intermediate brother, Jim, then in his late twenties.

His younger siblings were not as close to him as they were to each other.

Domestic life for Charley and his siblings was not always peaceful. The

perpetual turmoil of their household colored the Chipewyan judgment of

them as a kin group. Although this judgment was not positive, neither was it

overly negative. The idiosyncratic personalities of the siblings and their lack

of cohesiveness in most contexts led the community to judge them as indi-

viduals rather than as an entity.

The second eldest male was the best liked and the most economically suc-

cessful of the brothers. Following the common northern pattern of working

away from home until he came to miss his kin and village life too much, he

had just returned to Mission after quitting his job at a mine. The daughter

held a marginal position at Mission. Economic opportunities for males who

were articulate in English were limited, but for women they were virtually

nonexistent. One of the few alternatives to a traditional life available to a

female involved exploiting her sexuality, preferably with transient whites.

Her lifestyle was not regarded favorably, and she was continually accused of

theft and troublemaking.∑

Charley was the eldest. Among the whites he was already burdened by a

reputation as a troublemaker—a reputation that had begun when he beat up

an rcmp constable in a fistfight. In the Chipewyan community his reputa-

tion, based largely upon his hunting and trapping skills, was that of a young

but promising traditional man. Naturally quick, compact, and extremely

strong, he was by far the best fighter at Mission. One on one, no one in the

village was able to defeat him. The Chipewyan value strength and endurance

more than they value fighting ability, and they demand that individuals who

possess it exercise e√ective control over it. Charley’s peerless fighting abil-

ity—an intensification of a traditional virtue—was a potential problem in an

egalitarian society lacking formal means of social control. Charley was

marked among the Chipewyan not because of his deficiencies but because of

the potential excess of some of his traditional virtues.

Charley and his siblings were among the brightest individuals in the

community and had absorbed all that the local educational system had to

o√er them. These brothers were competent in both cultures and were capa-

ble of obtaining work almost at will, either at Mission or away from it. In

spite of their skills, Charley and his brothers remained Dene in their outlook
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on life, their work histories, and in their personal lives. Charley remained a

traditional man, happiest when engaged in bush life. The middle brother

refused to adopt the white approach to economic values and leave the village

permanently. The youngest showed no sign of amounting to anything. From

the standpoint of the educators, these men and their sister made a mockery

of their intent to ‘‘better the Indian’’ and make them like whites.

These young men were largely indi√erent to village politics, but they were

seen by the Principal as supporters of Denegothera. In the eyes of the Princi-

pal this again marked them as an enemy of the educators’ e√orts and goals.

At the best of times Mission was lacking in recreational facilities, but in

midwinter they were almost nonexistent. Once a week the school opened its

basement gym for the teenagers and young adults to play an indoor version

of hockey. Though the game used lightweight pucks and sticks so that the

puck had to be pushed and was di≈cult to maneuver, it was popular.

February is intensely cold and hard, a time of poor hunting, poor fishing,

and deep snow. In the absence of caribou a significant portion of the village’s

fresh food came from fishnets set toward the north end of Mission Lake

some ten to fifteen miles away from the village. The nets had been yielding

poorly, and some of the men of Mission suspected that someone had been

pilfering them. These suspicions seemed to be confirmed when an emptied

net was found pulled out onto the ice and left to become a frozen mess.

Leaving the net out of the water was seen as motivated by laziness or mali-

ciousness rather than by need.

Jim had attached himself to the household of a girlfriend’s father. He had

been regularly using this man’s dog team to check his nets for him and had

been returning with consistently good catches. The damaged net belonged

to one of a loose alliance of cousins whose nets were near the same part of

the lake. They suspected that Jim was the thief and were neither subtle nor

secretive about their suspicion.

The trouble at the hockey game began when Joshua, a cousin of the man

whose net had been left on the ice, got into a scu∆e with Charley’s youngest

brother over some minor incident in the game. All the brothers quickly

converged upon him and interposed themselves between him and Joshua.

The signal was clear: they wanted no fight, but if there was to be one, it

would involve all of them. He was hustled o√ the floor and left to stand

beside his team’s goal. The Principal, who had tried to stand between the two
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groups, was shouting, ‘‘There will be no fight. If there is a fight all floor

hockey will end right here.’’

Charley came up to his youngest brother and took the hockey stick out of

his hand. No words were exchanged. The middle brother, who had been very

aggressive during the incident, returned to his spot on the sidelines, as did

Jim. The game resumed and continued without incident. During the game,

Joshua was replaced by Luther, the best fighter present from the other kin

set. One of Joshua’s distant relations, who professed not to be afraid of

Charley, also joined the game.

The Principal was aware of the tension over the fishnets. He noted these

substitutions, saw the opposition between the loosely bounded kin sets, and

discussed the substitution of each man with me in terms of his ability to

stand up to Charley in the brawl he thought was coming.

The next game, which was to be for the girls of the village, never got going.

The residual tension kept so many of the girls from playing that younger boys

had to fill in to make up the two teams. As the game progressed, older boys

and young men replaced the girls and the younger boys until it resembled the

previous game. Luther was a better player than Charley and outclassed him

in the game. Their matchup became rather physical, and Luther did not back

down from Charley. Eventually, after Charley had begun to play dirty, Luther

took a roundhouse swing at his head with his hockey stick. The game

stopped dead and the building emptied in anticipation of a fight. The Princi-

pal, after hollering that there would be no more hockey, remained inside

with the priest and the Teacher to put away the equipment.

A short time later, after a female spectator entered the gym with word that

there was a fight outside, the Teacher decided the crowd watching the scu∆e

between Charley and Luther might break the windows and went outside to

disperse it.∏ He targeted Charley as the source of the trouble and ordered

him o√ the grounds. Charley declared, ‘‘I’m not a dog that you can tell me

what to do.’’ There was a brief scu∆e between him and the Teacher, after

which the crowd dispersed.

The rcmp were later notified, and the Teacher filed a charge of assault

against Charley. At his preliminary hearing Charley was sent to a provincial

mental hospital for thirty days of psychiatric evaluation.

It is tempting to view this situation solely as a rational exercise of power by

two self-interested men exploiting a chance opportunity. The data are com-

patible with such an interpretation, but more subtle factors cast doubt on
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the adequacy of this perspective. At the most rational level, the Principal and

the Teacher perceived Charley as an impediment to their mission as educa-

tors and as a threat to their positions as advocates for the Dene, but these

two men were cultural beings, and within the context and values of their

culture they were honorable men. As cultural beings they believed in truth,

facts, honor, and rationality. They were fully aware that one consequence of

their decision to bring charges against Charley would be a trial and that at a

trial their testimony—sworn under oath in a public ritual—would be subject

to cross-examination. The Teacher and the Principal shared a common folk

belief that the court was concerned with facts (events) rather than with

interpretation (meaning) and that it would exercise its particular methods

of truth gathering to uncover the facts. Their adherence to this folk belief

buttressed their belief in the sanctity of facts in their own lives. In the culture

they had invented for themselves (Wagner 1981: 10), manipulation of the

facts was intolerable.

Any deeper probing of their actions from a realist self-interest perspective

must be able to explain the mechanisms that determined their actions. At

the very least, it must explain the way in which the two men responded to

Charley as a symbol, the role that emotion played in their actions, and the

extent to which their commitment to their moral visions led them to take

actions that the ‘‘facts’’ seem not to warrant (Sharp 1987; 1988a: 101–18).

Viewing them simply as rational beings exploiting an opportunity provides

no way to negotiate the paradox in their cultural values that would lead

honest men to lie and risk perjury charges. The only possible avenue of

explanation such an approach leaves open is to drop from a social level

of explanation to the individual level of explanation and seek within each of

them, after the fact, a weakness or flaw in their character or personality that

would allow one culturally determined set of factors to overpower others

held with equal conviction (e.g., emotion over reason). This is not explana-

tion; it is begging the question.

Between the fight and the decision to press charges, the Principal and the

Teacher discussed the incident. In those discussions several di√erent facts

emerged: the only contact between Charley and the Teacher came when

Charley kicked at the Teacher and hit him on the coat. The Teacher told this

with humor and presented it as a marker of Charley’s ineptness. The Teacher

linked this ineptness of Charley’s to an earlier incident when, upon squaring

o√ with the Teacher to shout at him, he began to pull o√ his winter coat.
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Doing this immobilized his arms and made him a sitting duck. The Teacher

noted that had he wished to fight Charley; that would have been the point at

which he would have attacked as Charley’s own ineptness had made him

temporarily helpless. Basically, the Teacher saw the event as somewhat hu-

morous because it was all noise and ine√ectiveness.

Neither of these men knew much about Canadian law, but like most of us,

they carried within themselves strong ideas about what the law was sup-

posed to be and how it was supposed to work. The Principal’s reactions to

the event were quite di√erent from the Teacher’s reaction to it. Having heard

that Charley had called him a son-of-a-bitch as he was leaving, the Principal

declared that under the ‘‘laws of Canada’’ being called a son-of-a-bitch was

the only phrase in the English language that constituted assault and that

striking someone who called you a son-of-a-bitch was self-defense and not

subject to charges. The Principal also took the position that under Canadian

law the clothing a person was wearing was a part of that person so that

striking a person’s clothing was the same as striking the body.

Had the Teacher and Principal known that the court would not question

their version of the event, things might have unfolded di√erently, but as it

was, the concern that the court would inquire into the specificity of the

event—their testimony—shaped their decision to press charges, shaped their

testimony, and, ultimately, shaped the nature of the event itself.

The Principal declared that if the Teacher would not press charges, he

would do so himself. The coercive forces acting on the Teacher are fairly

obvious. The Principal controlled his job evaluation, the remainder of his

term at the school, and the renewal of his position, but what he exerted over

the Teacher was influence rather than power. The Principal relied upon the

Teacher as his second and needed his support in order to be e√ective in

controlling the school and maintaining his own position. He was not able to

direct the Teacher to see things as he did, and neither of them was inclined to

lie. They were friends and close confidants, however, and what they did do

was talk extensively about the situation and the event.

The Teacher shared the Principal’s basic moral vision regarding education

and the improvement of Dene lives, but his own interests and ambitions ran

toward politics. Maintaining his personal reputation and avoiding scandal

were important to him.

All through that weekend the two men talked about the fight and the

interpretation of the event. The Principal held out for charging Charley with
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assault. He supported this position in terms of the purpose of the school and

its role in changing Mission Dene culture to more closely conform to that of

the white culture the educators represented. He worried about the role of the

school and the safety and authority of the educators within the community

if the fight went unchallenged. He worried about Denegothera’s role in

blocking change at Mission. He worried about their own status if they

allowed the fight to go unchallenged.

The Teacher thought the whole issue risked becoming overblown and

wanted to just forget the whole thing. After all, he had not hit anyone

and had not been hit by anyone. No real damage had occurred and no one

was hurt.

If we conduct the examination of their behavior on the basis of a rational

self-interest model of behavior, the conflict in their cultural values will force

upon us a paradox that is sociologically unresolvable. The concept of ra-

tionality has received substantial scholarly criticism (Overing 1985), with

rationality itself being recognized as a cultural form rather than a funda-

mental characteristic of human thought. In this light, the behavior of the

Teacher and the Principal is more explicable if it is seen as an exercise in the

‘‘aesthetics of emotion’’ (Parkin 1985: 140). Shifting the analytical focus from

the rational to the emotional is, however, insu≈cient.

The crux of the issue is the point at which a transition in explanation is

made from the social level to the individual level (Sharp 1986: 268–69; 1987:

226–27, 233). One of the reasons that the concept of meaning has been

developed the way it has in this work is to seek a way to bridge this problem

by recognizing that meaning is socially created but that it works at both the

individual and the social levels. These two men were seeking the meaning of

an event—which one of them had not witnessed—in order to bring it into

their shared reality as a determined phenomenon.

The idea of truth is a cultural construct whose nature is determined by

the methods and evidence that are chosen to establish it. Social phenomena

truly are indeterminate, but the customary assumption behind their analysis

is that their indeterminacy results from inadequate data or a lack of observa-

tional rigor. Social beings exist not in a world of events but in a world of

meaning. Within the realm of meaning, what we call events under our

mechanical model of reality are available, instantly and without regard to

temporal sequence, for modification of their property of meaning. The
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Teacher and the Principal were not coldly calculating embodiments of ra-

tional self-interest in deciding to press charges against Charley. They did not

plan a future course of action but interpreted the meaning of the events. In

so doing, they modified those events by negotiating a memory of them that

was in conformity with their meaning.

All weekend the two men talked, and as they talked the passion and cer-

tainty of the Principal’s belief—as well as his authoritarian assertion of the

nature of Canadian law—began to tell upon both of them. Neither man lied

and neither man changed his basic beliefs about the incident, but their

understanding of the meaning of the details of the event began to shift. The

Principal and the Teacher discussed the fight again and again, arguing out its

meaning. Details—events—were not changed to create a congruence be-

tween them and emotion and moral vision; instead the meaning of those

events was changed. Once their meaning had been negotiated, the Principal’s

and Teacher’s perception and representation of the ‘‘events’’ unknowingly

shifted to strengthen and preserve the congruence of the created memory.

To them, the critical issue was the nature of Charley’s contact with the

Teacher. The Teacher initially said that Charley’s blow had only struck his

coat, and he dismissed it as a measure of Charley’s ineptness. As long as

Charley had merely kicked the Teacher’s coat there was no fight. The Princi-

pal had not seen it that way, pointing out that his clothing was part of his

person and that therefore the blow was an assault on his person. As the

Teacher came to believe the Principal’s assertion that his clothing was part of

his person, the event—the fight—came into existence. With that change in

the meaning of his clothing, from something external to his person to an

integral part of his person, came a change in the nature of the contact. In the

vernacular, the kick in the coat became a ‘‘kick in the balls’’ (later modified

into a ‘‘kick in the crotch’’ to assuage the delicacy of the court).

I spoke to these men before the fight, after the fight, over the weekend,

before the court testimony, after the testimony, and two years after the

testimony when I happened to pass the Teacher at the airport. As time

passed each man became more firm in his memory of what had happened at

the time of the event. The memory had become reality.

Their argument over detail and meaning was intended not to sort out a

sequence of events but to create a conformity between the rational mode of

verbal or analytical life and the emotional state consequent upon their moral

vision embodied in their shared status as cultural beings who were liberal
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and advocates for the Chipewyan. Their moral vision in this situation is

essentially devoid of a fixed agenda or content. It has meaning and is there-

fore an emotional state with which the events of experience must be brought

into harmony. Reality is not a perception. It is a creation in which rational

thought and action are but one means of creation. In Marshall Sahlins’s

terms, the ‘‘cultural concepts engage the real world’’ of contingency in con-

formity with the logic of emotion through the construction of a memory

(Sahlins 1985: 45, 145). The cultural now, the cultural past, and their conse-

quent future were created by the allocation of meaning through the con-

struction of a shared memory.

By the following Monday, when the rcmp were notified and a charge was

filed against Charley, the memories of the event held by the Principal and the

Teacher had aligned with the meaning of the event. Each thoroughly be-

lieved in, and the Teacher clearly remembered, the impact of Charley’s kick

in the balls.

One result of recognizing the indeterminacy of social phenomena is the loss

of separation between events and meaning presupposed by the cultural

assertion of a now. As my fieldnotes cannot be privileged as objective data

(compared to verbal recollections) as they could under a deterministic met-

aphor of science, neither can my memory be so privileged. I saw and vividly

remember the blow Luther aimed at Charley’s head during the fight. I

remember as vividly the blow Charley directed toward the Teacher, even

though I stayed inside the school and never saw it. As writing (and reading)

this is but a part of the cultural process of allocating meaning, so that process

of allocating meaning continued through the trial and the production of the

trial transcript.

That document is no more an objective repository of reality than are the

other sources. Like them, it is but an aspect of meaning intelligible largely

through its distributional position (Foucault 1974: 3–65). The concern of the

Teacher and the Principal that their account of the events would be subject

to cross-examination and verification in a truth-gathering ritual proved

unfounded. The court accepted without examination the meaning of the

events given by the Principal and the Teacher, thereby accepting their ac-

count of the event itself. The court’s concern was with motivation and the

identity of the accused as well as the enforcement of its own procedures.π
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the court: This is the trial ex parte in the absence of the accused, who

is charged that on the 8th of February 1970 at [Mission] in the Province

of [name], he did unlawfully assault [Teacher] by striking him in the

crotch with his foot contrary to Section 3231 (1) of the Code. The

Crown is proceeding by summary conviction. A plea of ‘‘not guilty’’

was entered by the accused on the 16th of March and the matter was

adjourned to this date for trial. The accused released on Recognizance

to appear; he is not present and the Court orders that the trial be held

in his absence ex parte . . .

Charley was unconcernedly waiting at Mission for the rcmp to pick him

up and bring him to the trial.∫ I was arranging the transport of another man

facing trial at the same court session and had asked him earlier that day if he

needed a ride. He assured me that he did not. The rcmp had told him that

they would come and get him in time for his trial.

[Teacher] Sworn, states:

[rcmp O≈cer]—examining:

rcmp:

q. I call your attention to the 8th of February 1970 and would ask that

you tell the Court in your own words anything pertaining to the matter

that is just before the Court.

a. Yes, it was a Sunday, Sunday evening and there was the custom that

we have a hockey night for the adults, floor hockey, indoor floor

hockey for the adults at [Mission], held in the recreation area of the

school and during the game Mr. [Charley] was quite—he was provok-

ing one of the other players quite often and finally . . . 

q. Can you be more elaborate, in what way was he provoking the other

player?

a. Elbowing and just using a stick, interference and so on like that.

q. Just continue then.

a. And finally, Mr. [Luther] I believe his name was, lost his temper and

he swung this stick, it was a wooden stick and he swung it at Mr.

[Charley’s] head and he missed, it was above his head, and imme-

diately after that a scu∆e erupted which the Principal broke up by

saying that if there was any fighting the hockey would be called o√ and

there would be no more hockey in the school—or pardon me—before
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that scu∆e had erupted in the corridor the Principal had given warn-

ing that if there was any more scu∆es hockey would be called o√; at the

time when the stick was swung he did call the hockey o√ and sent

everyone outside. Immediate, as soon as the hockey was called o√ I

noticed that the—that everyone left very quickly and it was obvious to

me that there was going to be some excitement outside, nevertheless I

stayed down in the basement and the Principal [name] and Father

[name] remained in the basement as well as a couple of local people.

Finally one lady was standing looking out the window and I asked

Father [name] to ask her what was going on and so Father asked . . .

At this point the court, through the arresting rcmp corporal, who was

acting as prosecutor, intervened to assert the primacy of its procedure for

truth determining. Once this had been impressed upon the witness, the

court was satisfied and made no attempt to consider the validity of the

witness’s statements.

q. Mr. [Teacher,] just confine your evidence to what you yourself did,

not what someone else said.

a. And then a girl came in and said . . . 

q. Not what she said; a girl came in—what did you do as a

result?

a. She came in and told me that there was fighting on the steps outside

and they might break the window, if we come out and stop the fight.

q. The point is . . . 

the court: You went outside?

a. Yes, I went outside.

q. The woman comes in and it is irrelevant what she says to you. What

did you do as a result of what she said to you, you went outside, right?

a. I went outside.

q. This is what I mean by confining yourself to what you did?

a. I went outside, they were fighting on the step and tried to stop it.

q. Who was fighting?

In this brief statement emerged the legal description of the event as well as

the acceptance of the event by the court.
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a. [Charley] and Mr. [Luther] and I tried to stop it, and just kept on,

more of a scu∆e, they moved over to a di√erent corner of the building,

and I put my hand on Mr. [Charley] to tell him to stop fighting and

while I did this he, one of his feet, he reached around and I don’t know

which foot the right or the left, brought it up and a back sort of kick

and kicked me in the crotch, and after that the Principal came out and

the crowd was sent home and that was the end, a few words exchanging

between Mr. [Charley] and myself and the Principal.

q. Mr. [Teacher,] returning back to the point where you left the build-

ing as a result of this lady coming in; can you tell the Court why you

concerned yourself to go out?

a. Well they were fighting on the school property and as I said there

was a danger of some destruction to the property, to the windows, and

generally creating a disturbance on the school property.

The representation of events that became the legal version of the events

reflects the created memory negotiated between the Teacher and the Princi-

pal. The court accepted without question that Charley should be seen as the

source of the disturbance. The issue of the extenuating circumstance of the

blow aimed at Charley’s head is not considered.Ω

According to the Teacher’s testimony, he grabbed Charley from behind in

the middle of a fight. The fight itself becomes not a face-to-face confronta-

tion but a kick backward by a man grabbed from behind. Perhaps a reason-

able man should not be fighting, but it is hard to see how one can be faulted

for lashing out to protect himself when he is seized from behind during

a fight.

I interpret the Teacher’s testimony as an honest but uncertain attempt to

hold to the memory created by himself and the Principal. Caught between

the ritual formality of the law, the Principal, and his own thoughts of a

political future, the Teacher found himself in an ambiguous position. His

own moral vision must have di√ered somewhat from that of the Principal.

His commitment was di√erent, the aesthetics of his emotion led in a dif-

ferent direction, and he must have had to work harder to generate confor-

mity between memory and a rational ordering of the created reality. Two

years later, when I saw the Teacher in passing at the airport and asked him

about his statement that his coat was hit rather than his person, he angrily

said that I was accusing him of perjury. Wherever the blow landed, if there
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was a blow, his memory of the event and his assurance as to its nature

increased as it receded further into memory.

If the memory the Teacher and the Principal had constructed led the

Teacher into ambiguity, the Principal had no such problem. His testimony is

firm, heavy in motivation and judgment. In his certainty, in contrast to the

di≈culty the Teacher encountered with repeating the statements of others,

he was given considerable latitude for interpretation.

[Principal], Sworn, states:

[rcmp O≈cer]—examining:

q. Mr. [Principal] you have heard the evidence of the previous witness.

I think in the interests of brevity if you could contain your evidence at

the point where Mr. [Teacher] states you first took action and continue

from there, against Mr. [Charley]. Your [sic] are acquainted with Mr.

[Charley] are you not?

a. Yes I am.

q. Mr. [Charley]?

a. I’d like to preclude my testimony with some remarks . . .

The ‘‘precluded’’ (a Freudian slip?) testimony was to have been an asser-

tion of meaning, a rehearsed diatribe against Charley and his disruptive

e√ects upon the community and the mission of the school.∞≠ The court

responded with a strong assertion of its procedure regarding evidence and

then promptly accepted the Principal’s interpretation without comment or

question.

the court: You will contain yourself to the evidence; the remarks are

not evidence.

a. During the course of the game it was evident to all the players and

spectators that Mr. [Charley] was conducting himself in a very aggres-

sive fashion and at one juncture he provoked a fight and this was

stopped by Mr. [Teacher] and myself who told him and the other

people involved that if the fight didn’t stop immediately the game

would be stopped. He continued in a very surly and aggressive manner

[and] antagonized all the players, until he was delivered a warning

blow which didn’t come close to hitting him by Mr. [Luther]. At this

juncture he told (Luther) to come outside and the two of them left. I
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saw that there was going to be a fight so I said if there was a fight there

would never be any more hockey and Mr. [Charley] replied that he

didn’t care. Mr. [Teacher] and I busied ourselves in gathering up the

hockey equipment and a few minutes later Mr. [Teacher] went outside

and a few minutes after that I also went outside and when I went

outside I saw Mr. [Charley] had Mr. [Teacher] by the jacket and this

was after Mr. [Teacher] was ostensibly struck by Mr. [Charley], and

Mr. [Charley] made a number of threatening remarks to Mr. [Teacher]

and myself and both of us asked him to leave the property and he

refused to do this and we asked him repeatedly and told him that this

would be a matter for the police to look into and he replied that

he didn’t care and he then threatened me, said that he had never

struck me before but that he would, but at that juncture he decided to

leave . . .

The rest of the trial was rapid and, like the testimony not presented,

centered on the identification of Charley as the person in question.

[rcmp O≈cer]: Is Mr. [Luther] in the Court room?

the court: I don’t need him. I will call you as a witness.

[rcmp O≈cer]: Your Honour I would like to enter in evidence—if you

recall on the 16th February you made an Order to have Mr. [Charley]

mentally examined, I would like to enter as an exhibit the results of

that examination.

the court: Thank you. I find the accused guilty as charged.

After some jocular negotiation, in which the rcmp o≈cer tried to have

Charley incarcerated for more than ninety days, which would mean sending

him outside to prison, Charley was sentenced to thirty days in the local

common jail.∞∞

This situation is reminiscent of what Carlo Ginzburg has described as ‘‘this

discrepancy, this gap between the image underlying the interrogations of the

judges and the actual testimony’’ (Ginzburg 1985: xviii). This ‘‘gap’’ existed

between the court and the white laymen as well as between the court and the

Chipewyan. The court was as little interested in the events themselves as it

was in determining the truth of those events.
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This process of trial closed the issue of the nature of the event in the white

field of meaning. The created memory of the Teacher and the Principal had

become the reality of the event. There are other aspects to the event (par-

ticularly Charley’s role as a symbol) yet to be considered, but that the event—

the fight resulting in a kick in the crotch—never happened was no longer

relevant.

While the white community wrestled with the meaning of the scu∆e, the

Dene community had its own concerns and attempted to determine its

meaning. Because the Dene were Dene rather than white, their search for

meaning took up di√erent issues. The cultural ordering of reality generated

by the Dene was such that the events in their world were not the same as

those in the white world.

The most conspicuous di√erence between the white and Dene views was

that the Dene did not give a damn about the ‘‘fight.’’ I heard a few comments

from schoolchildren, young boys at the age where they were most worried

about their own future size and strength and had the adolescent Chipewyan

fascination with fighting. A few ‘‘Charley hit a teacher’’ or ‘‘Charley fight

teacher’’ and even a ‘‘Teacher and Charley fight,’’ but I heard nothing from

the adults of the community. The trial and Charley’s jail sentence were of

more concern, the former for scandal, the latter as deprivation for the family

during Charley’s jail term. In Western terms, there were di√erent events in

the two cultures.

For the Principal and his educators, Charley and his kin symbolized a

failure to transform and acculturate the Chipewyan. The comparable feeling

among the Dene would have been that they stood for the questionable value

of formal education. The Chipewyan of Mission believe in formal educa-

tion, and many of their hopes are pinned to the delivery of an e√ective

education to their children. The failure of Charley and his siblings to con-

form to white hopes and expectations was paralleled by their failure to

conform to Chipewyan hopes and expectations. Their success in absorbing

what education had to o√er but without fitting in and becoming competent

adult members of the community concerned the Chipewyan, although they

did not discuss it as such or make it an issue of public notice.

The Chipewyan, from the publication of Samuel Hearne’s eighteenth-

century journal, have had, in the vernacular, ‘‘a bad press’’ (Koolage 1975).

The one constant endearing virtue attributed to them by whites has been
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their honesty.∞≤ The repetitive accusations of dishonesty directed at Jim and

his sister were significant markers of the discomfort the Dene community

felt about all of them. If the court and the Principal were able to disregard

the context of the theft from the fishnets, the Dene community was not

prepared to do so. The allegation that fish had been stolen and the willing-

ness to support that allegation through violence, no matter how moderate

that violence, was the community’s judgment upon them as social beings.

The Dene, like the court, were also interested in questions of identity. The

nature of the Chipewyan construction of identity is unexamined in the

literature, but it di√ers radically from that utilized by the court. Where

the court was interested in specificity and the di√erentiation of persons, the

Chipewyan were interested in the construction of a history and the place-

ment of the individual within a social and moral context. The key issue in

the Dene community was Charley’s fighting ability and his ability to control

himself. Neither the scu∆e nor Charley’s court conviction had a great im-

pact upon his reputation among the Dene, but the psychiatric examination

did. His being sent for psychiatric examination resolved the issue of control

generated by his extraordinary fighting ability and strength. Instead of being

a repository of traditional virtues to excess, there was now the hidden im-

plication that he might be out of control and possibly crazy.

The intracultural situation is instructive. Charley’s role as a symbol in the

rest of the white community was best expressed by the words of a young

Hudson’s Bay Company clerk who said, ‘‘They have got to learn that there is

a law here now.’’ White folklore about Charley’s aggressiveness and strength

increased to the point that the rcmp appropriated it as a symbol. Incoming

rcmp constables found their manhood questioned by their peers and others

in the white community until they had fought him, with Charley always

being charged with something whatever the circumstances of the encounter.

It reached the point that once, after Charley had drunk too much and

returned home to sleep it o√, the rcmp initiated a new constable by entering

Charley’s house without warning and having the new man pull Charley

from a sound sleep in his own bed. When Charley, still in a stupor, knocked

him down, he was arrested, tried, and convicted for resisting arrest.

Charley’s conviction for assault on the Teacher was his third one in less

than three years and a benchmark in labeling him a habitual o√ender.

Subsequent o√enses (more were to occur, as he was marked by the white
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community) carried longer and longer sentences. By 1990, nearly half of his

adult life had been spent in prison.∞≥

At the time of Charley’s conviction, jail time was stigmatized by the

Chipewyan (Go√man 1963). Charley’s conviction was one of many even less

justified that changed the nature of the stigma the Chipewyan attached to

jail time. While it has not ceased to be stigmatized, the routineness and the

capriciousness with which incarceration occurs has forced the Dene to shift

their concern from incarceration per se to the grounds for incarceration.

As the stigma upon Charley increased through the early 1980s and the

sanctions of Canadian law became greater, he was seen more and more by the

local whites both as a symbol of Chipewyan inability to cope for themselves

and as a justification for the whites’ continued presence and control. The as-

sertion of control manifested through the growing rcmp presence in Mission

produced many more arrests, convictions, fines, and incarcerations. It was

local white folklore that rcmp assigned to this area were either promising

young men sent for seasoning or older men being given one last chance be-

fore incurring a permanent denial of promotion. Either way, the only avenue

to success in the rcmp was an increased arrest and conviction rate. Watching

the process on the ground, field trip after field trip, left me with the impres-

sion that each Mountie sought more and more obscure laws to enforce in

order to increase the arrest record during his tenure. From the conviction of

1970 on, arresting Charley was always a safe bet for a conviction.

The event, the fight that never was, was lost within the complex of concerns

and meaning in the white field of meaning. It was replaced by an event

constructed through a negotiated memory of its meaning. This process is a

general human process brought on by the nature of being a verbal social

being. The meaning of an event determines the memory of the event, which

determines the nature of the event itself. An event exists only as a function of

the means by which it is measured, which means that, in the conventional

usage of the word, there is no such thing as an event.

epilogue

By the time I returned to the field in 1972, the events of 1970 had lost most of

their import. The white community had undergone an almost complete

turnover in personnel. All the teachers had gone. The Teacher had found his
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entry into the political arena, and the Principal had moved on to a larger

school. All of the rcmp and Hudson’s Bay Company people were gone. Even

the priest had moved upward in the church hierarchy and been reassigned.

From the memory the Principal and the Teacher had labored so hard to

create, all that remained was an erratic symbol who was a certain conviction,

a man fated to pay for that memory and the moral vision that created it.

Ironically, it was Charley who was fated to die a hero’s death. On one of his

rare periods out of jail in the early 1990s, Charley came to visit his family at

Mission. While he was down by the store, two children fell into Mission Lake

from the boat in which they were playing. Charley ran out on the dock and

dove into the cold water of the lake to try to rescue them. The children, who

could not swim, panicked. When Charley reached them, they attempted to

climb on top of him. All were drowned.
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‘‘Loon IV’’ (chapter 14) showed that the meaning of what happens in the

present is sometimes left undetermined until the future has come to be.

Meaning creates events while time, in a reality engendered by inkoze, is often

better likened to place than to a flow. This aspect of time being like place also

occurs in ordinary social life. Here I wish to extend these arguments by

showing how, through the agencies of emotion and memory, the future can

determine the present.

In April 1975 I accompanied Paul and May to South Lake for the spring

caribou hunt. Our coming to South Lake was prompted by the presence of a

fly-in fish camp that had promised the brothers summer work as fishing

guides. In his youth Wellington had adopted the lake as a trapping area. He

had camped there for the past few winters. Paul and May had spent the

previous fall with him there instead of at their more usual haunts on Fox-

holm Lake or Adeker Lake. George had joined them late in the fall but had

continued to set his traps to the north around Foxholm Lake. Both George

and Wellington had their families with them, and all of us planned to stay

until Christmas.

Relations between Wellington and George had become increasingly

strained since George had married a few years before. Things were now

approaching a crisis point. The problem between them was created by con-

flict between the role of birth order among siblings and Chipewyan egali-

tarianism (Sharp 1979: 10–19; 1988a: 35–37).∞ Among the determinedly

egalitarian Mission Dene, social independence depends upon establishing

a household capable of functioning independently as a subsistence unit
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(Sharp 1977). Both men now headed families, but Wellington had been

married long enough to have established his independence.≤ George was still

striving to establish his.

The milieu of our lives there was one in which George and Wellington

were each hoping that others might choose to stay with them. If Wellington

had succeeded, he might have found himself exercising the influence and

leadership over the extended family that his father was slowly losing because

the early stages of emphysema and a recent heart attack had lessened his

strength and endurance. Early in our stay George’s perception of the social

situation was disturbed by several weeks of bad luck in hunting during

which he was unable to lay in a supply of caribou meat. Coming just at the

time he was determined to demonstrate his ability to support his family

without outside help, he worried that he had become o√ensive to animal/

persons other than caribou and had lost his ability to hunt or trap.

George’s continued association with his parents did not pose a threat to

his attempt to establish an independent social identity because of his father’s

failing health. Staying with them might even have been seen as a virtuous act

as it would allow his parents to continue to maintain a separate bush house-

hold. Coming to South Lake did threaten his fragile independence, however.

Not only was his brother there, but Wellington’s brothers-in-law were to join

him there later in the year. George’s problem stemmed from the mantle of

leadership over the whole group falling upon Wellington if enough people

came to aggregate around him. Younger brothers are supposed to respect

and listen to their elder brothers (Sharp 1975, 1977, 1979), so too great an

association with Wellington would lead the Mission community to see him

as subordinate to his brother.

One of the consequences of conflict between symbols and values, as was

the case with canid gender symbols, is that they sometimes create situations

for which there is no satisfying outcome. The most desired outcome was for

all of the extended family to live together in harmony. Chipewyan decision

making is a lengthy process in which there is almost interminable discussion

and consideration of all points of view. When an issue this significant to the

lives of an extended family is under consideration, achieving an outcome

can take seasons if not years. The People consider options and alternatives

but do not spell out possible consequences or make predictions. They in-

stead advance possible courses of action and leave the consequences of those

actions to be thought about and decided upon by those engaged in the
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discussions. During these times of discussion and consideration of alterna-

tives the issue at the heart of the matter is rarely foregrounded and may

never surface directly. This creates an ambience in which the issues under

discussion are a constant backdrop against which other relevant actions and

ideas can be compared. The process through which The People search for

and identify the best solution is low-key, subtle, and persuasive.

Wellington was making no overt attempt to gain control over the camp or

to subordinate his younger brother. The situation was analogous to that

when Gleacho’s peers came to visit him during his moccasin-sewing phase

in 1972. The issue hung inescapably over the camp and dominated relation-

ships within it. The topic itself was never discussed. Nevertheless, every adult

understood the situation.

Decisions had to be made about where to spend the fall hunting season,

and those decisions would permanently redefine relationships among peo-

ple in camp. As Chipewyan, it was in their nature to pursue their own vision

of how things should be through the conduct of their own lives. They did

not seek to control each other or determine how others were to behave, but

that shared vision of all of them living together in harmony carried a very

di√erent cost for each of them. It was in conflict with other values and the

need of each constituent household for autonomy. In e√ect, each adult in

the camp had a shared vision of how life should be lived and of how they

should relate to each other as kin. This vision of how things should be was in

conflict with their visions of their individual positions within their family

and the community at large.

Any time of structured liminality has built into it the risk of an adverse

outcome. This time in their lives was a time of stress and uncertainty when

nothing was quite what it seemed to be. This showed in how they related to

each other even before the first caribou came. They were not visiting among

themselves as freely as was normal and there was less cooperation than I had

seen in previous years. They were not as readily doing for each other the

small things that make bush life less taxing. Food for individual meals

normally circulates among families (along with condiments, baking ingre-

dients, utensils, sugar, tea, and all the small things that can be in short supply

or temporarily unavailable) through the daily visits the women make to each

other. Before meat began to flow into camp from the first successful hunts,

there was a conspicuous restriction in the flow of food from household to
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household. The visits between the women, and the food exchanges that went

with them, were so constrained that at times some households would be out

of meat while others had a surplus. The restriction of this flow of food

through the reduction in ordinary socialization meant people sometimes

had to ask for meat—a significant indicator of tension within a camp—or

do without.

The tension also showed in how George and Wellington acted toward

each other. Relations between them were far more competitive than in past

years. In early May we began to prepare to move from the winter cabins (o√

the east side of South Lake) to tents on its west side. We had taken my

snowmobile and a toboggan out to inspect the site where we planned to put

the tents. Several miles west of where we were crossing, we saw caribou

standing on the ice just o√ shore. We immediately turned and headed to-

ward them as fast as the heavily laden snowmobile would go.

The caribou stood and watched a while before they turned and ran a

short ways into the forest. Wellington drove the snowmobile headlong into

the willow brush that lined the shore. Both he and George leapt from the

vehicle and tore into the bush at a dead run. Wellington, taller and stronger

than George, ran more quickly. As soon as he saw the caribou he shot four of

them. George saw them but did not shoot even though he could have killed

some of them (Sharp 1988a: 55–56).

If all had been well between them, they would have cooperated by enter-

ing the bush line abreast and moving toward the caribou at a fast walk. The

idea is for the hunters to come up on the caribou in such a way that they

could shoot those leading the escape, which would turn the rest back in the

other direction. The hunters then should have shot at those leading the

escape in the new direction, thus turning them back to their original direc-

tion. Doing this would keep the caribou running back and forth in front of

them, creating the opportunity to kill as many as possible.

Instead of cooperation, their pursuit became a footrace, which Wellington

ended by shooting at the caribou as soon as he saw them. George responded

to his brother’s actions by refusing to cooperate and not shooting at all.

This hunt, such an apparently simple incident expressing pique between the

brothers, illustrates how, even in ordinary life, time can act as place.

In the course of daily life, men are drawn into the bush to accomplish the

various tasks necessary to feed a camp. They often enter the bush in pairs or
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in groups, but in this vast land each man has to go o√ alone for extended

periods of time. In Dene bush life, people—particularly men—are routinely

separated from each other for hours or days at a time. Their daily activities

can scatter them over hundreds of square miles. Unlike in the village, where

nearly every action is observed, much of their time, again especially so for

men, is spent out of the sight or hearing of other Dene. What happens to

them during this part of their lives is beyond the direct experience of anyone

but themselves.

A number of years ago Basil Sansom developed the concept of the ‘‘hap-

pening’’ in his superb book, The Camp at Wallaby Cross (1980). One of his

concerns in that book was the manner in which the Australian Aborigines he

was working among created a public verbal narrative voiced as a running

commentary in accompaniment to social events while they were in the

process of occurring. This pattern of public narration could accompany any

event that broke the calm of the camp, even ones as pedestrian as a scu∆e or

a domestic argument. Sansom defined the concept of a happening as stand-

ing ‘‘for the form that people bring to the flow of social action to shape it

whenever they either present or represent events. Each happening has a

typical, almost a classic form, and action that is worth noting or worth

gracing with one’s own participation is action that is shaped to accord with

sets of culturally provided rules that govern proper performance’’ (Sansom

1980: 3).

The problem that Sansom addressed in his analysis of events among the

Aborigines was an extremely di≈cult and complex one, for he realized that

these verbal performances did not just reflect the events but actually shaped

and determined them. Those verbal accounts are a form of knowledge that

ordered events and integrated them into the cultural context of Aborigine

life. Each event was narrated by an individual whose right of narration was

determined by a series of statuses and kin relationships with the individuals

involved in the event. The knowledge generated by those narrations is public

and was generated in a public performance before the audience of the

community or a segment of the community, an audience whose assent to the

narration was a determining part of its power to bring order to the confu-

sion of the raw events. Once the narrative had been generated, it was—as

knowledge—a possession whose telling could be performed only by individ-

uals vested with the right of its narration.

What is at issue in Sansom’s analysis are two things applicable to all the

Mission Dene and the behavior of Wellington and George during this phase
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of their conflict, specifically, to their hunt for the caribou. Sansom’s insight

was that events themselves are ordered by the verbal narrative created simul-

taneously with the events. The events are a social process whose nature—

indeed, whose occurrence—is determined through the process of ascribing

meaning to them by the narrator and the consent to that ascribed meaning

by the social body acting as audience to the narration. Once a narration has

been created, once it has become knowledge that is possessed by particular

individuals, it is the narration itself—with its prescription of causality and

meaning—that becomes reality. The reality of the ‘‘actual’’ events is super-

seded by the reality of the narration of the events.

Most of the Mission Dene are at least partly bilingual. Many of them are

partly trilingual. Most of the Mission Dene are at least partly literate in

English and many are competent in written English. The Chipewyan lan-

guage has at times been written in syllabic characters whose use the mission-

aries taught and promoted, but those e√orts have faded and only the elderly

now write in their own language.≥ In daily life, the Mission Dene use their

language as if they were a culture that had no written language. In the

absence of written language, the Dene rely more on memory and the spoken

word to convey complex issues of causality and meaning than is customary

in ordinary American or Canadian life or, for that matter, in the academic

world. Since the daily activity patterns of Dene life often carry them far from

the sight and hearing of others, they bridge this separation from each other

by talking about what has happened in the course of their daily lives—

sharing their experiences with those who have not experienced them di-

rectly. This talking about the events of the day is not bound into a rigid

rhetorical form or delivered before structured gatherings, but obviously

there are conventions of cultural patterning involved in determining to

whom they talk and in how they organize their talk.

As each man returned to camp at the completion of his activities in the bush,

he would talk about what he had experienced during his time away from

camp. Each man spoke first to those at his home while he ate and relaxed

after the day’s exertions. After he had relaxed a bit, he would generally visit

his parents or move around outside caring for his dogs, talking with others,

or engaging in small tasks and chores. It was not just the two men who talked

about their day’s events. Their wives and children also moved throughout the

camp on their normal round of activities, visiting and chatting as they went

about their business. The more interesting and significant aspects of George’s
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and Wellington’s accounts were talked about during these movements. The

stories of the men became the experience—albeit not personal experience—

of the others in the camp. The wives and children interpreted what they had

been told in light of their individual concerns and experiences, often o√ering

their own insights or adding to what they had been told.

In the process of carrying this information about the camp there was an

enormous potential for the creative aspects of gossip to intrude into the

process. Misunderstandings became new events. Misheard phrases created

nuances of meaning that had not existed before. Children trying to repeat

the words of adults could create mountains where not even molehills had

existed by passing on their misunderstanding of what they had heard.

This was a typical Dene bush camp in which each person was connected

to every other person in the camp by bonds of kinship or marriage. If our

small camp o√ered large possibilities for confusion and distortion, it was

nevertheless a very limited arena within which to gain support. Neither man

could expect to gain the support of the dependents of his rival. My support

for one or the other might be of temporary value, but everyone knew that I

would not be there to play a role over the long haul. Wellington knew that

other a≈nes of his, over whom he already exercised a degree of leadership by

virtue of his sheer competence at making a living in the bush, would join us

later that spring. He knew he would be able to rely upon their support.

The persons whose support was crucial were Paul and May. Bush life is

physically much more demanding than is village life, but Paul and May were

devoted to life in the bush. The threat of losing their independence, emanat-

ing from Paul’s declining health, was terribly distressing to them. They

hoped to be able to spend the fall and winter in the bush surrounded by their

sons and their sons’ families. Where they chose to spend the fall season

would determine the immediate success of George’s bid to assert his inde-

pendence. George was more than capable of caring for his family and but-

tressing the needs of his parents, but he was not yet confident enough of

himself and his wife to spend an entire cold weather season miles away from

other Dene. If Paul and May joined George in a move north to Foxholm

Lake, then his bid for autonomy would succeed. If his parents stayed at

South Lake, George and his family would have to stay there as well and the

mantle of leadership over the entire group would pass to Wellington.

A few weeks after the end of the spring caribou hunt, Wellington would

begin a telling attack on George’s position and reputation through a series of
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brilliantly scandalous stories about the behavior of George’s wife (Sharp

1988a: 86–89). The means by which the two men would express their posi-

tions would shift to other issues and to other kinds of stories, but at this time

the e√ects of their stories about the events in their daily activities were the

main venue through which each man had to seek the support he sought.

Each of these men had adopted a mode of presentation of self in their

accounts of the events of their daily lives. Their relations with each other

drew upon—and strongly reflected—their individual natures and person-

alities, but each man’s mode of self-presentation contrasted starkly with that

taken by his brother.

George was slighter and less aggressive than his brother. Not as ambitious

or as insightful, he was more polite and far more openly concerned with the

nuances of inkoze and how humans were supposed to relate to animal/

persons. His manner of self-presentation was that of a strongly moral man

concerned with the proper rules of conduct both among humans and with

the nonhuman world. He made a consistent e√ort to follow all of the rules

and conventions for conducting a hunt and for sharing both material goods

and the yield of subsistence activities.

Wellington, whose status and reputation among his kin were being com-

promised by his abusive treatment of an infant daughter whose paternity he

suspected, was a more complex, assertive, and aggressive man. He paid

much less attention to the nuances of correct behavior toward animal/

persons and hunting and was perfectly willing to bruise George’s feelings in

what became competitive hunting. He was less sensitive to the conventional

nuances of sharing access to animal/persons, but in practice he was far more

generous than was George.

The stance each man took toward the other, and presented to the camp

through his account of the events of the day, was exactly that: a stance. It

was created through emotional reasoning, the reaction of self to the actions

of the other rather than a consciously chosen position. The men’s patterns of

behavior toward each other did not fully expose the range or complexity of

their personalities. Their behavior toward others in the camp expressed a

much fuller range of their personalities. Rather, each man’s stance drew

upon and emphasized particular aspects of his personality in his dealings

with his brother. The determining factor in the stance each took toward the

other was their striving to live surrounded by their kin. The stories each man

told were presented in this context, and often the individual household

members’ retellings of those stories reflected this.
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The accounts of the events that George and Wellington gave as they

returned to their camp were not simultaneous with the events as was the case

described in Sansom’s work. However, their knowledge of the nature and the

context of their lives meant that each man knew he would talk to others

about the events of his day. Each man knew those—the audience—he would

speak to. Each knew the verbal forms he would use to deliver his account.

This knowledge of the conventional form of their lives and their speech,

especially in this context of concern for the future of the family, gave their

accounts similar power to determine the reality of events removed in time

and space from the view of an audience that Sansom reported for Aboriginal

audiences present at a happening.

These accounts were talked about by the audience. That process—George

and Wellington telling of the events and the audience of the camp talking

about the events—became the means by which the events themselves were

aligned with their meaning. In e√ect, the meaning that was conveyed through

the events became the interpretive framework for the events. As the interpre-

tive framework, the telling of the events and the audience’s talking about

them came to determine the shape and character of the events themselves. As

the accounts became the reality of the events, and the ‘‘objective’’ characteris-

tics of the events were adjusted to conform to that reality, Wellington and

George adjusted their subsequent behavior to conform to that reality. As was

the case with the Teacher and the Principal, creating the meaning of the

events altered the nature of the events.

This was not purely a rhetorical practice. The two men actually regulated

their behavior toward each other to conform to the stance they had adopted

toward each other and to the social reality that the stance had created. In

e√ect, each man came to act the way he did as the result of his memory of the

reality created by the future commentary upon the way the events of the day

were to be recounted before the camp—a commentary that would embody

the view that each held of his own relationship with his brother and of

their individual visions of the moral case each was constructing to support

his position.

Recognizing the nature of this transformation of order, from event deter-

mining the nature of the account to the account determining the nature of

the event, is crucial to understanding why Wellington and George were

acting in the manner they were. Each man had assumed a strategy for his
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own behavior in situations where they interacted with each other (Sharp

1988a: 53–57).∂ The audience was not physically present at the events, but it

was present in the knowledge each man carried of his future representation

of the events before that audience. This knowledge of future representations

of the events a√ected the stance each man took in his behavior toward his

brother. Knowledge of his stance and of his future presentation of the events

in compliance with his stance became a determining factor in how each man

perceived the actual events.

It was not just that future stories about events determined how the au-

dience would—after the fact—perceive the events. Knowing that, in this

context, their future stories would be told about the events became a deter-

mining factor in the how the two men perceived themselves and the events

as they were happening. This perception became a determining factor in

how each man behaved and thus a determining factor in how the events

themselves unfolded.

In this context of stress, uncertainty, change, and competition, the future

memory these men had of their accounting of the events of their days and of

their interactions with each other became a determining factor in what each

man saw, heard, felt, and in how he acted. The future was determining the

present.

There are several factors that may help make the idea of the future determin-

ing the present through the medium of memory seem a bit less alien.

Some Dene religious convictions have their origin in the dogma and

practice of Christianity and have been so thoroughly absorbed and inte-

grated that they form part of inkoze itself, but inkoze remains the core logic

of Dene culture. At times it seems as if the Dene recognize that the physical

universe we experience is only part of a greater connected universe(s) we are

unable to perceive. I cannot adequately map the nature of these realms or

describe their geometry. The Dene either cannot do so or choose not to do

so. Neither of us can explain these multidimensional realms in intelligible

terms. Perhaps the idea of mapping such a multidimensional reality is non-

sensical. We are like color-blind individuals in a world of color. The reality of

the universe in which we live is created only by the limitations of our

culturally determined perception.

If the geometry of these realms is not known, some of the ways in which
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the realms are connected can be known and observed.∑ The Dene know that

animal/persons are beings existing in more than one realm. The Dene know

that the homes of the giant beings beneath the lakes and rivers of Dene

country are pathways between the realms maintained by the power/knowl-

edge of those beings of inkoze. The Dene know that some beings, like the

loon Phil tried to kill, can move between these realms of being.

Within a world chartered by inkoze, where time has the character of place

and connection within what is always true rather than being the means of

separation between events that once were or may once be true, time can fold

upon itself and bring together events Western thought insists must be sepa-

rated. History is not past, history is. Future is not may be, future is. Both are

equally real.

Memory of the future is no more a di√erent order of beast from memory

of the past than the revealed truth of a dream is a di√erent order of beast

from the knowledge that comes from other kinds of personal experience. A

happening, the verbal construction of meaning that orders events, takes on

the temporal characteristics of inkoze. Happenings acquire the same reality

as other kinds of knowledge not gained through personal experience. Their

reality is less valid than knowledge gained through personal experience, but

the locus of that knowledge is not bound by time and space. Future memory

is not so dramatic a concept.

I am not particularly interested in psychological explanation. I have little

faith in the validity of Western psychological models when dealing with

cultural experience as alien to Western history and experience as is that of

the Dene. Nevertheless, we approach Dene cultural thought and experience

from the perspective of our own cultural ideas about the nature of the mind

just as we approach the physical world of the Dene from the perspective of

our own cultural ideas about the nature of the physical world. We bring with

us, as it were, not only a folk physics but a folk psychology. As with our

physics, our cultural thought about the nature of the mind is not uniform,

and some of that specialized thought is rather at odds with our conventional

understanding of the mind.

Our folk psychology, varying as it may be, hangs on certain assumptions

about the how the mind works. We presume the mind is an integrated

phenomenon organized in a hierarchical manner, even if not all of it is

subject to rational control. We regard consciousness as the ultimate and only
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true aspect of the mind and rational thought as the highest aspect of con-

sciousness. Other aspects of the mind, such as dreams, emotion, or trance,

are secondary aspects of it that are inherently suspect as things that threaten

the operation of rational thought.

It is no accident that we speak of being drugged, being in trance, or being

hypnotized as altered states of consciousness. Whatever they are, they are

not reality and we discount their validity. We are perfectly willing to allow

the mind—or at least the brain—latitude to run our biochemistry, regulate

our heartbeat, and to keep us breathing without the participation of con-

sciousness, but we see these as incidental mechanical functions.

By the same token, we think of the mind’s role in memory as that of a

slightly inept librarian in a large library. Memory itself is thought of as

passively recording everything it experiences. Consciousness, the librarian,

has but an imperfect access to what the mind has stored. If we cannot

remember something, it is not because the events have not occurred or the

information about them is not stored within the mind but because our

consciousness cannot locate it.

This hierarchical model of the mind is somewhat at odds with some of

our contemporary psychological and physiological thought about the mind

and the brain. It is being challenged particularly hard by analytical meta-

phors developing from the study of brain physiology (Gazzaniga 1985). The

analytical metaphors emerging from these areas replace metaphors of hier-

archy with metaphors that liken the mind to a committee or to forms of

political organization. The key assumption, derived largely from the analysis

of the e√ects of surgical or pathological breaks in neural pathways between

brain hemispheres, is that the mind is organized laterally with only a limited

degree of interaction and communication between the lateral components

(or ‘‘modules,’’ as Gazzaniga calls them).

An analogy with the computer might make the distinction clearer.∏ In our

folk psychology, consciousness is like the screen and keyboard hooked into a

mainframe computer. Reality is what appears on the screen (or printer). The

operations of the computer itself are simply mechanical processes, functions

that are necessary but incidental reactions to the keystrokes of the person

using the keyboard. In our folk psychology, everything that occurs in the

computer is designed to serve the interests and the commands coming from

the interaction of the operator and the keyboard.

The newer metaphors in e√ect argue that the computer consists of a series
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of separate programs, each of which is of equal reality and validity. Each of

these programs (modules) is running simultaneously with the programs

generated by the interaction between operator and keyboard (consciousness

and rationality). Those separate programs have only a limited communica-

tion with each other, although at times any of them may temporarily seize

control of the computer, that is, take control of the body and its actions. In

this view, consciousness is only one of the aspects of the mind and it is not a

controlling aspect. It is simply the aspect of the mind that communicates

with itself and with others, an aspect that Western culture has chosen to

emphasize as the reality of ourselves.

There is a limit to how far an analogy should be carried (and this one is

now close to its limits), but it should be mentioned that from this perspec-

tive it is not a case of altered states of consciousness but of di√erent aspects

of the mind that are always in operation but only sometimes in control of

the screen and keyboard (that is, the body). The implication is not that the

mind goes into an alternate state when it goes into trance but that some

aspect of the mind is always in trance, an ever-present aspect of the mind

that is only sometimes expressed in the body’s actions so that it can be

discerned by others. The same logic could be applied to visions, dreams,

and a host of other alternate states whose validity is routinely discounted

in the West.

The interactions between Wellington and George can be profitably viewed in

the light of this analogy. The interaction between the two men was deter-

mined by the strategy of self-presentation each had adopted in his conflict

with the other, but their interaction was contextually bound to that conflict.

There was no transformation of their nature because of the conflict. They

continued to act toward others in the camp as they had before the conflict

opened. It was as if in their interactions with each other, a separate ‘‘module’’

(or program) had been opened that determined their behavior in that con-

text but that did not operate in any discernible manner outside of the

context of that conflict.

What connects happenings with the way the Mission Dene use time, what

makes future memory reasonable, is the fact that memory is a social process

over which culture exercises its sway. It is a social process rather than an

individual process even though it occurs in individuals, just as speech is
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always socially determined even though only individuals speak.π Not only is

memory always constructed with reference to the judgment and input of

other Dene, it is the social context within which individual memory occurs

that exercises the supremacy of determination. Memory is the process by

which experience is created through an alignment with meaning. The nature

of that alignment is determined by the nature of the meaning rather than by

the nature of the experience. Experience does not exist in any objective

reality but only as an expression of the means by which it is measured, and

meaning is the means by which humans measure all events. As the process

by which experience is brought into accord with meaning, memory operates

in both temporal directions. Memory of the future is the same process as is

memory of the past or the construction of the shared reality of the present.

Both are the same process of knowing that the Dene apply to dreams,

visions, and other forms of perceiving what are alternate realities to Western

culture. The events that Wellington saw during that caribou hunt were not

the same events that George saw. In accord with the nature of Dene explana-

tion, resolution of their di√erences in memory into a single authoritative

version was not in the o≈ng. Their separate future memories constructed

the events each participated in. Sharing those memories at the camp fixed

the events in the reality of Dene life.

Culture constructs our self and our individual minds. What we can see

from Western culture’s variation in its thought about the mind, as with its

variation in its thought about the nature of physical reality, is that it allows

us to consider that the self and the individual mind of each Dene might be as

di√erent from our own as the physical universe each Dene experiences

within Chipewyan reality is di√erent from that which we experience within

our own cultural reality. Without denying the biological aspects of the

shared genetic basis of humanity, the potential still remains that the way

Dene culture organizes the Dene is su≈ciently di√erent from the way West-

ern culture organizes us that it produces genuine di√erences between us. We

accept that languages are genuinely di√erent and that some of those di√er-

ences cannot be bridged by translation even though all of the speakers of all

of the languages share a common humanity and the languages themselves

probably result from a common—and causal—genetic base. There are gen-

uine di√erences between Dene and Westerners derived from their di√erent

cultures, and not all of these di√erences can be translated into terms readily

intelligible to Westerners. All we can do is try to grapple with the di√erences.
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I always worry that writing about the Chipewyan relationship with animals

and their conceptualization of them as persons simultaneously natural and

supernatural may lend some toward going o√ the deep end toward the

mystical and the romantic. Culture is coercive and obligatory. People think

and act in the terms presented by their culture because their culture provides

the only way individuals have to think, speak, and act in a way that is

intelligible to their peers. These conceptualizations are deeply embedded in

Dene thought and practice and pervade all that they do. The causal nature of

these ideas is usually not terribly obvious. It is much like trying to relate

modern ideas about jobs and work to the post-Roman history of the West,

the triadic reordering of feudalism (Duby 1980), and Western traditions of

philosophical and economic thought. The manifestations are apparent in

daily life, but that does not mean that, even if they are aware of them, those

who live that life expend much time or e√ort thinking about them.

The Dene are an eminently practical and empirical people who do not

run around in a romantic fog seeing spirits, auras, or mystic forces in every

action they take or in every thing they observe. The relationships between

Dene thought about inkoze and about animals are much more subtle and

complex than that. Those ideas have to work through Dene who disbelieve

in inkoze or who are ignorant of inkoze as e√ectively as those ideas must

work through those individuals who are the most knowledgeable about

them just as, in a Christian culture, Christian belief must manifest itself not

only in theologians and the clergy but in the thoughts and actions of indi-

viduals who are ignorant, atheists, or just plain thick.
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In the last week of July 1992 we arrived at George’s camp on Foxholm Lake.

Our expectation was, as it always was there, that the caribou would arrive no

later than the first week of August and that the mosquitoes and black flies

would vanish with the arrival of the caribou.∞ Our expectation was wrong.

The mosquitoes and black flies remained until the middle of August, and the

caribou did not arrive until well into the second week of August.

Lake trout and the other fish of the Northern lakes are wonderful, but

after several weeks of an essentially all-fish diet supplemented mostly by

macaroni-and-cheese dinners, bannock, and Kool-Aid, our camp was edgy.

The women were there to make dry meat and were anxious to get under way.

The lack of caribou made them feel they were wasting their time. They were

bored and restless.

We all had been seeing signs indicating that caribou were nearby. The feel

of the place had become denser and more animate. Its quality was in-

creasingly charged as if there were an extra presence in the area. Seagulls and

ravens nest around Foxholm Lake so there are always a few resident birds

nearby, but as caribou approach the edge of the forest, ravens and seagulls

move with and ahead of the herds. One of the first signs of caribou to be seen

from the ground is an increase in the number of ravens and gulls near

treeline.

The local raven population had increased significantly, and as they do

when caribou are in the area, they had begun to alter their flight patterns

and their manner of play. The seagull population increased even more no-

ticeably than did the raven population. By the end of the second week there

was a small flock that spent a large part of its days floating several hundred

yards o√shore from our camp. Their presence was mildly annoying, almost

a symbol of the lack of caribou and our uncertainty about why they had

not come.

One afternoon, out of frustration and boredom, Phil and I were con-

templating shooting at the seagulls when a loon flew in and landed near

them. Remembering how good they taste as well as the encounter at the

narrows, I urged Phil to shoot at it. It was far too far away to hit, but Phil,

reluctantly, took a shot at it. His shell struck quite close to a seagull but very

far away from the loon. Since it was obvious he had deliberately tried to miss

the loon, I talked to him about it. He indicated that he no longer shot loons,

indirectly confirming that he had acquired a relationship to the loon. That it
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stemmed from our shared encounter with the loon at the narrows was

confirmed by his perplexity that I had urged him to shoot at it.

The local wolves were keeping themselves out of sight, but their presence was

indisputable. Scat was everywhere, as were the remains of their old kills.

They spent enough time within a half mile of our camp for us to cross fresh

tracks from where they had moved out of our way while we were out walking

about. We heard no sound from them until one evening when, after we had

all gone to bed, a single wolf began to howl from the south shore of Foxholm

Lake just across from our camp.

It would howl, wait a few minutes, and then howl again, as if it was

awaiting a reply. After it had howled a few times, I howled back at it. It

responded immediately, so I answered it. On my second howl, Phil joined in

from his tent. The wolf answered us. All of us continued howling back and

forth to each other for near to an hour and a half. We were joined, part way

through the conversation, by two or more wolves who were on hills above

the west bank of the northern bay of Foxholm Lake, a mile or so past the

narrows where we had encountered the loon. I never figured out how many

were over there. There were a number of di√erent voices, but only a single

wolf would howl at a time.

When Phil and I talked about it the next day, he was convinced the wolves

were telling each other where the caribou were.

The high point of the day, if not the entire two weeks, came later in the

day when the conversation again drifted back to caribou and wolves. May

began, with obvious delight, to tell us about how many wolves had been

howling the night before and how close they had been to the tents. I doubt I

shall ever forget the grin Phil and I shared as we simultaneously realized she

had not recognized the two of us as two of the wolves from the night before.

The issue of the missing caribou remained. George and his sons, now in

their teens, had made a series of reconnaissances along the lake—once out

about ten miles—looking for caribou, but George quickly decided to pre-

serve his gasoline supply and wait for caribou to come. Phil was irritated by

George’s decision to wait and began a series of hunts on foot or by canoe to

seek out the caribou he felt were nearby. Not finding sign along the northern

shore of the lake within five or so miles of camp, he turned his attention to
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the south of the lake. When that failed to produce sign of caribou, Phil

prepared for a long overnight trip. He planned to walk north to the next lake

system, a distance of about six miles, and then go east for ten or fifteen miles.

He traveled light, taking only a cup for water, a little packaged food, and a

light blanket. His trip was di≈cult and the insects were a sustained torment.

After hours of fast walking, he spent the night huddled beneath a tree,

wrapped in his blanket and su√ering from the cold and the insects. He

saw no caribou. The only bright spot on his trip was watching a pair of

wolverines unsuccessfully pursuing a red fox along the esker on which he

was resting. He returned to camp late the second day and, after a quick meal,

fell into an exhausted sleep in his tent.

Camps attract visitors. Wolves pass by the edges while going about their

business. Fox and other small predators explore at night. The most common

visitors are birds. We were joined most mornings by a small flock of ravens.

Most of the birds, which might show up anytime during daylight hours,

stayed in the trees a hundred or so feet away from camp, but one raven had

the habit of landing in the small trees beside our tents and chattering loudly

at us. Ravens have a complex vocal repertoire. Less eerie than loons, their

vocal range seems even greater, and they are much more likely to approach

humans and exchange vocalizations with them. The morning after Phil had

returned from his long walk, this bird came into camp and began to raise

bloody hell. Phil, still tired and somewhat cranky from being awakened by

the raven, came out of his tent and told it to shut up. The raven was irritated

by Phil’s behavior and squawked at him. Their exchange took a nasty turn.

Phil began yelling at the raven to go away and shut up. The raven, all the

more irritated by Phil’s comments, not only continued squawking at Phil

but began to swear at him. Phil swore back and for a short time the two

cursed back and forth at each other until a now intensely irritated Phil

retreated into his tent for his rifle, came out, shot the raven, and went back

to sleep.

Throughout the day, May—who had witnessed the shooting—was telling

the story to others who had not seen it (virtually all of the camp was still

asleep when it happened) and laughing both at the raven’s display of bad

manners and at Phil’s response to it.

In Dene thought this incident was devoid of any ‘‘supernatural’’ compo-

nent. That animals are persons is a given, as natural an aspect of their being

animals as it is natural that there is air on the earth. As persons, animals—
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like humans—can and will behave in a wide variety of ways, including those

that are stupid and rude as well those that are clever or helpful. Because all

Dene and all wild animals are embedded in the web of being and causality

that is inkoze, the presence of an animal/person need not indicate anything

other than the ordinary state of a√airs. The presence of an unusual con-

centration of the power/knowledge that is inkoze, whether in human, ani-

mal, or other form, is noted, is sometimes disconcerting, and is always a

factor for reflection, but it is as natural as breathing. If there is a problem

with this view, it comes not from the Dene but from our own understanding

of animals and causality. It is we whose scientists, psychologists, and theolo-

gians can insist that animals are souless unself-aware machines who do not

su√er or feel pain and who lack volition and purpose. It is we who conceive

of raven only as a mindless object rather than as a sentient being who might

argue with a human and be shot for doing so. It is we who create a reality

lacking a soul, not the Dene.





notes

introduction

1. This work is not, in the presumptuous term of current rhetoric, about ‘‘giving

voice’’ to the Chipewyan. The Chipewyan are perfectly capable of speaking for them-

selves and will write their own interpretations of their culture as it suits them. There

are Chipewyan scholars, and at least one of the Mission Chipewyan is an anthropolo-

gist. If the Dene are not engaging us in a written discourse in our journals, it is not

because a Western cultural or anthropological hegemony has denied them a voice but

because our discourse has been of no more interest to the lay public among them

than it has been to the lay public among ourselves.

2. Within this time usage, local spaces within time retain the linear flow of time

from past to present—that is, events flow within time—but the local spaces cannot be

placed before or after each other.

1. loon

1. I did not shoot at the loon. I thought about it, but by now I was more worried

about the consequences of hitting it than I was about those of missing it or not

shooting at it.

2. mission

1. The uranium mine was several miles down the lake on the other side of the river

flowing out of Mission Lake. The country was too rough to construct a road and the

cost of a bridge over the river too great, so the ore was barged from the mine to the

loading dock. From there it was trucked to Discha, where it could be loaded on

barges and shipped out for processing. The mine did not stay in business for very

long, but the contaminants from it are a problem to this day.

2. In the early stages of my fieldwork I saw versions of the plan posted in o≈ces in
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Mission and Discha but always found the idea of it too bizarre to inquire into the

source of the planning. By the time I realized that it was other than an exercise in

bureaucratic fantasy, its origin was moot.

3. Local politics were not factored into the federal regulations but were, of course,

the determining factor in the allocation of the houses.

4. The o≈ces and homes of the whites at Mission had long had electricity (and

indoor plumbing) running o√ a separate generator system.

5. The mission church also had a radio, but its use was denied to Native residents

of the village.

6. Early in the history of the modern snowmobile Pertti Pelto published an

interesting work describing its role as an agent of change in the North (Pelto 1973). In

that work, technology—the snowmobile—was seen as the driving force that initiated

dramatic changes in how Northern peoples related to their lands and resources. My

experience of the Chipewyan at Mission was the reverse of what Pelto argued in that

work. At Mission, change came for social reasons, and those changes were imple-

mented through technology. This was also true with changes in communication

technology. The point is that where Pelto saw technology as driving social change, I

saw social change driving the adoption of technology.

7. As early as the spring of 1975, it was possible to distinguish caribou who had not

been exposed to snowmobile-borne hunters from those who had (Sharp 1988a: 55–

56). Experienced caribou ran for thick brush as soon as they saw or heard one.

Inexperienced caribou ran, eventually, but they were almost as curious about snow-

mobiles as they were afraid of them.

8. This idea died when the owner of the building dismantled it and burned it for

firewood.

9. The Dene had taken to the use of charter aircraft for their trips between store

and bush almost as soon as aircraft were available in the North. So many Dene lived

and trapped so far from Mission—often well over a hundred air miles out—that land

and water travel to the traplines was time consuming. It was also hazardous, par-

ticularly for families with children. The logical entry time, late summer or early fall,

was the time of strong winds and storms. These winds and storms are deadly for

canoeists during travel. People often had to put up for weeks on their journeys back

north and often had to consume the bulk of their supplies before they ever reached

their hunting areas.

10. Often called ‘‘baby bonus’’ checks, the Family Allowance was a payment in-

tended to ensure that every Canadian child would receive a certain minimum income

to assist in its health and well-being.
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3. indeterminacy

1. To illustrate the point, look carefully at how the eminent military historian John

Keegan grapples with the issue of the relationship between war (something we

believe to be a rule-bound natural phenomenon) and culture in A History of Warfare

(Keegan 1994: xiv–12).

2. This issue is explored at length in Jean-Guy Goulet’s Ways of Knowing. An

examination of chapter 2, ‘‘True Knowledge and True Responsibility,’’ would be

useful here for readers interested in exploring this issue (Goulet 1998: 27–59).

3. The third issue, the more general use of indeterminacy as an analytical tool in

anthropological analysis, is beyond the scope of this work.

4. foxholm lake

1. I am inclined to think the name Adeker Lake is a corruption of Arctic Hare

Lake, but both Phil and George dispute this. The word is not Chipewyan, and I have

yet to find someone who knows its meaning other than as one of the names for part

of the northern end of a larger lake.

2. Individuals who have read certain works on the Dene Tha and the Dunne-za by

Hugh Brody, Jean-Guy Goulet, and Robin Ridington will be familiar with the role

maps to heaven play in those cultures. I wish to make expressly clear that this

reference to a hand-drawn map refers to a terrain map. The concept of maps to

heaven does not exist in Mission Chipewyan culture. As far as I have been able to

determine, the entire notion of the soul having to follow a trail to heaven after death

is also missing. I have never encountered any reference or allusion to such a journey

among the Chipewyan.

6. loon ii

1. Inkoze is the term that David M. Smith and I have used to represent the entire

complex of causality based upon dream-revealed power. Among the Mission Chipe-

wyan the term actually refers to killing a person through sorcery, but they themselves

often use it as a shorthand reference to what we think of as the supernatural and the

magical. The word’s pronunciation varies in di√erent Chipewyan dialects. I spell it

inkoze to reflect what I hear at Mission. David M. Smith spells it inkonze or inkonze to

reflect what he hears at Fort Resolution (D. M. Smith 1990: 157; 1973). June Helm

spells the cognate word inkon, as used by the Slavey (speaking a di√erent language

rather than a di√erent dialect) (Helm 1994). 

2. Richard K. Nelson’s evidence about the nature of animals and power among the

Koyukon is confusing and sometimes contradictory, but on this point it clearly seems
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that Koyukon conceive of this relationship in exactly the opposite manner from the

Chipewyan by presuming that animals once spoke a human language (Nelson 1983:

10, 20).

3. I have discussed this issue at some length in ‘‘Inverted Sacrifice’’ (Sharp 1994b).

The issue is interesting because the form of the sacrificial paradigm is inverted from

the normal and takes on characteristics of the sacrifice of the god (see Robertson-

Smith 1901; Hubert and Mauss 1964: 77–94).

7. wild things

1. This phrase indicates that the events are not to be placed within the framework

of myth but within the framework of recent experience.

2. The association of eagle with the Thunderbird is less certain. The Thunderbird

concept is not well developed in Dene culture and probably should not be taken to

imply any of the values and meanings associated with the Thunderbird figure else-

where in North America.

3. To try and link the topology of inkoze into a unified form is a Western rather

than a Dene conceit. I doubt if such a topology could be created under any circum-

stances, and the Dene certainly would not be interested in it even if it could be done.

4. This point about the nature of Dene categories is a recurring theme in this

work. My thought on this is greatly influenced by Rodney Needham’s work on

polythetic categories (Needham 1972, 1975).

5. ‘‘Giant Fish, Giant Otters, and Dinosaurs’’ (Sharp 1987) gives an extensive case

history of the decades-long vengeance one of Mission Lake’s giant otters took upon a

local man who had mocked it.

8. time

1. I do not wish to get into a which-causes-which argument here. Both construct

each other, and neither has an independent reality apart from their social context. By

the same token, it does not follow that folk physics is logically consistent or rational if

subjected to the precision of analytical examination. What counts is that it is the

reality we have created and the way we experience reality.

9. animals

1. Domestic animals are excluded from this discussion. Horses and cats are the

only domestic animals other than dogs of which the Mission Dene have any real

experience. Keeping cats, which must be indoor animals to survive the local preda-

tors for more than a few hours, is a new experience (mid-1980s) and confined to the
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town. The Dene have not yet sorted out what they think of cats. They have a longer,

intermittent, and not recent exposure to horses, but these animals also do not fare

well here. All domestic animals must be intensely cared for by humans, and the

crucial factor is that they are as unable to care for themselves as wild animals are

self-su≈cient.

2. I use the words ‘‘spirit’’ and ‘‘spiritual’’ out of a sense of frustration rather than

because the words fit with Dene thought. I simply do not know of any alternative

English word that is not an even worse match.

3. I mean this to be an explicit denial of the validity of the concept of the ‘‘master

of the animals’’ so widely used in the interpretation of Native American—and other

Northern peoples’—thought about animals.

4. I find myself uncomfortable with Richard Nelson’s treatment of this issue (esp.

Nelson 1983: 17). It is the tragedy of Northern Athapaskan ethnography that, even at

the beginning of the third millennium, it is di≈cult to tell if the di√erence between

the Chipewyan and the Koyukon on this issue is a di√erence between how Nelson

and I interpret the evidence from our fieldwork experiences or a genuine ethno-

graphic di√erence between the peoples among whom we have worked.

5. Again, these issues need to be contrasted with the treatment the same issues

receive in Nelson as they contrast strongly with what he reports for the Koyukon

(Nelson 1983: 107, 157–58).

10. wolf

1. See ‘‘Man:Wolf::Woman:Dog’’ (Sharp 1976) for a structural analysis of canids as

gender symbols with particular reference to the role of dogs as symbols of women

and culture and wolves as symbols of males and nature.

2. These characterizations of the power of the wolf or other animals are not to be

taken too strictly. The Chipewyan have no typology of the strengths of the various

animals and certainly no hierarchical typology of them. The power of inkoze any

Dene receives depends far more upon how much power and what kind of power an

animal/person chooses to give him rather than upon some abstract ranking of the

power of the giving animal/person.

11. dog

1. I have absolutely no data about women abusing dogs, itself perhaps one of the

strongest indicators of the symbolic links between woman and dog (Sharp 1976).

2. The ability to support oneself—to gather one’s own food from the bush—is the

core of the identity between Wolf and Man. The lack of this ability is symbolically
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devastating in Chipewyan culture. It can be seen in Chipewyan ideas about domestic

animals but also shows in the conceptualization of Raven as filthy because it scav-

enges and the ambiguity about Bear, also known to scavenge. Eating feces is the most

extreme indicator of the inability to support oneself, so any animal thought of as

eating feces is at least suspect if not outright filthy. woman, as a category, is linked to

dog at least in part because of woman’s—within the symbolic system—status as

dependent upon man to provide her with food (Sharp 1976, 1988a, 1988b; Carter

1974).

12. loon iii

1. I have highlighted the word ‘‘value’’ with quotation marks because I wish to

make certain it is understood that I am not using the word in any sense that makes

reference to the use of the term ‘‘value’’ in economic thought. There is no economic

value to this loon, or to its feathers, feet, and so on. If the men had killed the bird it

would have been eaten, and some parts of the bird might have been retained by the

slayer as references or tokens of its power and favor, but even then they would not

assume value in an economic sense. Economic thought is just not applicable to these

events and circumstances, and trying to place them in that context would pervert

their meaning.

2. There are substantial di√erences between the concepts of time embedded in the

‘‘everywhen’’ of the Dreaming and of time in inkoze that relate especially to the

role of ritual in enacting the principles of the Dreaming (Sharp 1994b: 256–59; 1997:

95–97).

3. This is the nature of indeterminacy and a good example of it.

4. Let me reiterate that being able to kill an animal/person is not a measure of the

power of an individual’s inkoze. Humans may have the power to kill animal/persons

with inkoze, but they will not survive the encounter. The animal/persons will spring

back to life and destroy the presumptuous human. Killing an animal/person is more

an issue of standing in good grace with the being, more an issue of morality—in the

most general possible sense of the word—than of power, knowledge, or skill (Sharp

1996).

5. George had had a similar experience a few years before when he encountered

five swans on a tiny lake a few miles northeast of Foxholm Lake. He was able to

approach within twenty or thirty feet of them and fired at them several times without

hitting any of them. The swans simply swam around on the small pond and displayed

at him until he recognized the futility of further shooting and left them alone.
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13. talking about things

1. I should perhaps repeat that this chapter, like the entire book, is about explain-

ing my experience of the Chipewyan rather than about the ways and means by which I

have arrived at my understanding of that experience. Analysis of the processes by

which the Dene constitute themselves and their interactions with each other, particu-

larly through language (e.g., Goulet 1998: xli–xliv, 33–36, 147–55), is quite a di√erent

set of issues and not one I intend to take up. My intent in this chapter is not to analyze

Dene speech but to illustrate how verbal accounts (as well as performance) create a

field of social interaction and meaning, that is, context, su≈ciently dense to have the

e√ects upon living beings that I find necessary to explain the encounter with the loon.

2. This secrecy of inkoze contrasts strongly with what is reported for the Beaver

and Slavey peoples. In those cultures, the performance of what would be inkoze

among the Mission Chipewyan seems to be a far more public phenomenon than it

was at Mission. Power is always a sensitive issue among Northern Athapaskans, but

the situation at Mission may be no more than the case of a general practice carried to

an extreme. David M. Smith seems not to have found the extreme secrecy surround-

ing inkonze at Fort Resolution that I found at Mission. Unfortunately, J. G. E. Smith

died before we had the chance to explore the issue among the more easterly Chipe-

wyan. I suspect that the minimal role public ritual played in the life of the Mission

Chipewyan during my fieldwork was a major factor—whether cause or e√ect I

cannot say—in the secrecy, although there are other factors for the absence of public

ritual (Sharp 1988b). I respect that secrecy and need to make clear that it limits what I

can say about the nature and the details of inkoze, dreams, and visions.

3. Power/knowledge can be quite limited and specific: the ability to trap red fox

but not fox in general, the ability to heal only certain kinds of illnesses, the ability to

win at cards. The greater the inkoze a man has, the more domains in which his

performance will demonstrate its presence.

4. This statement should not be taken either as sexist or denigrating to women.

Women lack power/knowledge (inkoze), but that does not mean that they lack

power. The nature of female power is complex and confusing. At it simplest, it seems

to be the negation of inkoze through pollution (Sharp 1988a: 81). I have written

briefly on the nature of women’s power (Sharp 1981a, 1981b, 1994a, 1997), but the

topic is su≈ciently complex and murky that I do not feel I have a su≈cient under-

standing of it to say much more than I already have.

5. The Mission Chipewyan are not nearly as sensitive about their personal clothing

as Goulet reports for the Dene Tha (Goulet 1998: 94–101).
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6. Ironically, that speech reflected the true concerns of the Mission Dene in a way

that white authorities still had not figured out by 1992. Rations were perceived as a

right rather than as welfare, a distinction very significant to a poor and proud people.

The Dene talked of Rations and demanded more Rations at every opportunity. Talk

of Rations was a metaphor for the state of relations between the Mission Dene and

white Canada and the Mission Dene attempt to gain more control over their lives and

their economy. I never met a white administrator who understood the meaning of

the speech. The Dene would speak of Rations even to whites who had nothing to do

with the allocation of Rations and who became convinced that not only were the

Dene obsessed with the topic but that they failed to understand the issues that had

brought the whites to Mission in the first place.

7. In the mid-1990s, when Denegothera had become a man in his early nineties yet

was still active and capable, his very longevity and vigor might finally have been the

proof of the inkoze The People of Mission had so long denied his having.

14. loon iv

1. The process of interpreting and assigning meaning to that encounter, even

excluding this analysis from being considered a part of that process, remained active

among these Dene at least through 1992.

2. The closest kinds of experiences to this that I can think of in ordinary life are

those like getting into a dentist’s chair or waiting for a car to be repaired. Once the

experience has begun, it is ordered not by the clock but by the memory of past visits

and the anticipation of future visits. It seems that all life is a seamless flow through

the dentist’s chair and all other experience is somehow beyond relevance to these

replicating experiences.

3. I am excluding consideration of the consequences of the encounter—for quite

di√erent reasons—for myself and for the man from Birchtown.

4. This information comes from his parents and siblings and is a representation of

a magical wound. I have no information on the medical description of the injury or

its treatment. Surviving the wound as described seems rather improbable, which is,

of course, the point.

5. Contrast this with what Goulet reports for the Dene Tha several hundred miles

to the west of Mission (Goulet 1998: 64–79).

6. This is one reason Mission Dene are circumspect about talking about their

dreams. Dreams come in many varieties. They may be true dreams or false dreams.

They may be no more than the simple expression of indigestion, sore muscles, or an

uncomfortable sleeping position. Among this swarm of kinds of dreams are those
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that foretell the future, tell how and where to hunt, or are outright visions. One

cannot go and ask about a vision or power dream (the latter at least seem unmistak-

able) without damaging or destroying the relationship with the being who sent it, yet

dreams that foretell the future or warn of danger do no good unless their contents are

made known. Confounding this paradox is the fact that women dream even though

they cannot have inkoze. Women have the full range of dreams that men do (I have

found no certain evidence for women having visions or power dreams, so I am

uncertain about these). The conundrum about knowing what to do about a dream

makes their interpretation very much an individual e√ort.

7. I use the term ‘‘segolia’’ much as Dave Smith uses the term ‘‘adept’’ or the term

‘‘Inkonze Helin’’ to refer to those Dene who have substantially greater than normal

inkoze (see Sharp 1986: 258; D. M. Smith 1973, 1982, personal communication).

8. None of these periods of hospitalization were voluntary or had parental con-

sent. The system simply did not take account of issues of informed consent at this

time.

9. The Mission Dene think that plants generally have less potency the farther

north they grow. The stronger southern plants were able to overcome the forces

working on Phil.

10. One of the mixed blessings of modern times is the increasing readiness of

younger Mission women to use weapons and initiate violence toward men or other

women.

11. One of Phil’s artistic creations, shipped to me by Phil and his brothers from

Mission, was added to the collection of the Field Museum in Chicago. It would have

remained there had not the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in a burst of bureaucratic

excess entered James VanStone’s o≈ce at the museum and seized the artwork because

it had eagle feathers on it.

15. meaning

1. None of the dimensions beyond the first four correspond to anything that can

be put into terms relating to human experience.

2. There seems to be some argument about the truth of this proposition among

cosmologists.

3. Yes, this is the ‘‘hunting hypothesis’’ that has been such a bane to our under-

standing of human evolution but in the form that I thought, thirty years ago, it

should have been propounded. I should also make clear that I am using ‘‘social’’ in a

particular and more restrictive sense than is customary. For example, as social is used

here, wolves are social because they are organized to collectively obtain and distribute
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food among themselves while monkeys are not social because they do not collectively

obtain their food and distribute it among themselves.

4. Hunting includes scavenging. The di√erence between the two is inconsequen-

tial. By the same token, there is no necessary relationship between gender and

hunting or between gender and scavenging.

5. Since all the evolutionary transitions in our history were necessary for us to

evolve precisely as we did, no one aspect of that continuous chain of ancestry is more

important than any other. Asserting the importance of one factor is not so much a

statement of its importance in the history of our evolutionary biology as it is an after-

the-fact emphasis upon aspects of our history that reflect issues that concern us at the

moment.

6. The term ‘‘group’’ is deliberately not defined here. Such a definition would open

a can of worms that is not relevant to this work.

7. Although the phrase ‘‘sexual division of labor’’ is the traditional one, it might be

more accurate here to substitute the phrase ‘‘reproductive division of labor.’’

8. I am not adverse to using other models of culture or employing di√erent

aspects of various models of culture when I am writing about issues whose explana-

tion I do not find so problematic as the ones examined here. Models need to be

modified, changed, or flipped between to fit circumstances. After all, the point of

models is that they be an aid in thinking and understanding rather than a substitute

for them.

16. death by meaning

1. For a fuller account of the Magic Boy’s power and the social context of this time

at Mission see ‘‘Shared Experience and Magical Death’’ (Sharp 1986).

2. Moccasins are made from home-tanned, smoked moosehide. Moosehide makes

a wonderfully light and tough leather that both breathes and insulates. Its only point

of weakness, other than being cut, is its susceptibility to water, which destroys its

insulating properties and allows it to freeze. The People wear rubbers over moccasins

when they fear exposure to water as when in the village or when the snow in the bush

is wet. Moosehide moccasins were the most e√ective general purpose cold weather

footgear available to the Chipewyan. (Moccasins made of double layers of caribou

hide, not tanned but dried and worked with the fur on, sewn with fur facing out and

in, are warmer than moosehide moccasins but are much more fragile.) Worn over

two to four pairs of heavy wool socks, they are among the most e√ective cold weather

footgear ever devised by the human species. Moccasins made of cloth are utterly

useless and, in e√ect, a parody of the real thing.

3. The issue of women being out and about instead of staying at home to work was
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a long-running thread in the Mission Dene debate about the nature of the social

changes that were occurring with the micro-urbanization of Mission. Within the

village, as within the large temporary bush settlements of the past, women had

enormously greater freedom of movement through the social fabric than they had in

the small isolated camps of the past. In traditional bush life, women stayed in camp

unless they left as part of a group of women, usually escorted by an armed male.

Gleacho’s comments, and the presumed example he provided, aligned him with the

largely older or politically ambitious and more conservative part of the community

that wished to see no alteration in the existing patterns of social and gender relation-

ships. His comments were, in e√ect, a call for the reconstruction of an earlier state of

existence within which the moral order chartered by inkoze played a greater role in

structuring Chipewyan daily life.

4. I am not interested in trying to map a precise definition. Doing so strikes me as

a pointless exercise in definition that would accomplish nothing as, I think, the sense

of the concept is intelligible.

5. In case it has not been clear from the context of their previous usage, I group the

two terms ‘‘sensation’’ and ‘‘perception’’ together to deny the distinction between

them customarily made in psychophysics and physiological psychology.

17. event and memory

1. If nothing else, it means this chapter has to be organized around something that

did not happen in order to show that it did not happen!

2. For a fuller account of the tensions at Mission and the social context leading up

to the scu∆e, see ‘‘Meaning, Memory, and Imaginary Time’’ (Sharp 1991).

3. All the other whites in the region, following the self-segregation between Dene

and white originating in the placement of their dwellings during the years Discha

developed as a settlement, lived in Discha.

4. Several versions of the story of Charley’s parents were current in the village. The

issue never seemed worth resolving until I began this analysis, and I am now unable

to resolve it.

5. These accusations were not entirely without foundation. Her adoption of this

role provided her with both the opportunity and the motive to make trouble.

6. The Principal had instructed the Teacher to remain inside even though he had

wanted to go outside and watch, so this provided an excuse for him to go outside and

see what was going on.

7. All quotations are from a certified copy of the trial transcript, modified only to

disguise venue and the names of the participants.

8. Because of the emergency powers in e√ect, Charley could be tried in absentia.
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9. In my notes I recorded that the hockey stick was one of the lightweight alumi-

num ones rather than a heavy wooden one, but I remember it as a heavy wooden one.

My memory is no longer reliable on whether or not the Teacher and the Principal

discussed the nature of the hockey stick among themselves, although they did discuss

the possible consequences of a hit by the stick as well as how close the stick came to

striking Charley.

10. The Principal was quite proud of the speech he intended to give but did not

favor me with a recitation, only with a summary of its content.

11. Not only would the longer jail sentence outside make the corporal look better,

it would mean that he and his wife would be relieved of the responsibility of caring

for and feeding Charley for the thirty days he would spend in incarceration at Discha.

12. See, for example, Ernest Thompson Seton’s characterization of them: ‘‘These

Chipewyans are dirty, shiftless, improvident, and absolutely honest’’ (Seton 1981: 147)

13. Later in the same court session a man came to trial on charges relating to his

child’s death. After months of investigation, that case weighed heavily upon the rcmp

o≈cer’s reputation with the court and his superiors in the rcmp. He lost that case, so

Charley’s conviction was a fortuitous face-saving.

18. future memory

1. The Dene utilize residence and economic cooperation to form small restricted

cognatic descent groups that are the e√ective subsistence and production groups in

bush life. These groups are normally focused through parental attempts to keep their

sons’ families with them while drawing in their sons-in-law and their families. The

membership of these groups often changes from season to season (Sharp 1977, 1988a;

J. G. E. Smith 1975, 1976; Jarvenpa 1976, 1980; Irimoto 1981).

2. The context of their relationship and the events of the spring of 1975 are

discussed in detail in The Transformation of Bigfoot (Sharp 1988a). After the separa-

tion between George and Wellington in the summer of 1975, relations between the

two brothers remained somewhat distant. As George established his autonomy as the

head of a household, the normal pattern of sharing possessions and joint economic

cooperation diminished. When Paul died some dozen years later, Wellington shifted

the locus of his bush life to just a few miles north of his father’s old camp on Adeker

Lake. George remained based at Foxholm Lake. As both men matured and developed

their individual approaches to living in the bush, each accumulated an astonishing

amount (by 1970s standards) of equipment, buildings, and material goods at their

respective bush camps.

With the maturation of their children and the brothers’ progression to grand-
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parenthood, the ties between them largely became ones of casual socialization at

Mission devoid of any real cooperative or joint activities. With May’s death in 1999

and the maturation of so many of her grandchildren and great-grandchildren, the

fission of the bonds between Wellington and George (and their descendants) should

progress to the casual ties of those only distantly related.

3. This had begun to change by the early 1990s as the Mission Band gained

sophistication in its own governance within the Canadian bureaucracy. The band

began to use the missionary script in its publications, and there were signs of an

increase in literacy in the Chipewyan language.

4. To the best of my knowledge, the patterns of behavior and the choices these

men made were not the result of a deliberate or conscious decision-making process.

The forms of their culture were being played out through them at an unconscious

level. I doubt that they were consciously aware of the dynamics of their behavior.

Prof. D. Trigger raised this point during my October 1995 presentation of this chapter

before a seminar at the Department of Anthropology of the University of Western

Australia: If it is possible to present these events by ordinary means, by assuming that

the Dene calculate outcomes and plan events, why not do so? His point neatly

encapsulates many of the current concerns in ethnographic writing. These events

could be explained in conventional terms, but to do so would require me to distort

the ways in which the Dene behave and think. Faced with the choice of distorting our

cultural sense of reality and causality or that of Dene behavior, I have opted to

preserve the latter at the cost of the former.

5. These connections can sometimes be felt. I have discussed my experience of this

in ‘‘Experiencing Meaning’’ (Sharp 1996).

6. I make the analogy with some trepidation. In the mid-1960s, when the com-

puter was first making an impact in psychology, all the graduate students I knew were

using the working of the mind as a metaphor to explain the working of the computer.

I am not quite sure what it says about us and the state of our knowledge that it has

become so easy to use the workings of the computer as a metaphor to explain the

workings of the mind.

7. Even memories of smell, pain, and physical sensation are culturally determined.

One might argue about whether or not the sensations and perceptions themselves are

culturally determined, but not about the memory of them.

19. loon v

1. The Dene still believe that the black flies and mosquitoes fly away to the caribou

herds when they approach. This is an accurate description of what happens in late
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summer along the tundra fringes. The insects there vanish within a few days of the

arrival of the caribou, whereas in the forest the insects can remain into October and

often survive the first heavy snows of September only to reemerge when those snows

melt o√. The most probable explanation for the relationship in Western terms lies in

the coolness of the nights that begin to come in late July. Insects, which may not seem

like much of an issue, are a dominating factor in the lives of every human and animal

in the North.
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